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City Traffic Box Score

Cloudy With
Occasional Snow
Tonight, Tuesday

—To Date—
1963
1962
Deaths
4
1
Accidents ... 357
345
Injuries
108
97
Damages ...$70 ,525 $83,165

EIGHTEEN PAGES

2 Deer Hunters in Plane Killed

McNamara and
Hodges Talk
With Johnson

WASHINGTON w> - President Johnson called two Cabinet officers and his budget director to the White House today
for conferences on economic
and defense matters.
The sessions with Secretary
of Defense Robert S. McNamara , Secretary of Commerce
Luther H. Hodges and Budget
Director Kermit Gordon follow
hard on the heels of a busy Sunday at the White House for the
new President.

CLEVELAND (AP ) - The
Brotherhood / of
Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen—the
key operating union in the current work rules dispute — has
served demands on the nation's
railroads for a 25 per cent wage
increase.
Also among demands served
Sunday by the 78,000-member
union were supplemental pensions and company-paid health
coverage. The Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers previously asked the nation 's railroads for pay increases.

While at Ms desk Sunday,
Johnson drafted a letter to defense contractors asking their
cooperation in cutting defense
costs, and the White House announced the dates when West
German Chancellor Ludwig Erhard, Italian President Antonio
Segni and British Prime Minister Sir Alec Douglas-Home will
visit the President.
Johnson begins his work today with an early* morning visit
from Whitney Young, executive
director of the National Urban
League. In late afternoon Johnson presents the $50,000 Enrico
Fermi Award to controversial
nuclear physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer.
Oppenheimer directed the Los
Alamos Laboratory where the
atom bomb was developed during World War II. In 1954, he
was declared a security risk by
the Atomic Energy Commission. The commission did not
question his loyalty, but by a
4-1 vote barred him from further access to atom secrets.
Last April , the White House
announced that in recognition
of his contribution toward developing the bomb, the AEC
had selected him to receive the
Fermi Award, one of science's
most coveted honors.
Johnson , his wife . and two
daughters
attended services
Sunday at St. Mark 's Episcopal
Church. Then the Johnson family
drove to Arlington National
Cemetery where the President
placed a fcouquet of red roses
on the grave of his assassinated predecessor , John F. Kennedy.
The visits of Erhard , Segni
and Douglas-Home are in line
with Johnson's vow to carry
out Kennedy 's objective of
strengthening ties within the
Atlantic Alliance.
Erhard will confer with Johnson Dec. 27-28 at the Johnson
ranch near Johnson City, Tex.
Segni will pay a state visit to
Washington Jan. 14-15, and
Douglas - Home will come to
Washington for talks with Johnson Feb. 12-13.

PairApparently
Checking Area
For Big Game

Firemen and
Engineers Ask
25% Pav Hike

PLACES FLOWERS ON GRAVE . . . President Lyndon
B. Johnson bends down to place a bouquet of red roses on
grave of President Kennedy in Arlington Nati onal Cemetery Sunday. Mrs. Johnson stands next to her husband . In
:

:

_

i

background is the President's younger daughter , Lucy Baines
Johnson, 16. Standing beside her is a boy friend , Jack OIsen, Maiden Rock , Wis., striped tie, a freshman at the University of Wisconsin. (AP Photofax )

Court Upholds /Vfo /'c/en Rock Youf/t
Right to Close Tells of Date With
Johnson 's Daughter
Schools in Row
MADISON , Wis. (*> -r- ".Except
for the Secret Service men it
was just like spending time with
any other American girl" a University of Wisconsin freshman
said Sunday upon his return
from a visit with Lucy Baines
Johnson.
Jack Olson described President Lyndon B . Johnson's 16year-old daughter as fun-loving

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court decided today
state courts may enforce state
bans on agency shop labor contracts.
Justice Douglas delivered the
8-0 decision.
Justice Goldberg, former secretary of labor , took no part.
Workers under agency shop
contracts do not have to become
union members but must pay
the equivalent of dues and fees
which members pay .
Douglas said that , in the case
ruled on today, the Florida Supreme Court had held that a negotiated union-security agreement violated the right to work
By DICK BIESER
provision of the Florida Consti- I
tution , and that state courts I Associated Press Staff Writer
HOLLYWOOD (AP ) _ Homihave jurisdiction to provide a
cide officers worked in teams
remedy.
"We agree with that view ," : today to question Karyn Kupcisaid Douglas.
' net' s host of friends , hopefu l of
The Supreme Court on J u n e finding some lead to the strang3, 1963, ruled that agency shop les of the vivacious , 22-year-old
contracts are permissible under : actress.
federal law, but said they may
Miss Kupcinet , a petite brube prohibited by state law . The nette who had appeared in a
same day the high tribunal up- number of top television shows,
held the Florida Supreme Court was found Saturday night in her
ASHEVILLE. N.C. (AP) - An in its findings that the ' agency . modest apartment near the
'
ex-convict walked into an Ashe- shop violates the state s right- famed Sunset Strip. The body
to-work
law.
I was nude and lay face down on
ville church Sunday night and
' a couch .
,
the
killed his divorced wife
minister and himself with blasts
j The actress was the only
from a shotgun.
daughter of Irv Kupcinet , a ChiPolice said Walter If . Bailey,
cago newspaper columnist and
57. of A sheville entered the
television moderator .
West Asheville Assembly of
Among those questioned was
God Church just before the Rev.
Andrew
Prine , 27, a television
Lester Cobb. 44 , started the ser- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A record 52f> deaths occurred actor identified as Miss Kupcimon nnd demanded to see his
on the nation 's highways in traf- |net's steady boy friend until a
ex-wife , Ruby Bailey, 50.
As Mrs . Bailey huddled on the fic accidents during the four- j recent disagreement caused
' them to break up.
floor between pews, hidden un- day Thanksgiving weekend.
Princ , a co-star of the Wide
Reports of fatalities during
der the coats of other members ,
Country
" scries , told investigathe Rev. Mr. Cobb pleaded with the final hours of the 102-hour
period pushed the toll above the tors ho know nothing of the
Bailey to leave.
slaying hut had telephoned KaBut J. P. Taylor , a member 514 of the i%2 Thanksgivin g ryn twice Wednesday evening
was
the
highest
weekend
which
of th e Church Board, said Bair
to discuss their differences.
ley warned the 50 persons in since ]!).>f5 when The Associated
tabulations
for
Press
initiat
ed
the congregation not. to leave ,
Investigators anid he may
the fall holiday. The lowest was have been the last person to
and told the Rev. Mr . Cobb:
in 1MO ,
hear her voice when he placed
"You aren 't going to let her 442The
toll was recorded durin g his second call about midnight .
(Mrs. Bailey) come out. I know
she's here. I' ye looked every- the period from fi p.m. Wednes- Officers believe the slay ing t ook
place in the early hours Thurswhere for her. I' m not going to day, until midni ght Sunday.
The Associated P r c s s, for day.
leave until I see Ruliv. "
comparati ve purposes , made a
Detectiv es said the actress '
Police said Bailey shot the survey of a nonholiday period of
Rev. Mr . Cobb with a sawed-off 102 hours from fi p.m. Wednes- body lay undiscovered -- possi12-gauge shotgun from a range day, Nov. 13, to midnight Sun- bly for three days—until actor
Mark Goddard and his wif e ,
of about, five feet .
day, Nov. 17, and counted 477 Marcia , l!5, visited the modest
Bailey then found his former traffic deaths.
apartment Saturday evening.
wife , shot her in (lie head with
They
were concerned , they said ,
one blast and killed himself
about
lior failu re to answer
with another shot, from the dou- Jimmy Hatlo Dead
teleph
one calls for two
their
ble barreled gun.
Of Heart Attack
days.
She had been a dinner guest
CARMEL . Calif. W-Jnmfs in their home on Wednesday.
(Jimmy ) Hallo , 65, syndicated
cartoonist with the Hearst King
Features , died Sunday of a
GOODFELLOWS
heart attack. His cartoons ,
$505
"They 'll Do It livery Time " Previously Minted
2
"Toots " . ..
nnd "Liltle Iodine " were ap2
IMiirie
than
700
newspearing In more
5
Bargain (' enter
papers through Ihe world including Ihe Winona Dail y and
Total To Date
tCM
Sunday News.

Actress Slain
In Hollywood

Man Kills Wile,
Minister , Self

526 Thanksgiving
Weekend Deaths

"with a tremendous sense of
humor and aygoock dance step,
the 38-yMT-old Maiden Rock ,
Wis., youfcn spent five days in
the home of the new first family and he said the Johnsons
treated him "just as graciously
as they had when I dated Lucy
last summer."
He met her last February
when she gave a party for
Capitol pages. Olson had been
named a page by Rep. Lester
Johnson , D-Black River Falls.
"I used to call her once in a
while," he said. Then we dated
during the summer. "
"Mostly we dro\e around the
capital to see some of the sights
I wanted to see. Occasionally
we went to dinner ," he said.
Olson said he had escorted
her to the International Ball
earlier this month in Washington and she had invited him to
Thanksgiving Day dinner.
When Olson heard the news of
President Kennedy 's assassination , he said he was "too stunned to think. " Later , he said ,
he went to Maiden Rock , a
community of 15)9 in Pierce
County , and called Lucy.
"I knew how Lucy would
feel ," he said. "She was pretty
upset by the run of events." At
first, Lucy was frightened for
her father also , Olson said.
"After a few days, she wasn 't
so afraid anymore , though ," he
added.
A Secret Service man accompanied the young: couple when
they went out by themselves ,
Olson said. "It was more like
having another friend along. "
Olson explained that he paid
Ihe check for Ihe couple 's dinner nnd the Secret Service man
paid for his own.
Olson is majorin fi in chemical engineering and later intends to study law after he has
a bachelor 's degree, he Sfiid.
Olson said he hopes to become
a patent attorney and may
practice in Washington .
Special Christmas Hours ;

Oswald Got
Haircut in
Sparta, Report

SPARTA, Wis. UP> — Mrs.
John Abbott said her husband
was questioned by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation Sunday
about Abbott's claim that he
gave a hair cut last April to
Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused assassin of President Kennedy.
"The FBI was here this morning and told us not to say anything, " Mrs. Abbott said. Her
b a r b e r husband declined to
speak to newsman.
Abbott said last week he was
willing to take a lie detector
test to prove he gave Oswald a
haircut. The barber said Oswald waited outside the shop on
a Friday night until Abbott was
alone before entering the shop.
The report was the second
linking Oswald to a Wisconsin
visit. The other stemmed from
the signature "Lee Oswald , Dallas," which appeared in the
guest book of a Milwaukee area
restaurant.

Thompson Denies
Talking Marriage
To Mrs. Olesen

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - T.
Eugene Thompson admitted today he had had sexual relations
"several times " with Jacqueline
Olesen hut testified he had
never promised to marry the
attractive young secretary who
worked in his law office.
Thompson is accused of masterminding the death of his wife ,
Carol , for the ¦$!• million insurance on his mate and for the
love of his paramour. Mrs .
Thompson was fatally beaten
and bludgeoned Inst March fi.
On direct examination by defense counsel llyam Segell , the
St. Paul lawyer said he began
dating Mrs. Olesen in December
I 960 and they broke off their affair in January UMi2
Thompson said Mrs . Olesen
had brought up the subject of
marria ge two or three times ,
beginning in the spring of Iflfil .
The defendant recalled Mrs.
Olesen asked him , "If you 're so
happy at home , why are you
out with me?"
Thompson said he told her
"If I knew. I wouldn 't he here. "
The dark-haired Mrs. Olesej&f
appearing as a prosccutior Twitness, previously testified that
Thompson had asked her in
January 1%2 to give him 11
months to get things straightened out. The prosecution contended Thompson, following that
request , set about buying substantial insurance policies on his
wife.
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In Washington , a spokesman
for the American Association of
Railroads said the organization
would have no comment pending a study of the demands.
An arbitration board issued
recommendations Tuesday that
could involve the elimination of
up to 33,000 firemen's jobs.
The five operating unions and
the railroads were to settle
wages and other issues between
themselves under the Emergency Rail Arbitration Law
passed by Congress in August
to halt the threat of a strike
then , the arbitration board
was given only the firemen and
train crew issues to settle.
Failure of negotiations conld
result in the dispute going back
to Congress Feb. 25, the expiration date of the Rail Arbitration
Law.
H. E. Gilbert, president of
the BLF&E, said wage adjustments for locomotive engineers,
locomotive helpers (firemen ) ,
hostlers and hostler helpers
represented by the brotherhood
were long overdue.
Gilbert said the last wage increase became effective March
1, 1961. He said the railroad industry is operating at near-peak
prosperity despite official management statements to the contrary.
Included in the wage demands
was a stipulation for a daily
earnings minimum of $40 for
engineers and $35 for firemen
in all classes of road service.
The current wage scale was
not available.

Mrs. Kennedy
Return s to
White House

WASHINGTON (AP) - Mrs.
Jacqueline Kennedy and her
children , Caroline, 6, and John
Jr., 3, have returned to the
White House after a Thanksgiving weekend reunion with /the
Kennedy family at Hyahnis
Port , Mass.
A crowd of several hundred
massed at Hyannis ' Barnstable
Airport to see them off , but
only White House staffers ,
newsmen and Photographers
were at chilly Andrews Air
Force Base Sunday night when
a two-engined air force plane
returned the Kennedys to the
cap ital.
Mrs. Kennedy , dressed In
black , was bareheaded. The
children were dressed in blue
coats. With them were Mrs.
Kennedy 's sister , Mrs. Lee Radziwill , and a niece, Sydney Lawford , daughter of the late President's sister, Mrs. Peter Lawford.

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special ) ¦— Two young Black
River Falls men were killed instantly at 3:10 p.m. Sunday
when the new Piper Cub airplane owned by Jack Duescher,
27, Black River Falls, crashed
into a heavily wooded area
about six miles east of here in
the Town of Brockway,
Duescher and his companion,
Robert Cummings, 34, died instantly, according to Dr. John
Krohn , acting Jackson County
coroner.

THE MEN were both dressed
in deer hunting clothes and
had left Duescher's carry-all car
at the nearby Jackson County
Airport , so it is believed they
WINTER . . . Ed Kuhid gone up to view the deer
har, general telephone line- hunting area.
man , is shown making reSheriff Julian Larkin suggestpairs during a driving snow- ed ice forming in the fuel line
storm near McLane, Pa., may have caused engine failure. The temperature was about
Saturday. Five inches of
snow fell with drifts mea- 27 degrees.
Three eyewitnesses — deer
suring 2Vz to 3 feet high.
hunters
— Donald Hanson and
(AP Photofax)
Edward Langer, both of Janesville, and Robert Hauger, Beloit — said shortly before the
crash they had seen the plane
flying very low," about 50 or
60 feet above the tree tops,"
and had noted the engine was
running. At the crash scene they
found both men had been partially thrown from the plane,
which was demolished. There
was no fire.
Dr. Krohn said Duescher had
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS chest injuries and Cummings
extensive facial injuries. Both
Cold air, with snow in some had multiple fractures.
Northern areas, spread across Duescher had purchased h i t
broad sections from the Rock- plane last summer.
ies into northern Florida today.
The mercury dropped to 30 OFFICERS at the scene indegrees in Gainesville, F!a., cluded Sheriff Lavkin , Traffic
early today as the cold air Officer LaVerne Adams, Chief
dipped into the Southland.
of Police Al Young, District Attorney Robert Radcliffe and
Wintry weather, with heavy Warden Werner Radke.
snow and temperatures near Duescher, unmarried was th»
zero, hit Upstate New York and only son of Mrs. Jack Guy, ownparts of New England. Nearly er operator of the Cherokee
a foot of snow covered areas night club near Black River
east of Lake Ontario.
Falls. His stepfather, Jack Guy,
Snow and cold also was re- a former heavyweight champiported in other parts of the on of Wisconsin , is jh Krohn
Great Lakes and in Midwest Hospital after a heart attack.
areas. Temperatures edged to Duescher, a student at La
near zero in northern Wiscon- Crosse State College, was a 1955
sin and it was 5 below zero at graduate of Black River Falls
Marquette, in Upper Michigan. High School. Previously he was
Readings In the teens were employed in the office of Genreported in most of North Cen - eral Telphone Co. at Black Rivtral region. The 20s and 30s er Falls and later at Portage.
covered most other areas in the He was an officer in the Wisconsin National Guard and servcold belt.
ed
during the 32nd Division callMild Gulf air kept temperatures near 60 in the Lower Rio up as an officer with the MausGrande Valley of Texas. Read- ton company.
ings in the 40s and 50s prevailed Cummings was an attendant
along the Pacific Coast and in at Tomah Veterans Hospital
the Southwestern desert and in and a part-time bartender at the
the 2545-degree range in interi- Cherokee Club. His wife is the
former La Vonne Carson of
or sections of the Far West.
¦
Black River Falls. They have
three children.

Cold Air
Spreads
Info Florida

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Considerable cloudiness with occasional light snow tonight and
Tuesday. Low tonight 12-20,
high Tuesday 25-32.
i
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for th«
24 hours ending at 12m. Sunday: Maximum , 31; minimum
13; noon , 26; precipitation , none.
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today. Maximum , 29; minimum,
17; noon , 21; precipitatio n , one
inch of snow.

THE TWO HUNTERS killed
in the Black River Falls plane
crash brought the death toll in
Wisconsin 's hunting season to
27.
Eight hunters were shot to
death and 17 died of heart attacks.
Hunters killed by gunfire during the season that began Nov.
23 were Robert Laufenberg, 16,
Alma Center; Ray George, 17,
Owen; Wayne Zaborowski , 22,
Lublin; William Niggeman , 40,
Westboro; Fred Myers , Chippewa Falls; Milton Roessel, 28,
plunged into the Chippewa Riv- Minong; George Thorson , 32,
er after leaving llighway* 17B Exeland , and David Davidowabout four miles south of Cor- ski , 20 Superior.
nell. Officials said he drowned.
Heart attack victims included
Mrs, Mary Klarkowski , 69, of
Preble , a suburb of Green Bay, Walter Conrad , 68, rural Elkwas killed Saturday when struck hart Lake; J ohn Grosskopf , 64,
by a car as she walked home mral Bowler ; Harvey Peterson
62, VHla Park , 111.; Vernon
from church services .
McCartney, Prairie du Chien ,
Harold Mardou s, 3fi , of Still- Louia R. Fandry, 68, Clintonwater , Minn., was injured fatal- ville; Dr. Harold Peters , 56,
ly Saturday when his car hit an Viloa ; Sven Westin , 59, Elm
embankment nine miles north- Grove.
Walter S. Maslowskl , 46, Milwest of Hudson in St. Croix
waukee ; Hugh A. Clark 66, ValCounty.
Others killed during the holi- ley ; James L. Coffey Sr., 70,
day period , which began at 6 Brown Deer; Horry Mcsser , 56,
p.m. Wednesday and ended last Sauk City;l Pqter Pmhaska , 73,
midnight , were Mrs. Marion West Bend ; IWatt Perala Jr., 73,
Herrmann , 22, of rural Oshkosh, Superior; Elif Johnson , 59, ruMrs. Alex Rznthiewicz , 47, of ral Muskcgo ; Cary II . Bishop,
Milwaukee, Elwood Woodhull , 66, Omro; William 11. Schwartz ,
47, of Taylor , and Calvin J, Ear- 64, Milwaukee, and William
ly, 21, of Two Rivers.
Weber Sr„ 67, Bayfield .

La Crosse Man

Killed by Car

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Nine persons died on Wisconsin h i g h w a y s
during the
Thanksgiving holiday period.
The deaths raised the slate 's
highway toll for the year to R10.
The total on this date a year
ago was 1170.

Elmer J. Rude . 4fi , of La
Crosse, was killed Sunday when
struck by a car as he stepped
Irwn his automobile in front of
hisHwinc.
Bert Weisen , 59, of Appleton ,
died in an Oshkosh hospital Sunday of injuries received Saturday in a throe-car crash on
Highway 41 just north of Oshkosh.
(lerliantt (' . liurkliart , 52. n
ChtppowH Falls (unernl director
died Saturday when his car

FUNERAL services for both
will be Wednesday. Rites for
Duescher will be at the Masonic Temple at 1 p.m., Lawrence
Jones, past master, in charge.
The Rev. T. A. Rykken will conduct services for Cummings at
Evangelical Lutheran Church at
3:30 p.m., with burial in Riverside Cemetery.
Friends of both may call at
Langlois-Galston Funeral Home
Tuesday afternoon and evening.
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DEAR ABBY:

This Request
Could Backfire

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Ever since I've been married , on special occasions likt Christmas, my anniversary or birthday,
tny husband gives me presents I can't brag about . What
I mean is, I am glad to get a new refrigerator or stove or
washing machine, but do you think household appliances can
be considered "gifts"? Please don 't think I am unappreciative , but just once I wish my husband would give me
CHEATED
come luxury item on a special occasion.
DEAR CHEATED : Send me your
name and address and I'll tip him off.
But don't blame me if you get a dozen
roses for Christmas instead of an electric blanket.
DEAR ABBY: Here is the story:. A
college man invited his mother to parents'
week-end. She drove over 200 miles and
arrived Friday afternoon. Her son spent
one hour with her, then disappeared with
her car for the rest of the day and that en- "
tire evening. Saturday morning he spent
another hour with her, and then took off
j ^by
again in her car for the rest of that day
and evening. In the meantime, the mother wandered around
the campus alone , trying to follow the program planned for
parents. Everywhere she saw college students with their
parents. Was she justified in going to his dormitory, using
her duplicate car keys and leaving early Sunday morning
without bidding her " son goodbye? She left word at the
*
AWM
vloual who add* *50.0Q to hit
/7fJ€§|
house where she stayed that she had gone home.
R^^T^S
HIS MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: In a word , yes!
now 'Emtl1 Ja &uary 1S 1M4 , fnuSl
•inv^ AMV / I \
'
DEAR ABBY: I was engaged to a boy and I caught
of two (2)
him stepping out with my best friend , so I broke it off. I
will give a limit
'
(fflJl'
yj S M k w^/J
missed him something terrible , and he begged me to take
him back , so I did. Well , he stepped out on me again with
another girl . We were supposed to get married this summer.
eata, rede.mabl. at any itore
/(/Jffl|
He said maybe we should wait a while because he thinks
In
if
cf
f
l ^^' .
there is still some wild life left in him. He is 23 and I am
Winon., Minn. TH. mcn.y
UP |
MIXED |
20. What should I do?
\
j
|
^
J|
|
DEAR MIXED: Believe him. He is trying to tell you
that he isn't ready to settle down.
'
rat. for Saving*.Aecountt. So (Ml
SSW MS*^ CONFIDENTIAL TO MN: It' s a switch when an eightyear-old tells his parents what to do — and he could use one.
What' s on your mind? For a personal reply, send a self7h'"" *"""" c,"l "t""- Wl
addressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly
WmWwmWk
Hills. Calif.

"
Certificates
Savings
Jhrifty
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Tht M»rehant| Nttf,'on81 B nk
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BI^ AW

B^Pt^. - '

-." n.« -.« ^M l

down with the plane after a
;
mission over Cuba.
A Coast Guard cutter found j
high level j
[ the wreckage of the
LAGRANGE , Ga. (AP) - A reconnaissance plane about 40 |
U-2 plane which crashed in the miles northwest of Key West, I
the crash.
Gulf of Mexico Nov. 20 carried j Fla.. the day after
¦
I
the pilot to his death , the Air j
The Dominican Republic was !
Force says.
Members of the family of ' ruled by dictator Rafael L. Tru- ;
Capt. Joe G. Hyde Jr., said Sun- j jillo Molina from 1930 to 1961,,
day the Air Force had /notified j when he was slain by assas- j
them Saturday that Hyde went i sins.

Pilot Died in
V2 Crash , Belief
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VO TE Asks St. Charles
School Head for Plan

ST. CHARLES, Minn. — The
Volunteer Organization for Thorough Evaluation (VOTE) of the
school controversy here has
asked the St. Charles school
board chairman to present an
alternative plan to a referendum on the Daley Bill.
The controversy is between
those who want a high school
in St. Charles and those who
favor a consolidated high school
with Lewiston and area. The
current controversy is specifically over the Daley Bill, which
would provide the nucleus for
consolidation and provide for
the location of a central school.
THE VOTE article, "Challenge to Action ," follows:
VOTE is proposing action in
the St. Charles-Lewiston school
issue. In view of the stalemate
which now exists because one
faction refuses to approve the
Daley ' Bill, thereby blocking a
vote by four districts on school
consolidation , VOTE is urging
that the group which is stalling,
propose an a lternative plan of
action to provide all of the children of the area districts with
better educational facilities.
"No secret to area residents
are the crowded conditions in
the St. Charles and Lewiston
and area schools. In order to
handle the high school students
of the city and surrounding
areas, the primary grades have
been taught Ln a variety of offcampus locations for several
years in St. Charles, and now,
also, in Lewiston. This situation
looks like it will continue for
some time.
A stalemate on the St. Charles School Board has risen because of a mistaken idea held
by three members of this board
that acceptance by thern of the

terms of the Daley Bill constitutes a consolidation.
"THE VOTE organization has
been attempting to assure the
voters of the St. Charles district that this is not true—that
the Daley Bill"merely locates
the proposed high school building site within an area four
miles in diameter in the center
of the area which would be
served by a fully consolidated
area.
"VOTE further has tried to
emphasize that if the Daley Bill
is approved by the St. Charles
Board—it has been approved by
the three other boards directly
concerned with the location—it
will clear the way for an immediate vote of the people in
four districts , as soon as the
mechanics of calling a vote are
set up.
'On Oct. 1, a petition by the
board members of seven common school districts now being
served by St. Charles was presented to the St. Charles board
asking its approval of the Daley
Bill. No action has been taken
on this petition.

"A MAP OF the j chool districts concerned in a proposed
St. Charles-Lewiston area consolidation has been prepared by
VOTE and has been set up in
store windows in St. Charles,
^
and published. This map
is a
scale map of the area taken
from a county auditor 's plat of
the school districts, and .shows
each district's boundaries and
each district's relation to the
consolidation plat proposed f or
an area high school, as well as
each district's assessed valuation.
"In addition , it circles the
area around Erion 's Corner, the
highway jun ction mentioned m
the Daley bill as the central

Snow Blanket
May Be Staying
Snow, for all practical purposes the first of the season ,
blanketed the Winona area today and with its arrival and a
steady stretch of freezing temperatures , more nearly normal
weather returned to the city .
The extended forecast indicates temperatures will average 27-33 in the daytime and 1017 at night through Friday.
Precipitation will avera ge little
or none for the week after today 's snowfall.
CONSIDERABLE cloudiness
Is forecast for tonight and Tuesday with occasional snow flurries. First of the flurries was
registered at 10 a.m. A low of
12-20 is indicated for tonight and
a high of 25-32 for Tuesday afternoon .
Little change is seen for Wednesday.
The official thermometer remained below the freezing point
over the weekend, rising to only
31 Saturday afternoon and 29 on
Sunday. Low Sunday morning
was 13 and this morning 17. At
noon today the reading was 21.
By then an -.inch of snow had
accumulated on the ground.
For the first time ice covered most of Lake Winona Sunday and most of the backwaters
of the Mississippi River in the
area were frozen over.
Authorities issued the usual
warnings that until a heavy
freeze occurs , ice will not be
safe .
EARLY TODAY snow was
falling at Alexandria . International Falls , St.. Cloud. Rochester and Winona , and state temperatures were as low as 5 at
International Falls and 9 at Rochester. St. Cloud and Duluth
had tows, of 10.
(

November was a fairly warm
month as indeed by records of

the past. A compilation of the
month's daily temperatures reveals that the 30-day mean is
41.53, in contrast with the normal figure of 35.1.
During the month the temperature was up to 63 and down
to 17. Degree days totaled 704.
A. year ago the figure for the
same month was 846. Fuel dealers and others used the degree
day figure to measure cold for
any 24-hour period. The figure
is the difference between the
mean for the day and 65.
Precipitation for the month
totaled 1.31. Normal for November is 1.61. Last year the total
was .11.
WISCONSIN t e m p e r a tures flirted with the zero mark
early today as the coldest
weather so far this season
clamped down on the state.
The mercury fell to 1 degree
above zero at Stevens Point.
Park Falls reported a low of 4 ,
Green Bay 5 , Eau Claire, Madison and Clintonville 7, Lone
Rock 9, Wausau 6, Superior
10, Janesville 12, La Crosse 16
and Milwaukee and Beloit 17.
Another wintry touch was a
dash of light snow in the Madison and Lone Rock areas Sunday evening, but only a trace
remained on the ground. Early
today snow began falling in the
Superior area. By 6 a.m. .04 of
an inch had come down.
SUNDAY'S temperatures never got above freezing. The high
was 32 at Beloit , with other
maximums ranging down to Superior 's 19.
It was clear in the southern
part of the state this morning
and mostly cloudy in the north.
Marquette , Mich., set the national low of 5 below zero early
today, compared with the high
of 80 Sunday at Yuma , Ariz.,
and Thermal , Calif ,

November: Warm One
—Temp era ture—

Max.
November . . .
October
September . . . .
August
,) u |y
June
M,-iy
:; •¦ • • .
April
March
February
'
January

fill
'¦»
88
91
99
100
fi.r>
78
78
43
45

I)«gree
Min . Mean Normal Days
19KJ
704
17 41.5.1 35.1
4fi.8
187
31 60,4ft
75
31 62.01 62.5
—
47 69.15 70.4
—
52 74.99 7104
—
43 70 21 6(1 8
280
28 55,96 56.5
497
25 48.43 47.7
—6
33. 17 32.33 1 ,012
5 .444
—16
13.40 18.9
1,622
-31 12.68 17.3

1963 Totals (o Dale
Decembe r
November

..
. ..

61 -1JI
55
22

Totals for all <»M902

19R2
21,00 21.S
36.78 35.1

Precipitation
Inches
Total Normal
1.31
.95
2.34
2.59
4.13
1.81
2.10
2.60
2.3fi .
.25
.50

l.fil
2.49
3.76
3.62
3.70
4.70
4.06
2.31
1.62
)0!
1.08

5,811

20.M

30.84

1,364
846

.SB
.11

1.11
1.61

7,699

30.59

31.07

BLONDE TALKS ABOUT:

Balloting Set
On Goodview
Village Offices

Clothes Fit for a Queen

By GEORGE McCORMICK
banquets , dinners , luncheons
point in determining a site for
Daily News Staff Writer
and other good-will appearconstruction , if total area conThe last flurry of activity for ances .
solidation is achieved. From
the 1963 Miss Snowflake and her | They 've represented Winona
this map, it can be ascertainprincess will begin Tuesday ;at the St. Paul Winter Carnied that the circled area is very
night , when the new Jack Frost val , the Miss Minnesota concentrally located in regard to
Goodview voters will go to the and his Princes Frost will be test , and just about every comthe school districts now being
served by the two high schools polls Tuesday to elect a mayor , named at a dinner at the Oaks. munity celebration in this area.
Dee Mahaffey, the reigning : The biggest celebration came
now involved in the proposed twfr trustees and other village
officials.
queen of the Winter Carnival , first — less than a week after
consolidation.
Candidates have filed for all and Princess Naomi Gilbertson ; the queen and her princess
"ANOTHER MAP has been but two of the offices to be will give up their crowns at the ; were crowned. They traveled to
mounted and published by the filled. The exceptions are a one- Coronation Ball , whfch will be St. Paul for the winter festiviLoyal Citizens group which pur- year term as justice of the one of the highlights of the ties there , and , Miss Mahaffey
ports to correct the first map. peace; now held by Floyd Farn- 1964 Winter Carnival Jan. 12 to recalled , there were a lot of lastIt is essentially a part of the holtz , 3880 Sth St., and a two- 19.
! minute preparations to make.
same map, except it simply year term as constable , now fillU
N
T
I
L
THEN,
however , ' ONE OF THE less glamorous,
shows U.S. Highway 14 and seg- ed by George Kohner , 3844 9th
they 'll both be busy helping the but certainly most necessary
ments of County Road 33, pin- St. •
new J ack Frost and Frosties preliminaries was the securing
pointing the same intersection,
INCUMBENT Mayor Rex A. get accustomed to their duties. |of some old-fashioned long unand showing county and town
"We 're going to be teachers derwear for the long hours spent
roads along a strip parallel to Johnson , 4175 9th St., will be opHighway 14, between St. Char- posed by Harris Anderson , 4630 for a while ," the blonde queen in the cold.
7th St. Anderson , a former may- explained.
les and Lewiston.
And cold it was. Miss MaIt's been a busy year for the haffey almost shivered as she
No argument has ever risen or whom Johnson defeated two
as to the location of Erion 's Cor- years ago, is now serving a royalty. They ' ve been in 23.^spoke-of spending two hours on
ner , or the proposed site, ex- term as trustee . His term has parades, plus almost countless a frozen lake during an icecept some quibbling about close- another year to run.
Lester Berg. 4025. 4th St., who
ness to one or the other present high school building, an<f as was appointed to fill an unexto how many tenths of a mile pired term as trusteee when M.
closer it is to one town or the F. Sweeney moved from the vilother. The highway department lage earlier this year , will seek
the full three-year term in Tuessigns are self-evident.
day 's election.
"The VOTE group has adoptHis opponent will be Dr . E:
ed a policy of keeping the mat- G. Callahan , 4145 6th St., a forter of settlement of the school mer village clerk .
issue before the public until a
Gerald Feils, appointed in Ocvote of the people is effected , tober to replace another trustee
and a full program is adopted , 1 who moved from Goodview ,
to insure proper , thorough edu- Mrs . Ray Wendland , will run
cation of all of the area chil- for the two years remaining of
dren.
the term. Mrs. Harold Reed , 884
THE letter to School Board 44th Ave., will oppose him.
Chairman Koch, signed by Mrs . j Lewis E. Albert , 3965 6th St.,
Altpn Bergh , VOTE vice chair- •is unopposed as candidate for
man , and June Glover , secre- the two-year term of justice of
i the peace. He is the incumbent.
tary , follows :
1 Another candidate without op"The Volunteer Organization
position will be Willis Norton ,
for Thorough Evaluation , recentI seeking election to fill out the
community
ly organized in our
j remaining year of his terra as
and which represents 150 or constable. He was appointed to
!
more voters, respectfully sub• the post when Iver. Sidegaard
mits that he-cause the School 1 Jr., resigned.
Board of District 858 is stalemated in that three members I NORMAN NELSON - along
thereof refuse to use the statu- j with Anderson , who is running
tory means to permit a vote to for mayor — is a holdover trusdetermine the people 's wish re- tee. He has two years left of his
garding an area consolidation , I term.
"That you , therefore , are re- ' Presumably, were Anderson
quested as chairman of St. to be elected mayor, someone
Charles School Board 858, to : would have to be appointed tp
take immediate steps to present i fill out his term as trustee.
an alternative plan which will I Since the adoption of the Plan
achieve a vote of the people in ;; A form of village government.
your district ; a plan which will 1 the offices of clerk , treasurer
achieve an effective solution to and assessor are filled by apthe present problems in regard ! pointment.
The polls will be open from
to our high school consolidation .
7:30
a.m. until 8 p.m. Resi"VOTE is not unmindful of
the directive of the state De- dents will vot e at the Village
partment of Education in which Hall. Election judges during bala re-study of all our probl ems loting hours will be Mrs. Haris suggested . VOTE stands old Englund , 4325 6th St.;. Mrs.
ready and willing to assist the Allan Bestul . 4265 6th St. , and
Board in carrying out any 'fair Mrs. Kenneth Brandt , 4620 7th
comp ilation of facts for presen- St.
Counting the ballots after the
tation to the area voters , particpolls
close will be Mrs. Bernularl y in regard to District
ard Blaskowski , 870 39th Ave. ;
R5R. "
Mrs. Deane Harvey, 875 39th
Ave ; , and Henry C. Ehmcke,
village clerk.

$7 ,500 Appraisal
On Molel Site

An appraisal of $7,500 for a
proposed Holiday Inn motel site
will be presented to the City
Council at its meeting tonight
at City Hall.
The appraisers. Edward Hartert and John Steffen , were appointed by the Council two
weeks ago. Area of the site is
4.4 acres , slightly smaller than
previous estimates. This is the
equivalent of a little more than
two blocks. The reduction in
size appeared when the boundary of Highway 61 right of
way was found to be somewhat
north than first supposed.
If comple ted , this would be
the second such sale of city park
property for hotel or motel purposes. In 1954 , the council sold
7.8 acres of land just west of
the Hot Fish Shop for $4 ,000,
plus „ $300 for some newly planted trees. The purchaser was
Winona Hotels , Inc. Nothing has
ever been built on it.
Another tract of city land ,
sold two years ago to Nick
Deones, is the site of a motel
now under construction . Located
just southeast of the junct ion
of Highways 61 and 43 , the plot
contains 10 acres and was sold
for $5,800.
Aldermen also will discuss a
Fire and Police Board request
for an ordinance designating locations where bodies of junked
autos may be burned out by
junk yard proprietors. A demonstration burnout was conduct
ed last Tuesday at the old city^
dump, now abandoned. Auto
wreckers had requested council
permission lo use the area for
such burning. Fourth ward aldermen and others have objected to any resumption of burning at the old dump site.

Given S uspension

Car Purchase
Results in
Arrest of 2

Chief of Police George Savord
this morning said that the purchase of a used car led to the
arrest of a Rochester man and
woman who had cashed more
than $425 in fraudulent checks
here Saturday.
Savord said Mrs. Charlotte
Wells , 25, and James C. Zemec,
18, are being held in the city
jail today. They will be charged
with felonies in connection with
the checks , S a v o r d said. Arraignment of the pair was to
be later today or Tuesday morning in munici pal court ,
Police , according to Savord,
first received a call about the
pair at 11:15 a.m. A downtown
clothing store had cashed three
checks for the man and woman. The operator said the checks
were issued on a Rochester
bank but he discovered later
they had no account at the
bank One of the checks was
cashed Friday night , the others
Saturday morning. Clothing was
purchased with part of the money from the checks , Savord sa'd
Saturday morning the pair
purchased a used car from
Quality Chevrolet Co. and paid
$200 cash , Savord said. Later
a description and the license
p late number of that car was
given lo police by the automobile company.
Detectives found the car parked on East 3rd Street and waited for Ihe coup le to return.
Mrs. Wells and Zemec return ed
to the car about noon and were
apprehended.
Savord said that checks issued to four downtown merchants and two banks have been
found so far and the total is
more than $-125.
The largest check , according
lo Savord, was for $60, ranging
down to $25. Bot h Zemec and
Mrs. Wells were cashing checks ,
he said.
Tho pair also is wanted by
Minneapolis
and
Rochester ,
authoritie s, conStewnrtville
tinued Snvord, They stayed in
n local hotel Friday ni «h t.

Bernard -I. Bilicki . 69. 770 W,
mWmmwmmmmmmwsmmmmmmmwmwmmMmh.
^amwamwamwamwasmwWam
Howard
St., pleaded guilty in
18
A.F.&A.M.
LODGE
NO.
WINONA
ft
municipal court today to a
charge of assault , lie received
JL ELECTION OF OFFICERS
n suspended sentence. He was
'clock
Tuesday, Dec. 2, 7.:30 o
arrested by police at his home
1
®A
j \$/ \
ARNOLD STENEHJEM, W.M.
nt 8:20 p.m . Saturday on a com<
p laint by his wife. He was released after posting $25 bail.
Judge John D. McGill susWINONA IO DGE NO. 18, A.F. A A.M.
pended a sentence of «t $25 fine
or eight days in jail on condiJJ\ MASONIC DINNER CLUB
tion that B ilicki is not guilty of
Fall Dinner Series
94j$>
n similar offense during th e
The Cnilerl States fanner gels
v
next six months. The bail de- about 38 cents of each dollar
Tuesday, Dec, 2 — 6:00 p.m.
posit was refunded.
spent for food in this .country.
I

fishing contest. It was around ona 's prettiest public relations
15 degrees below zero.
assests, she gets to do a great
Some of the girls from south- deal of promoting for her faern cities "couldn 't believe it ," vorite city.
she said.
"It's been a lot of fun ," Miss
It hasn 't always been an Mahaffey said.
easy year. During the summer, '¦' She 's surprised when she refor instance , there were ap- alizes that the year is almost
pearances in area communities over. "I was j ust shocked at
almost every weekend. And Uhat ," the queen said, adding
each one necessitated a lot of j that it' s gone by faster than
preparations , the queen pointed she could have imagined.
out.
Will she miss all the activity
when her reign is over? "I
SOME OF THE parades were guess I will " she said some,
long, and one of the longest what ruefully.
was that held during the La
Crosse Oktoberfest this fall.
BUT. AS AN experienced
The girls ' smiles "felt as if queen , Miss Mahaffey had this
they were plastered there" after j advice for this year 's conies*
the parade . Miss Snowflake tants:
^
said.
'Must try to keep smiling; "
But all the work has its re- Then she thought a bit.
wards , she added. A queen gets ,. "And get some long undeN
to travel to a lot of places and wear ,'' she added.
gets to meet many interesting
persons. Besides, as one of Win-

Winter Carnival
Button Sales
To Begin Tuesday
,

Sale of the 1964 Winter
Carnival buttons will begin.
Tuesday night at the Jack
Frost dinner at the Oaks.
Within a few days , the
buttons will be available at
all Winona business places ,
according to Clarence Bell ,
in charge of the button and
ticket committee.
The button costs $1, and
admits the wearer—to- all
Winter Carnival events except the Jack Frost dinner
and the Coronation Ball.
The 1964 carnival will run
from Jan. 12 to Jan. 19.

Judge Grants
Divorce; No
Cases Slated

A divorce was granted by
Judge Leo F. Murp hy in District
Court here this morning, according to Joseph C. Page , clerk
of court.
The divorce , a default action,
was brought by Mrs. Joyce A.
Politano , 23 , 528 Lafayette St.,
against Raymond J. Politano ,
42/ Hibbing, Minn. P. S. Johnson
! represented the p laintiff.
Mrs. Politano and her father ,
Henry J. Sesvold , Galesville,
Wis., testified.
i The - Politanos were married
i April 1, 1958, at Mountain Iron ,
; Minn., and have two children.
: She claimed cruelty as grounds
' for the divorce.
Page also announced settlement of two personal injury
; suits scheduled lo be tried beWINTER CARNIVAL PIN . . . Dee MaThe new pin is in the shape of a snowman ,
: Fore Judge Arnold Hatfield .
i haffey, 1963 Miss Snowflake , holds the 1964
decked out in red gloves and a black top
j Settled was a case involving
hat and carrying a yellow broom. (Daily
j Winter Carnival button , which goes on sale
plaintiff Louis J. Czarnowski ,
.
News photo )
I Tuesday night at the Jack Frost banquet.
Fridley , Minn., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis S. Czarnowski , 762
I E. Howard St., against Russell
! 1. Rossi , an individual doing
\ Trempealeau Scouts
Climb Peak Dail y
j business as Markle Stevenson
' Oil Co. and the city of Winona ,
To Raise U.S. Flag
The case, which was for $20,JOO, was scheduled for Tuesday.
TREMPEALEAU , W i s .
It stemmed from a traffic acciTrempealeau Boy Scouts ,
dent at Broadway and Main
j
out
of
respect
to
the
late
j
Commercial traffic on the up- : Street May 17, 1961.
I President Kennedy, have
per Mississi pp i Rive r may conA $15,000 suit scheduled to be
volunteered to climb Libertinue until Jan. 1, 1964 , accord- tried Dec. 10 also was settled.
WHITEHALL . Wis. ( Special)
ty Peak, also known as
ing to a report received at Wi- Mrs. Gretchen Lamberton , Glen
— A 22-year-old Whitehall man
First Peak, and fly their
nona Lock and Dam 5-A.
Mary Rd., was suing N. A.
on parole from a 5-year senflag there at half mast for
In a letter to district lock- Koverud Co., Caledonia , which
tence in the Green Bay Reform30 days .
masters , t he chiefs of locks and has an office at 1282 W. Broadatory on a burglary charge is
Thomas Hunter and Richdams
at St. Paul reported that way.
back in the Trempealeau County
ard Staszew ski of the troop
unofficially
Cargill plans to conThe suit involved a traffic
jail today.
are handling the flag raistinue
shipping
on the river un- accident on Mankato Avenuo
ing. It can be seen for miles .
Roy .Rene , 22 , was apprehendtil Jan , 1 , weather permitting. approximately adjacent to the
¦
ed by Eau Claire authorities
A
large
New
York
newspaper
Last year the last down- Community Memorial Hospital
Saturday afternoon at the home
uses
the
equivalent,
of
the
st
ream
tow dep arted from St. driveway Nov. 2, 1961.
net
,
of his sister , Mrs. Krhart Sell
annual growth from 6 ,000 acres Paul Dec. 7 and passed through
Page said that the jury panel
Kau Claire.
of commercial forest land for Lock 10 at Guttenburg, Iowa , has been discharged until furWITH REM-: in jail here Is a Sunday ed ition.
Dec. 9.
ther notice.
one of his two companions on
a t r i p to California and back , in
CLIP AND SAV E
n rented ear. En route , authorities believe , they committed
burglaries.
Hene , who was released from
the reformatory 00 days ago
unci has a long record of misdemeanors previous to his sentence , denies the current charges , according to Sheriff Orris
Klundby.
A companion , Kenneth Cornelison , was ' apprehended by Durum! police and is in jail here
with Hene . Authorities said that
under interrogation ' ' Cornelison
related that
Rene rented n
Hertz car from a Racine , Wis.,
agency Nov . 17 unci drove
toward Chicago to pick him up
and also Dave Hami lt on , who
was AWOL from the Great
Lakes Naval Training Stat ion.
Cornelison
told
authorities
they had been in California ,
where his companions were involved in three breakins , bill
Unit be didn ' t participate.

Whitehall Man
Arrested After
California Trip

River Traffic
May Continue
Until Freeze

Winona Stores Open Unti l 9:00
P.M. on Dates Circled Below
j
1

ELEVEN EXTRA NIGHT OPENINGS
FOR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

)
j

DECEM BER

C'OHNKUSON also said they ,
had been involved in a breakin i
in New Mexico. At Willnj ar,
Minn , , according to Cornelison ,
I hey took $ I fill and some clothes
fr om a store. Sheriff Klundb y
has recovered Ihe money.
{
He was notified that Hamilton gave himself up in Minnea(wli.s Sunday ,
The youths are being held
here for parole officer and authorities in ( lie towns where the
lircakins allegedly were com'
mitted.

1 (D 3 ® 5 6 7
8 (?) 10 (H) 12 13 14
15 (g) (g) (g) (g) 20 (3j)

22 (S) 24 CH«B™«

Retail Merchants Division
WINONA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

They 'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmy Hatlo

9L diapp &nsd.Jk&L TlighL

How Best to
Fight Drop outs

Jack and Jack ie
Theater Proposed
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — There 's a movement on for renaming one of
Broadway 's finer stage houses "the John F. and Jacqueline
Kennedy Theater. "
*
It would be a nice recognition of the tremendous person al
encouragement the late President and Jackie gave to New York's
legitimate theater. For Jackie, it would be flowers for the living,
which she deserves in such quantity .
Perhaps the name "the John F. and Jacqueline Kennedy
—
Theater " should not be given ,
to a house that already exists augural Anniversary S h o w
r
— but to the new, • handsome which was to kick-off the KenNew
York
State Thea- nedy re-election campaign in
ter, to be located in Lincoln Washington Jan . 23. Dick Adler ,
Center. It would be remarkably 'The President's favorite producappropriate now -when John F. er ." had lined up Rock HudKennedy is being likened to son , Gregory Peck, even Gina
Abraham Lincoln : the Kennedy Lollobrigida, and just last Wedname at Lincoln Center.
nesday the late President ap-There , would be red tape . , to proved and said , "See you soon,
be cut. But Gov. Nelson. Rocke- Didk.". But. now??? . . . Irving
feller and John Davidson Rocke- Hoffman , back from Rome, refeller 3d, head of Lincoln Cen- ported 400 cab drivers four cabs
ter , could doubtless make this abreast drove down Via Venemagnificent gesture.
to to the American Embassy
It' s a wonderful idea — so and sent one cab into the enwonderful , I wish it were mine. trance with a wreath for JFK.
It 's from a reader who wants
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H ;
no publicity.
Don't be hard on the fellow
The new Christmas greeting who disagrees with you," says
gimmick is sending personaliz- Joe Silver philosophically. "After
ed
tape -recorded salutations all, even he is entitled to his
about three minutes long. The own stupid opinion.
"audiograph fans " who tape-reWISH I'D SAID THAT : "I
cord little speeches from Bob always enjoy Thanksgiving,"
Hope and other heroes now have noted Lisa Kirk. "That's when
their parents mailing recorded the people stuff turkeys, and
greetings . . . Troy Donahue then turkeys stuff people "
and beautiful Penny Kimmel
EARL'S PEARLS : "When 1
were at Toots Shor 's where argue with my wife," reports
Troy hoisted his pants leg and Jack Herbert , "words flail me. "
showed a wound. In Honolulu, a
"I'll tell you the kind of luck
gorilla in a zoo kept throwing I have, " sighs Morey Amsterwater at him till he crashed in- dam. "J was on that TV show,
to some concrete '. . . Which 'The Millionaire' — and I was
prominently - mentioned presi- the only guy who got a bad
dential prospect wants to resign check." That's earl , brother. .
his present office before the national conventions?
ALFRED GWYNNE Vanderhilt and Pat Di Cicco met at Idlewild after they 'd returned
from Europe on the same plane,
and Di Cicco was amazed that
they hadn ' t seen each other on
the plane. "I was in first class,
where were you?" asked Di Cicco . . . "I ride tourist , " said
the wealthy Vanderhilt.
Rudy Vallee unselfishly phoned me that Phil Shukin, who
wrote Carol Burnett's "Calamity Jane " show, saved the life
of a man who'd fallen asleep
smoking a cigaret in their apt.
house on E. 55th St. "Phil once
played 4ax for me," Rudy said
. . . Eddi e Fisher 's contract
with the Wm. Morris Agency is
expiring. Whoever comes up
with the best TV deal will probably represent him . . . George
Wallace, Mary Martin 's leading
man , and Jane A. Johnston of
"The Boys from Syracuse ," revealed marriage plans dining at
"The Apartment" . . . Folks
now telegrap h fl owers on t h e
holidays to say thanks to those
who helped 'em. I wired flowers
to Greta Garbo who gave me
an exclusive interview long ago.
(I chased her and she ran out
of breath) . . .A ' beautiful TV
and movie star is dating a
young actor whose showgal
bride ain 't gonn a like it.

First Negro Finishes
State Patrol Course

ST. PAUL (AP) — Gene A.
Shockency, 29, Minneapolis , is
the first Negro graduate of the
Minnesota Highway Patrol Officers Candidate School.
Shockency, a former marine ,
ranked 19th in a class of 29.
Only 12 of the graduates will
be assigned patrol spots immediately. The others , including
Shockency, will be assigned to
duty as vacancies develop.
¦

Man Killed, Gun
In Car Discharges
FRAZEE , Minn. (AP) — Accidental discharge of a shotgun
at the conclusion of a pheasant
hunt north of here Saturday fatally injured Robert Graham , 39,
Frazee.
Investigators said Charles
Cooper, 20, Frazee, with whom
Graham had been hunting, had
placed his shotgun in their car
when it discharged. The charge
struck Graham in the head.

CHANGES AT ETTRICK
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) —
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Erickson are
moving to a farm they have
purchased 27 miles north of here
on Highway 53, near Pigeon
Julius
Hegge,
PRESIDENT Johnson must Falls , Mrs.
Frenchville,
who
purchased
the
decide the fate of the "3rd InErickson
home , will move
there. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Herreid have moved to the new7
home they built in the North
Beaver Creek area.
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Matinee — 2:15
25c - 5Dc - 65c
N i l e - 7 : 0 0 - 9:05
25c - 65c - 85c

NOW SHOWING
At 7:15 and 9:15
Prices: 35c-65c-85c
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
FUNTAIN GLEN FARM , Peru, Ind. - I always love to
make a tour of the farm with my son in the truck to
see what's changed since last time. It's an interesting farm ,
for it's a two-level farm . The house overlooks , stretches of
level corn fields and the barns are strung out along the road .
Back of the house a steep winding road leads up through
a 180-acre hill of beautiful virgin timber, and on top of this
hill is a gently rolling plateau of fields of wheat , soy beans
and summer pasture land. One of these hill pastures used
to have a big swampy spot in it that had to be drained with
tiles, so three years ago my son had a bulldozer come up
and dig out the tiles and make a pond of it. So for about
$25 he had a large, deep pond. It was wonderful for the
cattle and a real life-saver this hot dry summer. For 70
days there wasn 't a drop of rain , and the pond dropped
about six feet and is only half its former size. Said my son ,
"I'd have been sunk without that pond this summer. It would
have been a real job pumping water for that number of
cattle. In the terrible heat they spent all day in the pond
and would graze at night."
Since midsummer my son has been culling the herd ruthlessly, and now there are 115 of the best ones left . In the
drouth the hill pastures got grazed down closer than he
likes to see them , and hay feeding of the cattle began earlier
than usual. Now they are grazing on stalk fields.
Another change, the march of progress , I suppose! On
the west boundary of the farm through quite a wild and
unusable piece of scrubby woods a new super-highway is being laid out. It seems that a few years ago a fine four-lane
super-highway to Indianapolis was built through well-populated farm and village country. Each house had to have an
access road built to the highway, with the consequence that
the accident rate soared to alarming heights with so many
roads coming into a speedway. So now the Indiana Highway Department is building all its new highways through
uninhabited wilderness as much as possible and makes them
all as "limited access" type highways to bypass relatively new
highways built/only a few years ago and rendered dangerous by "string town" developments. Indiana is now using
this limited-access type highway to solve this problem.
Each time I come here more great old elm trees killed
by Dutch elm disease have toppled and must be disposed
of. Just before my arrival a 65-mile an hour wind storm
ripped through this area and great numbers of the bleached
and peeling old trees fell. When we took the truck up the
hill road we ran over big fallen limbs and several trees
had fallen across the road .and had to be rolled out of the
way before we could pass. They ' re a real danger along these
country roads. This morning I can hear the sound of chain
saws being used by farmers in this area.

'
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Organic Matter In The Soil
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We have often talked about the essential functions of organic matter in the soil in the form of humus and most gardeners are aware of its importance to good plant growth. There has
always been a close relationship of the soil particles and organic materials with the well-being of plants.
The soil has been in the process of formatioin for untold
ages through the eroding and disintegration of rocks by alternate freezing and thawing , by winds and water , and by chemical action. However , those mineral elements and particle s of
sand , gravel , and clav are not
true and active soils as wc less in some places more In
,
know them. Not until organic others.
mutter and the desirable bacteria , fungi and other micro- | OVER A PERIOD of time this
organisms become closely in- ' native , or original , soil can be
tegrated with tho physical pro- greatly modified and , under
perties of the soil , can it be careful handling, can become
said to become a fertile soil.
rich and diversified , a fertile
; and friable soil known as rich
And , what is a fertile , or rich , garden loam. This is the goal
soil? Generally speaking, it is i that all conscientious gardeners
one that contains a good nmodnt should strive for as they imof organic m a t t e r which is its prove their soil from your to
most active property. The bac- year. On the other hand , it can
ieria , fun^ i and other organisms be misused and robbed of its
break down the tissues of both fertility until in time it becomes
animal and vegetable origin to only a piece of worn-out land inform humus. In this action the ; capable of producing good plant
organic acids ' are released and ' growth.
act chemically and beneficially
Organic matter serves as a
on the
mineral
properties.
very
valuable soil conditioner
!
Therefore , a soil well supplied
along
with its fertilizing funcwith humus is usually richer in j
: tion. Also , it makes a soil that
available nutrient s than a simiis more porous with great moislar soil that is low in organic
ture holding properties and nt
matter.
I the same time permits a fj rentON THE OTIIKK hand , n soil er penetration of air which is
may be well supp lied with or- ! essential .
One of the most valuable benganic matter and with Ihe essential mineral elements and , efits derived from tho addition
yet. not, be productive , This of organic matter to the garden
may be due to a lack of suf- soil is that It provides favorficient drainage and poor aera- able, living conditions for Ihe
tion , to the. presence of com- growth and activities of the benpounds that may he toxic to cer- eficial bacteria , fungi nnd othwhich
tain plants , or the shortage of er organisms without
some of he minor elements there would he no breakdown
such as copper , iron , zinc , boron of the organic matter into humus . This is a biological procand others.
ess , that takes place constantl y
Gardeners know from ex peri- in the soil beyond the notice of
ence that our fertile soil hasn 't tho gardener.
just happened. Countless years
have gone into the making of
UNLESS TIII0RK are ample
our soils. Yet , knowing this , it supplies of organic matter in
is difficult to realize that on the the soil , these beneficial microaverage our fertile tnpsoil is organisms cannot continue to
only about seven inches deep. live and thrive , and their pres-

University 4th
Largest in U.S.,
Top in Big Ten
MINNEAPOLIS — The University of Minnesota continued
its ranking this year as fourth
in the nation and largest in the
Big Ten in full-time and total
enrollments, according to results of, the annual collegiate enrollment survey conducted by
Garland G. Parker , University
of Cincinnati registrar and central admissions officer.
Parker conducts the survey
annually on the basis of fall
enrollments for the educational
journal School and Society. This
was the j ournal's 44th yearly
analysis of how many persons
are attending college.
FALL ATTENDANCE at the
University of Minnesota totals
35,112 full-time students and 14,116 evening class students, for a
grand total of 49,228.
The University of California
again has the nation 's largest
full-time enrollment with 62,240.
The City University of New
York leads the nation in the
grand total of full-time and parttime students with 101,247.
Others ranked ahead of the
University of Minnesota in the
number of full-time students are
the State University of New
York , 52,893, and the City University of New York 40,580.
RANKED immediately after
Minnesota in full-time enrollment are four other Big Ten
schools — the University of Wisconsin , 30,868; the Ohio State
university, 29,496 ; the University of Illinois, 29,471, and Michigan State university, 26,170.
ALL BIG TEN schools in the
top 30, except Purdue , recorded
gains in enrollment this year
over a year ago.
The University of Minnesota
figures include attendance at all
campuses, as do the figures of
other schools reporting in the
survey.
Registrar Parker of the University of Cincinnati reported
these are the 30 largest universities in full-time students:
1. University of California, 62,240; 2. State University of New
York , 52,893; 3. City University
of New York , 40,580 ; 4. Minnesota , 35,112; 5. Wisconsin , 30,868; 6. Ohio State , 29,496 ; 7. Illinois , 29 ,471; 8. Michigan State
(East Lansing) 26 ,170; 9. Texas ,
25,118; 10. Indiana , 23,679; 11.
Michigan (Ann Arbor) , 22,058;
12. Pennsylvania State , 20,331;
13. Missouri , 20 ,096 ; 14. Washington (Seattle) , 18,203; 15, Purdue , 16,584; 16. Maryland , 16,297 ; 17. Puerto Rico , 14 ,956; 18.
New York University, 14 ,390; 19.
Louisiana State , 13,960 ; 20. Florida , 13,914 ; 21. Harvard , 13,902 ;
22. San Jose State , 13,456 ; 23.
Southern Illinois , 13,402 ; 24.
Brigham Young, 12,954 ; 25.
State University of Iowa , 12,923;
26 . Cornell , 12 ,749; 27. Rutgers ,
12,740; i2fl. Arizona , 12,686 ; 2!)!
Wayne State , 12 ,154; 30. Colorado , 12 , 150.

OVER A PERIOD of years .
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INCLUDES SOUP , POTATOES , SALAD, COFFEE

• French Fries, American fries, steamed or mashed potatoes.
• Mixed salad bowl with French, Roquefort, 1,000 Island Dressing.
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By LESLIE J. NASON. ED. D. under the leadership of Dean
Harper Wren , counselors at
Professor of Education,
Long Beach City College have
University of Southern Calif.
worked out a procedure which
Christmas vacation is a cru- salvages more than half of the
cial time for the college fresh- probationary group.
man. This is the period during
Any student following a simwhich the fainthearted choose to ilar plan on his own initiative
run rather than to stand and could retrieve his tottering semfight !
ester and save himself the pain
Dissatisfied and disillusioned of the long comeback trail. Here
with college, they feel their is the plan :
choice of subjects must have
The procedure of reporting
been an unhappy one since they to a counselor with a record of
are not interested in doing all current grades is made one conthe work required to pass. So dition of a student's probationthey give up, obviously of the ary status. (Why do we have
fact that months of hard work to force students to face their
will be required to offset a dis- problems? )
asterous semester, which will
Immediately after mid-semesremain forever a part of their
ter examinations a. student recollege records.
ceives a form letter to be cirAll on his own the potential
culated to his instructors. The
dropout has decided that college
form allows space for present
work is too difficult for him. He
grades and the instructors' comhas a rather hazy feeling about
ments.
each of his courses. It is hard
A conference with the counfor him to follow the instructors'
lectures. The whole thing seems selors follows. The student is
to be confusion. Even cram given suggestions and help resessions have failed to straighten garding study procedures and
techniques in any troublesome
out the courses.
Parents and college counselors courses.
stand helplessly by while young
THE PLAN has been in operpeople decide to throw in the ation about five years and besponge and leave college at the comes more successful each
beginning pf the vacation with year.
no intention of returning. Neither
But what of the students not
is consulted before the move.
yet on probation?
If students even considering
AFTER SOME experience in
trying to make their way without dropout would follow such a
college training, many of these plan on their own, they could
students attempt to make a salvage themselves.
comeback. For example, they
may gain entrance on probation , Winona DAILY News
at a junior college.
I have talked with many such
MONDAY . DECEMBER 2, 1963
~
students during my years of
VOLUME 108, NO, 10
teaching at Long Beach City Published dally except Saturday and holiCollege. I could understand, days by Republican and Herald Publishing Company, 601 Franklin St., Winona,
although not agree with , their Minn.
'
decision to walk away from the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
large investment of time and Single Copy — 10c Dally, lie Sundaymoney they had already made Delivered by Carrier—Per week JO cents
26 weeks $12.75
SI weeks »2S.S0
in the semester.
By mall strictly In advance; paper stopI could also see that the whole ped
on expiration date.
colossal waste was unnecessary In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona,
and tragic. These students had Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
been carefully selected as col- Trempealeau counties:
year . . . $12.00 3 months . . . tt.M
lege material. They were near- 61 months
. . . S&.SO 1 month . . ¦ 11.35
er to success than they thought.
All other mall subscriptions:
A few days of carefully plan- 1 year . . . $15.00 3 months . . U.2S
$1 .60
ned work during the holidays « months . . . $8.00 1 month . . .
change of address notices, undelivcan change such a failure to Send
ered copies, subscription'orders and other
mall Items to Winona Dally News. Box ?5.
success.

ence in large numbers is necessary . The humus from the cornpost pile is ideal for supplying
this need.
Organic matter , of course, is
not a "cure-all" . Its main function is to improve the texture
and' porosity of the soil. Along
with it . the mineral elements Y)
for good plant growth must be
replenished ns they are depleted. This can be done by the use
of complete commercial fertilizers.
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Give extension service ,
Princess phones , Bell
Chime , Home Interphone , other use ful
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FREE ! Ask tor

Family Event Booklet
--handy to record
Christmas cards sent
and r e c e i v e d for 5
years. Includes sections for birthdays ,
annive rsaries a nd
clothing sizes.
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For
TEL E-GIFTS or
Family Event Booklet ,
call our business office
or ask any Northwe stern Bell employee.
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Northwestern Bell I
In Minnesota
I

THE GIFT THAT SAYS "I'M THINKING OF YOU"

THE CLEANER THAT WALKS ON AIR

No gift pleases more than a portr ait of you or your family
. . . for doting grandparents . . . for friends . . . for relalives . . . for those near and dear . . . a gift portrait
continues to say "I'm thinking of you" through, all the years
to come. To insure delivery* by Christmas, appointments
must be : made by Dec. 10.
•

The Hoover Constellation , tho cleaner _ that requires no
pulling, no tugging follows after you on its own air stream,
Bl S. ' powerful motor and versatile attachments let you
clean everywhere faster arfd better. Exclusive double
stretch nose actually
its length without any
^ stretches Iwice
^
strain on you or the cleaner. This is the Canister for you.
$39.88.

69 East Fourth Street

66 East Second Street

EDSTROM'S STUDIO

R. D CONE CO.

Phortt 79U

LANE SWEETHEART CHESTS

Someday they 'll tell their kids about this Christinas .
their first Christmas in love ' How a Lane Cedar Chest
became a home she and her love could share before marriage-storing pre-wedding loot and talking furniture plans,
Dreams , anyone? Our Lane Sweetheart Chests start at
" $49.95. See our complete collection.

LAWRENZ FURNITURE

Phone 2304

173 East Third St.

Phone 9433

BUFFET TA BLE

The perfect present lor the home and its hostess. T .is
stylish new serving cart converts to a big buffet table. Any
two of the shelves clamp together to double your serving
space. The virtually " indestructible wood-grained enamel
shelves and golden brass frame blend beautifully with any
room decor.

R. D. CONE CO.

66 East Second Street

Phon« 2304
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Let us show you bot h of these remarkable Portable Type-
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standard" ) . We "welcome ANY brand typewriter in trade ;
we are the Authorized Underrate1 Dealer; our trained personnel and completely equipped shop back up every product
we sell 1 All machines carry a 1-year equipment guarantee.
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him how much you really care with • this - the ultimate in
footwear. Or give him a Florsheim Gift Certificate. Startlig
at $19 .95 .
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PA RAMOUNT BEAUTY SHOP
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A WONDE RFUL GIFT FOR A LL THE FAMILY
The Wmo iu, Daily and Sunday News is ,|„ Un ori.e wil h fan,dies because (hern 's something in it every day for everyone.
Mom, Dad, big .s ister , and kid brother all en joy reading Hie
Daily & Sunday ' NV w .s. If .you ' re not a regular reader now .
(his Christmas season is the lies t tune to Murt. Just telephone
H i!0lll .-.ml ask fo i Ihe circulat ion deparlmenl . We 'll gladly

•lel he rrM .

Winona Daily & Sunday News

Phone 5222
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^ Musical Instrument

:1

OR GIVE A RECORD

<'<>NN . SKI.MKIl . OLDS , LK BI.ANC at . . .

^

UNIQUE!
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MAKE IT A RECORD CHRISTMAS FOR THE
"DISC" LOVERS ON YOUR LIST!
A >rii) g]e record or an allium is sure lo please any record
¦
'" vlT "" -V,IU1' lisl ,ms y,'ilr '•'loose from a wide variety of
all nationally known names and some specials made by area
persons. Single songs , albums of choral , symp hony, band
and orchestra selections. They ' re all at our place right
now. New numbers received every day. Or give a record
t'i" certificate and let them choose their own.

HARDTS MUSIC STORE

1H-M8 East Third Street

Winona
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ED BUCK'S CAMERA SHOP
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REASONS W HY A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKES
WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT
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THE WORLD'S FIRST ELECTRIC PORTABLE
Once you 've typed on an electric portable you 'll never typo
on a nianual portable again. And tho Coronet gives ' every0|U, an e?i per f 's mc \\ ' with electricity every letter is tho
^
. ''
.same cien oiacKiie.s.s. Iliore are no jumpy lines, no jimmied
letters , no uneven spacing. Tins electric portable does things
no other can. Lightweight carrying case included.

Phone 3738

il "s

65 East Third Street

GIVE YOURSELF A. BEAUTY GIFT
Vou can get set for the holidays ahead and save money at the
.same time! Clip the coupon above and present it in our shop
any time during Ihe month of December . . . il is good lor
%\. 00 off on the nermniicnt of your choice t except Wednesday
specials ) . Avoid the r u s h . . . have your permanent before
the holiday festivities are here. We also have gift certificate*
available in any amount for your friends.

77'/j West Third Street

WRINKLE-FREE LUXURY ALL DAY

ST. CLAIRS, INC.

57 West Third Street
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THE IMPERIAL FLORSHEIM

™
Phone \8-3300

161 East Third Street
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Give him the shoe that will help him remember this Christmas
lo
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GIVE THE GIFT OF HEARING
yy|,.lt fj ller Rj f t f 01. a hard-of-hearing friend or loved one?
Soled any one of the Zenith Quality 4 and 5 transistor heari"R aids. We 'll mail a gilt certiticate in your name and
make all arrangements directly. Remember Zenith is the
wo rld' s most attractive hearing aid . . . stylos for men and
women , (live the most thoughtful gift of all. $50 and up.
10-day money-back guarantee .
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Agriculture Department
A Growing Industry
THE DAY IS NOT far off whan tha Department of Agriculture will be larger
than agriculture itself , if present trends
continue. Even today, the department's
own projections into 1964 show farmers
with a net income of less than $12 billion.
And the department's budget is half that,
$6 billion.
Almost $2 billion of the department's
budget is used for payment to farmers,
and that is included in the figure for the
farmers' incomes. The rest of that department budget ¦— about $4 billion — goes for
many purposes , ranging from a salary for
Orville Freeman to research into Dutch
elm disease.
Lots of the department's budget is spent
on shipping surplus food out of the country, an activity in which it has engaged
with a certain devil may care attitude, to
judge by the record of millions of bushels
of lost wheat. Lots more is spent storing
past surpluses, which represent
the
failures of past policies.
THE

FEED GRAINS program, which

has cost hundreds of millions of dollars, is
about to result in larger surpluses of corn
than ever, so the present policies don 't
seem to offer much hope either.
So, the Agriculture Department's budget is likely to grow faster in the future than
the farmers' income, as Luther G. Tweeten , an economist at Oklahoma State University, sees it.
By his figures, farm programs could
cost us from $5.6 to $10.3 billion a year by
1967. Net farm income in.1967 he sees falling to $7.6 billion bylhen, If the: Agriculture Department's programs are niggardly, or $14.6 billion if they are financially
generous but with total controls over the
fanners.
Either way, the Agriculture Department's income in 1967 appears to be bound
to be far more than half as large as that
of the farmers it was set up to serve.
OUT OF ALL THIS emerges a theory
for Washington: If you want to grow, fail
to solve a temporary problem. Then you
will be given more money to perpetuate
the problem. Avoid finding a solution, and
your agency will live and grow forever.

To What End Shall
JFK Be Remembered
COMMENT ON

tha aftermath of

tha

assassination tends to focus more and
more, as one might expect, on- the probable future course of the nation. Public
attention is increasingly drawn to the circumstances and problems of the orderly
transfer of power, the prospects for continuity or change in our foreign relations,
the outlook for congressional action, even
the fundamentally, ..altered political conditions relating to the ' 1964 election.
Yet the sense of personal and most
tragic personal loss shared by millions of
Americans persists, and will continue for
a long time to shadow our lives. The poignant reminders stand there in the wings of
that inner theater of the mind where the
unceasing drama of consciousness is played. Now and then in the course of the day,
at unforeseen moments, they make their
sombre entrance. They interrupt laughter
and mundane affairs. The message they
speak again and agahr'is that John Fitzgerald Kennedy, a good man who carried
the welfare of all men in his heart , is
dead. '
WHO WILL soon forget tha inexorable,

throbbing rhythm of the muffled drums
that accompanied the caisson 's stately
passage lo the Capitol and , at last , to that
green slope in Arlington? Who can ever
again hear the solemn anguish of Chop in 's
Funeral Mar ch without thinking of the
young President thus seized by death in the
very fullnes s of life ? These and all the
other memories of final things only sharpen recollection of the life whose " passing
they solemnly marked.
To what end shall this man be remembered? When the voices intone their sad
reminders on that stage within each of us ,
will we trul y hear -? Will we who vowed
that Preside nt Kenned y shall not have died
in vain now hold to that high resolve as
the black weekend recedes into history?
That is the question to ask ourselves.
¦

A new type of dollar bill goes into circulation. Unfortunately, there is no provision for making it easier to get hold of.
If we have sown unto yon spiritual things,
\n it a great thing if we shall retrp your carnal
things? 1 Corinthians 9:11.
a

Congress 'Will ' soon adjourn. Judging by
its record of accomplishment , it might as
well have quit as usual . around Labor Day,
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HOW DO YOU STAND, SIR?

'We 're Asking What We Can Do For Our Country, Mr. President?'

Moratori um on
Politics Hailed

>
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(Editor 's Note: Letters must be temperate ,
of reasonable length and
signed by the writer.
Bona fide names o{ all
letter-writers will be
published. iVo religious ,
medical or personal controversies are acceptable.)

By SENT. BARRY GOLDWATER
There are times when critics of this country
look with obvious scepticism upon statements
that the nation cames first , even in partisan
considerations. The political good sense and
good manners that were so apparent from the
first announcement of last week's tragic event
should do a lot to lay that scepticism to rest
It was not words alone that marked the time.
The Republican Party 's decision to declare a
moratorium on political statements was an act
and deed of real meaning, whose significance
should not be lost on anyone who has doubts
abou t the overriding patriotism of the political
processes in this nation. I was very pleased to
have joinedtjin the moratorium suggestion along
with Sen. Hugh Scott .
How different this display of
support for the new President,
support for the time he needs
to form his administration's
ranks and purposes. How different this is from the unthinking and unfortunate criticism
that has been heard from some
who still seem to doubt the basic integrity of the nation and its
citizens.
Of course, all Americans feel
a sense of shock. But the shock
Goldwater
should not drive away the realization of the great strength , sanity and good
will of our political system. Unlike some nations
in the world, America has a political system
that fully respects dissent and opposition. And
from that respect it reaps such unity and support as that for which we now should be thankful .
NO ONE who has watched consensus and
cooperation develop daily on the floor of the
Senate, for instance, can fail to realize that
this great nation's great political debates are
not inspired by hatreds , but are inspired only
by convictions , and that they are resolved in
good time by honest reason.
If there is any feeling of national guilt involved in this tragic, senseless event, that guilt
should not involve the political process itself.
It should not involve the very orderliness and
basic humanitarianism that President .Johnson
knows he may count upon and upon which he
is counting.
We do not serve the memory of President
Kennedy or the demands of the immediate future under President Johnson by failing to recognize these facts. It is precisely at such times
of testing and trial as we now face that needed
strength arid needed resolve can be formed by
fully recognizing the historic Tightness of our
way of doing political business.
IT WAS not that way that led to the terrible
event in Dallas. It was not the way of Texans.
It was not the way of Americans. Their way,
our way, is the way that leads us out of the
shadow of such a terrible death , not into it.
America's face, of course, is one of sorrow
now. But America 's heart is sound. And America 's conscience, though deeply troubled , must
clearly see and clearly sound America's lasting
and unshaken strength.
This is not the end of America 's dreams.
John Kennedy least of all would have it so. We
have halted in sorrow before, taken the time to
form our ranks , then moved ahead with the
[flisiness of tomorrow and the unending business
of free men
THERE IS nothing ln this of shame for
America. There is in this the great glory of
America. It is , in fact , the great story of America and of the good hearts of the citizens who
are America and who give it itsTight , no matter the darkness of the day.
How do you stand , sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago .

. 1953

A record crowd packed the Oaks for a dinner honoring All-American Star Paul Giel.
Charles Choate was toastmaster and others who
spoke were Butch Nash , Gopher end coach;
Roundy Coughlin. Madison Wis., sports column
ist : Minneapolis sports writer Sid Hartrn^sffand
George Edmond , sports editor of the St. Paul
newspapers.
The Rev. Webster Clement, pastor of the
Faith Luthera n Church , conducted ordination
services for his son , the Rev. C. James Clement , at Pentecost Lutheran Church , Milwaukee ,
where James is associate pastor.

Twenty-Five Year Ago . . . 1938

A buyer is sought for the two local units
of the Mitchell Knitting Mills , Inc., and resumption of manufacturing operations at them
is dependent upon whether they are sold.
Mary Margaret Fischer , 21-year-old daughter of Mrs . EHhel Fischer , had been chosen
one of the queens of Sanford hall , woman 's
dormitory at the Universit y of Minnesota.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1913

A. J. Rick has been elected commander
of the Clarence Miller camp of Spanish War
Veterans.
For the third year the High School Club
has been organized at the YMCA. Burr Buswell was chosen president . Mark Hanson , vice
president , (Hen Bcrlhe , secretary, and Leslie
Potter , treasurer .

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1888

Three loads of dressed hoof were on tha
market today selling by Ihe quart er at 4'i
Vents a pound.
.1. IV Ililbrrt has signed ' a deed transferring to the Winona and Soul hwostorn Railroad
Co., the right of way throu gh his farm at Rollingstone.

One Hund red Years Ago . . . 1863
The want of railroad connections east was
manifest when il required four of Burhank' s
.stages and an open wagon to carry the passengers to La Crosse. The extent of travel appea rs lo he double that of Inst year and for
this bran ch of business alune the company expects to run four and five four-horse couches
daily each way.

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Secret Service Drinking in
Dallas Before Shootin g

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON — There
are three agencies of government which are sacrosanct as far as congressional investigation or criticism
is concerned — the FBI,
the Secret Service, and Central Intelligence, In the interest of protecting the life
of the president , however ,
it is my belief that a rigorous investigation should
be undertaken regarding
the first two.
^—^
Here are some facts
which should be investigated:
The Secret Service — Six
Secret Service men charged
with protecting the President , were in the Fort
Worth press club the early
morning of Friday, Nov. 22,
some of them remaining until nearly 3 o'clock. This
was earlier in the same day
President Kennedy was ass a s s i n a t e d. They were
drinking. One of them was
reported to have been inebriated. When they departed, three were reported en
route to an all-night beatnik rendezvous, "The Cellar."
The Secret Service, which
has done a
not a b 1 y
good job in
t h e past ,
prides itself
o n having
men who
w i l l give
their lives
for the
P r e s ident. They
are charged
Pearson
with throwing their own bodies in front
of the President in case of
attack.
Obviously men who have
been drinking until nearly
3 a.m. are in no condition
to be trigger-alert or in the
best physical shape to protect anyone.
It has been stated that it
was an impossibility for tha
.Secret Service to check the
occupancy of every building
along the route. While this
is true , it is also true that
warehouse type buildings ,
such as that in which the
assassin hid, should be
searched , and the extra
tim e spent by Secret Service men at the Ft. Worth
Press ' Club could have been
spent in so doing.
W H A T HAI 'PKNKI ) nt
Fort Worth was that the
Press Club, supposed to
close at. 10 p .m. under local liquor laws , sent word
invitin R
Vice
President
Johnson and Gov. Conmilly, hot Ii honorary members ,
to come over , and on that
excuse stayed open after
hours. Neither Johnson nor
Connnlly accepted the inviOPINION -WISE

Try and Stop Me
By ItKNN KTT ( Klir

(inorge .Jrwsrl , making one nf his innumerable a f t e r dinner orations , notic ed
w i t h chagrin thai his audience was growing ralher re stless. "Tahe it easy, " he ns
Mired the 'UTin .n lws. "Like Lady ( iodivfl on
the last lap of her historic - ride , I am drawing near my close. "

tation , but the club stayed
open anyway.
When I queried C a l v i n
Sutton, president of the
club, he explained that "a
lot of big bylines were in
town whom we had heard
about but never seen in person, so we took the liberty
of s t a y i n g o p e n . We
shouldn 't have done it , but
we did.
"Some of our correspondents then passed out guest
cards to members of the
President's party . I didn 't
know the Secret Service
men were being inv ited and
il kino of surprised me when
they arrived , but they all
had guest cards. They got
in about 11 or a little later. "

SUTTON SAID it was 3
a.m. when he locked up and
the Secret Service . men left
a little ahead of him.
"They wanted to know
where 'The Cellar' was, and
I told them. But I did my
best to discourage them. I
don 't know whether they
went or not."
Sutton said they seemed
to be in pretty good shape
¦when they left. He denied
that one was inebriated.
The FBI - In Dallas, the
police stated that the FBI
had interviewed Lee Oswald
but had not informed them
a b o u t the interview. In
Washington , the FBI denied
that they had interrogated
Oswald recently.
Regardless of whether he
was interviewed recently or

a long time ago, it is the
job of the protective agen cies of government to check
on every suspect in any city
which the President visits
and make sure where he is
at the time of the visit.

A MAN who had been
head of the Fair Play for
Cuba Committee, who had
professed Marxism , and
whose r e c o r d showed a
mixed - up, unsteady, emotionalism , should have been
kept under careful watch on
the day the President entered his city — one of the
most lawless and intolerant
cities in the United States.
The Secret Service keeps
a file of people who have
written threatening letters
to the President or who are
otherwise suspect. If Oswald
was not on their list , the
FF3I should have communicated with the Secret Service after they interviewed
him. If photographs of Oswald ' passing out pro-Castro leaflets were shown on
television — as they were
— certainly the FBI and
the Secret Service should
have been able to catalogue
him without too much trouble.
It' s true there has been
long-standing jealousy between the FBI and the Secret Service. Sometimes
they act almost as if they
don 't speak. But they should
stop squabbling over jurisdiction and headlines at
least where the life of the
President is concerned.

JksL $iklA.

"Oh , how silly of me to conic all the way up hove —
it' s flic first, iloor that' s toilet ries. "

Why Was Tour
Made to Dallas?
To the Editor :
As I sat there in the predawn darkness, the feeling
of shock, horror, and. disbelief overwhelmed me. For
the dastardly act is difficult
to comprehend! Yet I heard
repeatedly "THE PRESIDENT IS DEAD." My mind
seeking a reason is unquestionably confused.
As I sat with my threeyear-old son watching regular television programs,
they were interrupted by
the incredible, tragic news
of the shooting of a man we
came to admire and respect. A "MAN" so full of
vitali ty that h<L inspired
others to greater" things.
I never left the sound or
picture of the television reports of the events, of watching unceasingly hour after
hour , seeking to comprehend the full meaning cf the
words, still unbelievable to
the mind. At first there was
a feeling of optimism, only
to be dashed to pieces by
the announcement a great
man had died
His life , gone in an instant , now belongs to eter¦*
nity. - ' .
As the station left the air
1 felt involved in a nightmarish tragedy, for this
distinguished, e n e r g e t i c
man , this man so -vitally
interested in the security
of the people of this nation,
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY , was taken from us
in an unreasonable act of
violence difficult to accept.
Nor shall we ever come to
a c c e p t the unreasonable
hatred which prompted this
act.
As a country pauses to
mourn and weep there is
no peace found even in
sleep. Sleep interrupted by
dreadful realization of the
void left by the horrendous
events of that sad day.
Certainly as many seek
to sort the facts with a disbelieving, confused mind,
they , just as I, ask '
WHY?
Why was this tour made
in spite of the obvious everpresent danger lurking in
Dallas? Surely this one city
could have been avoided.
Though the President never shirked his duty or obligation for fear of his life ,
there is no understandable
reason for such a tragic ,
heart-breaking incident that
touches us all.
Irene Wier
Galesville, Wis.

...

^AVe Most Turn for
Chiidance to God
To the Editor :
It has been a time of
shock, unbelief , realization
of loss and finally the grim
and impressive ceremonies
by which we paid our last
respects to the President of
the United States.
The death of President
John F. Kennedy affected
everyone deeply, for an attack on the President is an
attack on the nation.
We have viewed with contempt the murder of high
officials in other lands. We
had thought that it could not
happen here.
The veneer of civilization
seems thin. We had thought
that after the assassination
of our highest official that
the accused slayer would be
brought to trial and receive
punishment only after the
facts were fully known.
The fact that the man who
was accused of the crime
was in turn killed by another man taking the law
into his own hands is a disgrace and our vaunted American sense of justice is the
loser .
The President was killed
by a man who did not understand that, political Issues
are not resolved by violence.
The suspected killer was
slain by a man who did not
rchlfce that justice . is only
accomplished through law.
There seems little left to
say about the shock and
grief we all felt at the death
of President Kennedy. But
there are some actions that
we should now take.
First , there should be a
complete Congressional investigation of all the events
tun-rounding the death of the
President. This should he in
By Sakr«m

addition to tha regular ponce
investigations and all the
facts should be laid before
the public.
We know that Lee Harvey
Oswald, accused of killing
the President , had strong
pro-Communist f e e l i n g s .
Through the facts, the American people should be
made fully aware that Communism advocates violence
and it should be shown just
how much of a part Oswald's Communist sympathies filled him with hate and
motivated him to commit
assassination.
In addition a law should
be passed making the assassination of the President a
federal offense giving the
federal authorities with its
broader powers, the right to
investigate. The FBI is in
a much better position to
conduct such investigations
than are loca.1 authorities
and should not have to wait
to take action.
And , we must now rally
behind President Johnson as
he picks up the difficult
reins of government.
Just what will hapnen to
the Kennedy Administration 's programs is an unanswered question.
However , we see that , as
in Lincoln's time , human
rights of the individual overshadowed all other legislative discussion.
It would be fitting that
Congress should how act
quickly in thejarea of civil
rights. As I have said many
times , legislation now being
considered by the House is
worthy of support
F i n a l l y , these tragic
events should be remembered and we should remember
how we all turned in our
shock and grief to our
churches and our God — the
only place where we could
find understanding and solar*.
There is no question but
that God and religion and
the dignity of man is the
very basis of our right to
govern ourselves.
We s h o u 1 d remember
clearer than before that we
must turn for guidance and
aid to God who is the highest Authority of all.
Albert H. Quie,
First District
Congressman
¦

To Your Good Health

Answers
To Your
Questions
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER.
M.D.
Dear Dr. M o 1 n e r:
What is a Bartholin
cyst? Should it be removed? C o u l d it be
cancerous? — MRS. S.
D.
The Bartholin glands are
in the v a g i n a. If one is
plugged or closed , it becomes a cyst. It is not cancerous, but it should be removed promptly.
D e a r Dr. Molner :
Does a person's blood
type ever change? ^J.Z.
No. After a transfusion ,
you might have a confused
laboratory reaction but it
would be temporary. You
would revert to your original blood type, which remains for life .

MEN
PAST 40
Troubled with GETTING UP NIGHTS
Palm In BACK, HIPS, LEGS
Tlrtdnesi, LOSS OF VIGOR

Tt you are * victim of these symptoms then your troubles may b*
trnced to Glandular Inflammation,
Glandular Inflammation is • conafiui tional disease and medicine*
that give temporary relief will not
remove, the causes ot your trouble*.
Neglect of Glandular Inflammation often lead* to premature senility, and Incurable conditions.
The past year men (rom 1,000
eoqimitniUea have been wiccessfully
treated. They have found soothing
relief and improved health.
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HARRIS SURVEY
Public Wan ts
Tax Cut Now
By LOUIS HARRIS
If Congress is to follow majority opinion in this country,
then it will pass the tax cut
bill now advocated by President
Johnson and initiated by his
predecessor , the late President
Kennedy.
By well over 2 to 1, the public is in favor of the administration's proposal to cut taxes
as soon as possible. By a 3 to
2 margin, people feel such a
reduction will contribute to the
prosperity of the nation . And a
plurality of the nation feels that
the tax. cut should not be de^
layed until the budget is balanced.
All in. alii .'these results show
a marked shift in favor of tax
legislation in the past .three
months ,
In September and again just
before President Kennedy 's assassination , a cross-section of
the American people were asked about the tax cut issue directly
TAX CUT NOW
Nov. Sept.
Per Per
Cent Cent
Favor
........66
62
Oppose
...26
22
Not sure
8
16
As the number with no opinions has diminished, the rather
substantial margin in favor of
the tax cut (20 percentage
Advertisement

Tense Nerves
Block Bowels

Your colon has nerves that control
regularity. When you are tenseor nervous, normal bowel impulses may be
blocked—and you become constipated. New COLONAID tablets relieve
this misery with a new principle—a
unique colonic nerve, stimulant plus
special bulking action as recommended
by many doctors. Result? COLONAID
puts your colon back to work—gently
relieves constipation overnight. You
feel great I Get clinically-proved
COLONAID today. Introductory size 43*

points) remains as decisive as
in September.
The main argument put forth
by President Kennedy and again
now by President Johnson in
favor of cutting federal taxes
is that such legislation will materially enhance the prosperity
of the country. In fact , both
strongly have implied that failure to pass a tax cut might
increase the chances of a recession .
This appeal was positively received a few months ago and
has maintained its position with
the public .
TAX CUT AS
PROSPERITY AID
Nov . Sept.
Per Per
Cent Cent
TAX CUT WILL:
Help prosperity
46
40
Hurt prosperity
. .29
23
Not sure . ,".' .
25
37
The main ""opposition to the
tax cut , of course, is not that
relief of the tax payer is undesirable , but rather that there
should be no reduction unti l the
federal budget is balanced.
Back in the late summer and
early fall, a plurality went along
with this view, Now there has
been a reversal that puts pubhe opinion squarely behind a
tax cut now — without any further delay :
TAX CUT TIME TABLE
Nov, Sept.
Per Per
Cent Cent
Delay until budget
balanced
.39
<»1
Don't delay tax cut ... . 46
36
Not sure
15
23
Public opinion on the tax cut ,
then , has edged toward greater
majorities favoring it. The conviction that a tax cut will enhance the prosperity of the nation has become more widespread.
More important, however , is
the decline to minority status
of the belief that any cut in

federal taxes should await a
balancing of the budget.
Along with the national mood
of rallying Behind the new President, these results concerning
a tax cut now indicate that Mr.
Johnson is in a strong position
to push the objective he demanded in his first address to
Congress: passage of the legislation.
However, whether dominant
public opinion will be followed
or whether this legislation will
bog down in congressional delay (as was the case under the
K e n n e d y administration) remains a major riddle that only
Congress itself can answer ,
Apart from the arguments on

the tax measure pro or con, ,
President Johnson has invoked !
another undoubtedly powerful )
reason for asking Congress to \
act now: the fact that the tax j
measure was given, with civil i
rights legislation, top priority 1 331 Cnoate Building
Phone 4417
by the late Mr. Kennedy.
Following his assassination , a
Modern Chiropractic
wave of deep shock and sym- ;
pathy for the late President
and Electrothera py
spread over America. The tax
bill was well on its way toward i
Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
gaining majority support in its i
own right before Mr. Kennedy 's
Open Friday Evenings 7-9 by Appointment
death. It can be argued that
Closed Saturday
public support for a tax cut has <
probably grown rather than di- :
minished as a result of that
SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
tragic event.

Dr. . C W. (*ruler
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Vows Exchanged
At Parris Island

¦¦¦
Osseo Church Plans
Bazaar f or Thursday
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — The
United Church of Christ (Congregational ) , Osseo, will hold its
annual bazaar and bake sale
Thursday beginning at 12:30
p.m.
Tea will be served in the afternoon and a Shoppers Special
supper will be available begin;

LAMOILLE , Minn .-At home
at Parris Island, S.C., where
they both are stationed are
Lance Cpl. and Mrs. David M
Jack , who were married Oct.
4 at the Marine Corps Depot
Chapel, Parris Island.
The bride is the former Miss
Mary E. Thicke, HN, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Thicke, Lamoille. The groom's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jack , Hagerstown, Ind.
The bride is in the Naval Medical Department at the Women
Marines Dispensary and her
husband is a recruit training
coach at the Weapons Training
Battalion.

John F. Burgs Make
New Home on Farm

MRS. CATAUNA SCHRENZEL , Mexico City,
Mexico , announces the engagement of her daughter .
Miss Lillian Schrenzel, ft William E. Bray, son of
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Bray, 604 W. Wabasha St. Miss
Schrenzel, who attended school in Mexico City, is a
¦ *'
secretary in a steel company office there. Her
fiance, a graduate of Winona Senior High School ,
attended Winona State College two years . and was
graduated from the University of M innesota. He
is manager of Dempsey Tegeler and Co., Inc.

900 Visitors Attend First
Bazaar at St. Anne's Hospice
Approximately 900 visitors
were delighted with the beauty
of the St. Anne Hospice when
they attended the Holiday Gala ,
the first fund-raising project
iponsored by the St. Anne Hospice Auxiliary, Saturday and
Sunday afternoon.
The center of attraction on
the main floor of the Hospice
was the large, white-flocked
Christmas tree and the beautifully arranged fresh pine centerpieces. The recreational areas
were gayly decorated with the
many displays of Christmas
decorations appropriate for indoor and outdoor use.

the many ornaments that were
arranged to make a background
in the recreation room for the
Christma»sale.
Mohair hats and sweaters,
aprons, pompon animaJs, woven rugs, scarfs, mats, decanters,
and many other items made by
the guests working in the occupational therapy program
were offered for sale.
Members of the auxiliary
featured a variety of Christmas
centerpieces made . with fresh
pine and spruce and Christmas
corsages.

DURING THE two-day event,
tours were conducted through
SPRAYED BASKETS filled the hospice for those interested
with pine and wax fruits , plas- in seeing the building. Refreshtic and feather wreaths, chains ments were,
served during the
of white plastic balls, Christ- afternoon .
mas tree balls beautifully deMrs. .Hubert Weir, president
signed and colored with sequins
and beads, were only a few of of the Auxiliary, served as general chairman for the Holiday
Gala and was assisted by the
following committees which inWhitehall Julefest
100. members of the auxChairmen Announced cluded
iliary : Christmas sale, Miss
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special ) Adelaide Deckert, chairman;
therapy
sale,
— Committees for the Julefest occupational
to be held at Our Savior 's Lu- Mmes. J. B. Whorton , Ray Kulatheran Church , Whitehall , "Sat- siewicz, co-chairman; registraurday, have been announced. tion , Mrs. M. L. Spencer Sr.,
The chairmen are as follows : chairman; refreshments, Mrs,
Mmes. Everett Berg, Olger William Srnec; tours,Mrs. Earl
Steen, Ed Ausderau, Clarence J. Heiting; ushers , Mrs. Lloyd
Briggs, Sidney Otterson , Alyn Korder; directors of activities.
Larson , Harlan Schaefer , Don- Sister M.. Poverello , occupaald Warner , Vernon Nehring, tional therapy program ; Sister
Willis Briggs , Erling Hanson, M. Josette, Christmas centerpieces; Sister Don Bosco , tours.
and Earl Nelson.
Featured at the Julefest will
be handicrafts , Christmas cen- Strum Civic Club
terpieces a n d
decorations ,
aprons , baked goods and candy, Party Announ ced
children 's wear, a style show
STRUM , Wis. (Special) The
and silent auction and games.
Strum Women 's Civic Club will
BAKE SALE
hold its Christmas party at the
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special )~ home of Mrs. Jerome Johnson
The Episcopal" Churchwomen of at 8:00 Dec. 9.
the Emmanuel Church will hold The serving committee cona bake sale on Dec. 7 from 2 sists of Mmes. Jerome Johnson ,
to 5 p.m. Pie and coffee will Hugh Sharp, Perry Berg, Eualso be served during this time. gene Semingson , James Austin ,
Homemade fruit cake for Christ- Connie Johnstad , Tab Erickson
mas will be available at the l and Curtiss Hanson.
bake sale and during the after- j On the entertainment comnoon the women will conduct a m ittee are Mmes. Wiilard Rip"nearly new " sale. Clothing and henburg, Leon Mitchell , James
household items in excellent Larson. All members are to
condition will be for sale at j bring a $1 gift. New members
reasonable prices.
iare invited to attend.

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— At home on a farm near
Caledonia are Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Burg (Elaine Strub ) ,
following a wedding trip to western-Minnesota and other points.
They were married Nov. 8 at
St. John the Baptist Church,
Catetionia, by the Rev Syxtus
Burg, uncle of the groom.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Strub ,
Caledonia , and the groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Everest
Burg, Caledonia.
'
Miss Karen Strub was her
sister's maid of honor and the
bride's brother , Duane Strub ,
was best man.
Both bride and groom are
graduates of Loretto High
School. The bride' has been employed in the Register of Deeds
office , Caledonia.

Talk on Prayer
Given at Club
LAKE CITY. Minn. ("Special)
— Mrs. Carl Paten of Minneapolis was the guest speaker at
the Lake City Women's Club
meeting at the home of Mrs.
E. D. Rogers on Wednesday.
Mrs. E. A. Halleen was in
charge of the Thanksgiving program.
In Mrs. Paten 's talk on
prayer , she emphasized the importance of prayer and the need
of prayer in each person's life.
Decorations were carried out
in a Thanksgiving theme. Mrs.
Fred Johnson poured at the tea.
Co-hostesses were Mmes. J.
K. Knowles, Charles Hoyt , and
H. J. Meincke.

Winona OES Plans
Christmas Party *

Winona chapter 141 OES will
hold its annu al Christmas party
next Saturday at 6 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple. Entertainment
will be provided and Santa
Claus will make his annual appearance.
Reservations are to be made
by Thursday noon with Mrs. E.
S. Moe or Mrs. Hale Stow.

aI ¦

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) — The La Crescent Public
School PTA met Tuesday in the
school 's all-purpose room with
a paid membership of 122. Mrs.
Charles Koeller presided.
Arvid- Olson asked that any
parents having cub-scout uniforms not in use tq contact him
or Hugh McDowell as to size
and price.
'
A program under the direction
of Harold Jackson , music instructor, was presented by the
fourth , fifth and sixth grades.
The fourth grade students
combined to present a song
story, "The Raggletaggletown
Singers" featuring Candy Horton, Rebecca Westby, Kathy
Jenks, Bradley Timm and Susan Peterson.
The fifth grades Symphonet
Band , under the direction of
Rodney Wiedman , played "Johnney and the Horn ", Thanks We
Bring ", "Share Your Blessings", "Home of Liberty " and
"Our Land Is a Glorious Land".
The Harmony Band with Bruce
Jorstad as leader played "This
Old Man " and the Organ Pipe
and Chime Band played "Do It
Today ", "Lazy Bones" and
"She Sells Sea Shells".
The sixth grade students formed several squares to dance.
¦
COFFEE PARTY
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Mrs. Louis Salzwedel Jr . entertained at coffee Friday afternoon for Mrs. Richard Herreid
who has moved to North Beaver Creek.
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Children Present
Program of Music

Professional
CUaner.

Each Additional Pound lit

WEEK

MR. AND MRS. WERNER
PLOTE. rural Lake City,
announce the engagement of
thejr daughter , Miss Joye
Plote, to Stanley J. Sievers,
son of Mrs. Evelyn Sievers,
Lake City, and the late Alvin Sievers. No date has
been set for the , wedding.
Both young persons are
graduates of - Lincoln High
School, Lake City. Miss
Plote is employed at the
Lake City State Bank and
her fiance works for Dej ta *
Airlines in Louisville, Ky."*

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Rabe ,
Lake City, announce the engagement of their daughter
Mss Janet Rabe to Eugene
Hein, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hein, Millville, Minn. They
-will be married Dec. 28. Miss
Rabe is a graduate of Wabasha
High School , and is employed at
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co., St. Paul. Her fiance
5s a graduate of the Elgin High DATE CHANGED
School and is employed at MisETTRICK , Wis. (Special) soula, Mont.
Members of the Ettrick American Legion Auxiliary will meet
at 8 p.m. Dec. 13, instead of
Home-Garden Club
Dec. 16. Coupons to be redeemSale Is Saturday
ed for toys are to be brought
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe- to the Terpening Grocery by
cial) — The La Crescent Home Dec. 12.
and Garden Club will hold its
Advertisement
annual Christmas sale and tea , How To Hold
Saturday, in the La Crescent
Masonic Hall.
Gift items such as candles
More Firmly in Place
and closet sachets and holiday
Do your false teeth annoy and emdecorations featuring kissing barrass
by slipping, dropping or wobrings and centerpieces will be bling when you eat, laugn or talk!
Tust sprinkle a little FASTEETH on
on sale during the hours from your plates. Tills alkaline l non-acid)
false teeth more firmlj
2 to 8 p.m. Mmes. Gerald Mil- powder holds
more comfortably. No gummy,
ler and Beverly Bey are co- and
gooey, pasty teste or feeling;. Does not
Checks "plate odor (denture
chairman of the event. Mrs. sour.
breath). Get P/STEETH today at
chairman.
Earl Good is tea
inv druor counter.
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CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Nelson
are at home in Caledonia , following their marriage Nov. 16
at St. Mary 's Catholic Church,
Dorchester, Iow^ Officiating
pastor was the ' Rev. 'William
j O/Brien.i;' • ;X —
' The bride is the former Miss
Sheilah Kumpf , daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Floy Kumpf , Dorchester. The groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Nels Nelson,
Caledonia.
Attendants were Miss Jeannette Danahey , Dorchester , maid
of honor; and Francis Gallagher, New Albin , Iowa , best man.
The bride is a graduate of
Waukon (Iowa ) High School and
is employed by Argus Inc.,
Spring Grove, Minn. The groom ,
who works for the city of Caledonia , is a graduate of Loretto
High School.
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Merlin Nelsons
Married in Iowa
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52-54 West Third

District Girl
Scout Workers Joint Advent Rites
Coming to Tea Set for Rushford

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmms ^^

Canton Accident
A get-acquainted tea for all
Girl Scout v o l u n t e e r s and RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special) Victim Better
—A joint Advent service

• friends pf Girl Scouting in District Six will be held Tuesday
from 2 to 4:30 at the
home of Mrs. R. W. Miller, 51 W. Sarnia St. A large
crowd of area women is expected to attend, since the newly
appointed River Trails Girl
Scout Council director , Miss
. Adele Swenson, Rochester, will
be a special guest. Also present
will be members of the professional 'staff of the Girl Scout office and executive ooard members.
Girl Scout District Six is comprised of Winona , Rollingstone,
Harmony , Mabel , Spring Grove,
Rushford , Houston and Caledonia , Minn.
All leaders, troop committee
members, neighborhood chairp men, troop organizers and consultants, program consultants
and other volunteers of this
area are invited to attend the
tea. .

LADIES AID
STOCKTON, Minn. (Special)
—The Rev. Clarence R. Witte
will lead the discussion on the
topic , "Charity" when the Grace
Lutheran Ladies Aid meets this
evening at 8. The service projects are gifts for the shut-ins
and servicemen and to m a k e
plans for the Christmas party .
Mrs. John Van Winkle is on the
flower committee.

including Rushford Emmanuel Episcopal, Houston United Presbyterian and Rushford-Frank Hill
United Presbyterian churches
will be held at 8 p.m. Wednesday at the Rushford-Frank Hill
church.
Members of the choirs from
the three parishes will participate in a joint choir. The Rev.
Walter C. Ellingson, vicar of
the E m m a n u e l Episcopal
Church , and assistant at St.
Pauls Episcopal, Winona , will
conduct the service. The public
is invited.

r

Mrs. Hattie Skaar s
Famil y Has Reunion

TAYLOR , Wis. ([Special ) The family of Mrs. Hattie Skaar
and the late Lew Skaar held a
family gathering Thanksgiving
Day at the Hixton Legion Hall.
There were 40 members of the
family attending from Burlington , Sturtevant , Milwaukee, Pigeon Falls, Whitehall. Hixton ,
Blair, Northfield , Merrillan and
Taylor, Wis.
Mrs. Hattie Skaar 84, was the
oldest in attendance and her
g r e a t-grandaughter , Skelley
Skaari ( age 2Vz ) , daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Skaar , Hixton , was the youngest.
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Paragon 's new Coach Lamp,
a replica of 300 year old lantern , in Satin White or Matt*
Black finish. 14" high.
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VISIT OUR GALLERY ROOM AND OUR GIFT
DEPARTMENT FOR YOUR SELECTION FROM
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL AND OUTSTANDING
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CANTON, Minn . - Ralph
Leistikow, 23, Canton, Winona
State College senior injured in
a head-on crash four miles west
¦
¦ ¦
of Decorah , Iowa , early Satur¦ ¦
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that has been repaired. He will
be hospitalized for some time.
Ralph , football player at the
college, was in his last quarter
at school and was scheduled to
start practice teaching this
morning at Central Junior High
School, Winona. He is a physical education majbr.
Leistikow's car crashed with
one driven by Mr. and Mrs .
Merle Fulsaas, Decorah Rt. 5,
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Last Working Farewell Held
For Guardsman
Day for
Church Council

Bishops Expected
Home on Thursday

ped for a stop sign at Centerville between the church and
school.
He • told Oliver C. Landers ,
The Most Rev. Edward A Trempealeau , deputy sheriff , he
Fitzgerald, bishop of the Winona didn 't see a car traveling east
Catholic Diocese, and the Most on Highway 35 and ran into it.
Eev. George H. Speltz, auxiliary
bishop, will arrive here Thursday from Rome, Italy, after attending the Second Vatica n
Council in Vatican City .
Bishop Fitzgerald said he
\fcj__
hopes to make a personal report on the Second Vatican
Council at the 9:30 a.m. Mass
Sunday at the Cathedral oWhe
Sacred Heart , Winona.
Bishop Fitzgerald and the
auxiliary bishop have been in
Rome since the second session
of the Ecumenical Council convened in September.
, The council is scheduled to
reconvene about Sept. 14, 1964 ,
and run through Nov . 20.

Merrill Holllday , 20, Galesvffle ,
who was driving the vehicle,
lost control and traveled about
200 feet into a cornfield.
The left front of the Thill car
arid the right rear of the Holllday vehicle were damaged.

About 30 National Guardsmen
of Winona 's Company R and
their wives and dates were
present at the Armory here Saturday, evening for a farewell
party for the former company
By RENNET M. BOLTON
Associated Press Staff Writer commander.
for
^H
VATICAN CITY (AP ) - The The party was in honor of
Capt.
Allan
L.
Osborne
Jr.,
RoVatican Ecumenical Council today began the final working chester, who was company commander here about 7M> years.
day of its second session.
Two more days of ceremony Osborne, who became comremain before the 2,200 prel- mander in March 1956 and endates return home for another !ed his command here Sept. 24,
now lives in Rochester. He is
nine-month recess.
|
In the nine weeks since Pope employed in Rochester and is
Paul VI resumed the council serving in the 4th Battalion
which Pope John XXIII called, Headquarters and Headquarters
the Roman Catholic prelates Company there.
took decisive action in four He was replaced by the presareas. They also debated three ent commander . Capt . David H.
of the 16 schemata, or topics, on Lueck, who assumed his duties
their program for renewal of Oct. 7.
1908
Catholicism and advancement A phonograph was used f o r
of the cause of Christian unity. dance music. Lunch and refreshments were served . Sgt.
"05-t 1910-I . 1>ll-s 1912-* 19«-«
¦
miMi m m tm.
They approved two schema- Kenneth B. Troke discussed a
• ¦ 1'26-s i w !-» i ?914" D
in*¦
INDIANS
iivi niw
* D»«•»
TREMPEALEAU. Wis. -. (-Speta: One permitting m ajo r recruiting trip to Hawaii early
1W2
19M
D 1931-D 1933.D
cial ) — Two youthful drivers
esr
changes .in .the forms of Cathol- this summer:
¦
caped ' injuries in a collision
Hanson, Owatonna , district deputy ; Larry icism's worship arid the other a
GREETINGS, BROTHER ELK . . . The
From
the
remotest
north
to
near
here Wednesday about 5:15
statement
on
mass
communi, state president; Robert
Moening, Owatonna
state president and the distri ct deputy were
five
the farthest south, Vietnamese p.m . cations
media.
¦ ^"^ '
,
,
and.
Gordon
local
exalted
ruler
Tollman
greeted at an initiation and dinner of Lodge ;
S»cond St. (National Hotel)
.
Robert E. Thill, 16, traveling
¦ 22S ¦W«t
members. About
Both topics" were debated at i speak the same language and
:
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O
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north
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road, stopthe first council session in 1962
;:
Saturday " evenin g? ''"Left'" to right?- i«iB^fcl0is^^^elided. (Dail y News photo)
and revised during the recess.
In one major vote the prelates decided that theology on
the Virgin Mary should be
treated within the framework of
a schema on the nature of the
church, rather than in a sepaST. PAUL , Minn , w> — Reprate schema devoted entirely
resentatives of Minnesota , Wisto her . Opponents of the latter
consin, Iow a and Illinois will
procedure argued that it would
meet at Rochester Tuesday for
put undue- emphasis on the
a third discussion of a proposed
place of the Virgin in Catholi"heritage " trail linking the
Registration is now under way cism, one area of Catholic-Prot- :
states. ,'^. • '¦
. .''
for the Wednesday evening and estant disagreement.
j
Minnesota Commissioner of Saturday morning classes for
By G. K. HODENFIELD
Another key vote was held to
Administration Stephen Quigley the winter session at Winona
AP Education Writer
guide
the commission that will ,
said
he
expects
delegates
to
State
College
.
Offerings
have
(AP)
SAN FRANCISCO
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amendments for the i
agree
on
a
route
and
name
for
been increased.
magazine editor, an author , and
schema
on
the nature of the j
the
trail.
He
said
the
Minnesota
Students may register during
a Pulitzer Prize-winning pjj et
church.
Despite
considerable j
delegatipn
which
he
will
head
,
.
regular offi ce hours or from
agree there is much to deplore
in the way the English lan- will propose the "Hiawatha Her- 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Wednesday or dissent in debate, the council ::
fathers showed in the vote that
from 8 to 10 a.m. Saturday.
guage is being used and being itage Trail'' as the name.
they overwhelmingly favored ;
Courses
to
be
offered
:
Wedtaught.
Quigley said decisions will be
the collegia! concept that all !
John Fischer , editor of Harp- submitted to the American Pe- nesday — Elementary School bishops as a body share with
,
Administration
Counseling
Pro'
er s told the National Council troleum Institute, which he said
the pope in authority over the
_¦ ¦
of Teachers of English that the has indicated it will invest as cedures , Research and Writing, church.
|
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Advanced
Composition
I
Recent
quality of current prose is "a much as $1 million to promote
i
Literature and Research in The council also debated | I
national disgrace" and "a func- the trail nationally.
on the nature of the ;
Physical
Education , Japan and schemata
tion of creeping slobbism."
He said the Minnesota delega, on bishops' powers and ;
church
Fischer told the English tion will propose that governors Korea to 19th Century. Prin- diocesan government , and on !
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'j By Flexsteel and BroyhiU. For extra elegance,
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teachers Friday that text books of the four states meet in Jan- ciples of Accounting, Income Christian unity or ecumenism.
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and alienate students from final plans by the institute.
cial Studies, Fundamentals of Pope Paul present, will com- i
writing and reading.
Radio and Television and Inter- memorate the 400th anniversa- S
"Style." he said , "is looked Candidate at Stockton national Organization.
' ry. of the closing of the Council :
Saturday — Tests and Meas- of Trent and the nearly 100 disupon as something added to.
STOCKTON . Minn. (Special) urements. ^Problems of Child i ciplinary decrees it issued.
rather than an integral part of
the work. Lack of style is found —Stockton will have a sticker Development , Psychology of Ad- •Wednesdaythe"'full body of
everywhere in our society, from candidate at the election Tues- olescence , Commercial Art, prelates, together with the
cooking to repairing automo- day. James Duellman didn't file Race Relations and Minority Ii Pope, will give another formal
but is running for constable to Groups and American Foreign i approval and promulgation of
biles to writing."
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"A controlled vocabulary list
pellents of rockets.
form of Christianity in 330.
manipulates the author," she in 1821.
said, "taking away his creative
freedom. The good writer will
always limit himself . The simComfort and style in¦ brightlyftu»;.''..j Lj -^t^'s,j^;tyrr!
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ple word is almost always the
right word."
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But, she said, "the more limited our language, the more
limited we are, and the more
li mited the literature we give
our children , the more limited
their capacity to respond , and
in their turn, to create."
Karl Shapiro , who won a Pulitzer Prize in poetry for his
post-World War II volume , "Vl^etter and Other Poems, " declared flatly that poetry is not
an American art.
He told the council he agrees
with those who say, "American
poetry is very easy to discuss
for the simple reason that it
J
does not exist. "
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Shapiro said. "Poetry Is a
European transplantation which
has never . really taken root
with us and never ' will. .. .Ours is
a hot-house poetry kept alive
by artificial respiration and
fluorescent light "
Between ri.OTHi and 0,00(1 teachers of English from grade
.schools, 'highj .schools and colleges all across the country attended - Ihe council' s annual
convention , which ended today.
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College Enrollment
At Record High
WASHIN GTON '/? > Kor the
)2th eonsecutiw year , the num
her of sluflcnls enrolled in colleges and .u niversities and work
inn for -degrees is ill a renin!
hitf h , Ihr I I S Offirc of J M I IKM
linn announced today.
The total this fall was 4 .52*1.000 • 7.7 percent higher tha n the
4 .20? ,non enrolled in the fall ol
1MY1 and more than double Hie
2. 11(1 ,(100 enrolled in the fall ol
i «ir> i .
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« B ,aut ,tu | lamps with t.r ass or
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W |>air t" ncr eiil . your pretty room!
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Elegori 'set siarter'packetl'with Crtrislmqs Wishes

I lKMi fi hifiil" JV ihr »n„l (or thu cu n 'fmi" Rid' liVhuimlully lined with all
ihe a,., n\nue\ n n y travelin g Inch nrn K - i. <>lnil . hi Mi nmnM •ml cmmrtic
nn .l mwrril wild villi »n.|
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Ix.llln < oin|WI , roomy, nll»v» s .inll ) Iin cil
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Walnut or maple cedar die Ms in moder n
or tradilioi ui l styling.
So pretty, Jliey
ran lie used ln ,nny
Ci4 Cft nnd
room in lici honie .
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LUGGAGE

American , walnut
maRazine racks
"eat storage ol all
y°ur
QC
C/l
magazines .
4>tTi»lJ
hray s

$59.9S ta $119.95

. , CEDAR CHESTS

lim.-d oak .

Earl y
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Extension
tables with your choice of 4,
6 or 8 delud e chairs. By Lloyds , Howell
nnd Queen City. A wonderf ul sift to he
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Vance Slated Grandstand Shows
For No. 2
At Fairs Decline
Defense Post

Durand Youths
Hurt in Crash
ST. CHARLES, Minn. - An- grandstand show in 1963 and Make Progress
other phase of county fair enter- plans a complete revision of its

WASHINGTON (AP ) - President Johnson is expected to
nominate Cyrus R. Vance to
the No. 2 Defense Department
post within a few weeks.
Vance, now secretary of the
Army and before that general
counsel for the Defense Department, is slated to become deputy secretary of defense in the
latter part of January. Submission of his name to the Senate
for confirmation probably will
come much sooner.

tainment is apparently fading
into the past , according to reports here at the First District
Federation of County Fairs
meeting.
Grandstand variety shows, the
one time popular attraction , has
come to an end as a moneymaking venture for the county
fairs. '
In other business, the federation elected Ernest Wubbels,
Preston, president to succeed
Chet Holton , Albert Lea. Roger
Gustafson, St. Charles, was
named vice president and J. P.
Holand, Austin, was named sectary-treasurer.

The vacancy in the deputy
secretaryship was forecast officially as early as last summer
and has no connection with the WARREN Magnuson, Winona,
advent of the new White House past president of the Winona
County Fair Association, headadministration.
The Pentagon
announced ed a panel that included Moppy
months ago that Roswell L. Gil- Anderson, Preston , Holand and
patric had notifi ed his superiors Herman Jensen, Albert Lea.
that he intended to resign. Pen- They disctfssed grandstand entagon officials said Gilpatric tertainment at the fairs:
had taken the deputy 's job/with Magnuson said the 1963 fair
the Intention of remaining only at St. Charles revealed the pubabout two years and that his lic was interested in death deresignation then was expected fying speeds and thrill and not
to become effective in October. in local talent and headline entertainers.
Fillmore County's fair at
Secretary of Defense Robert
S. McNamara mad a point of Preston was disappointing from
emphasizing this explanation to the grandstand variety point of
counter reports that Gilpatric view, Anderson reported. But he
was resigning because of the said the fair 's first "church
flaring controversy over the night," was highly successful .
award of the TFX fi ghter plane He said the grandstand was fillcontract in which Gilpatric ed, with another 700 to 800 persons spilling over on the track.
played a major role.
Since the assassination of The county clergymen have rePresident John F. Kennedy, ru- quested another "church night"
mors have arisen that McNa- for the 1964 fair.
mara himself might quit the Holand , reporting on the Mower County Fair, said , "If we
government.
But associafes of McNamara break even on grandstand , we
seem supremely confident that feel it is a howling success. "
McNamara will remain in his Jensen said the Freeborn
County Fair lost money on its
job.

DURAND. Wis. (Special) Families of the youths injured
JOHN Gilbertson, Olmsted when their car left County
County game warden , Roches- Trunk KK on Pine Creek Ridge
ter, said wildlife exhibits appear said today that they are imto draw people to the fairs . proving.
Olmsted County recently com- Lee Jens Severson , son of
pleted a new conservation build- Mrs. Lila Severson, Urne, did
ing at its fairgrounds. Gilbert- not receive a neck fracture as
son said about 1,200 persons reported Sunday, the family
went through the building each said . He received .a broken jaw ,
hour. In previous years about his face was badly cut , and he
6O0 went through in the older was otherwise injured. His conand smaller conservation build- dition , first reported as critical,
ing.
now is serious, according to relHarry Frost of St. Paul, a atives.
member of the Minnesota State Richard Reed, 14, received
Fair Board said , "County fairs cuts on both eyes from broken
have done a wonderful job for glass. One eye had to be rethe state's youth. Fairs are moved and , according to a reclose to young people. They port, doctors are attempting to
should be used as a start in save the other eye. Both boys
the education of young people. are patients at Rochester hospitals.
Richard and Rebecca Ruth
Reed , 16, also injured, are children of Mr. and Mrs. George
Reed. Urne. Rebecca receive J
cuts on the face and was to
ARCADIA. Wis. (Special) — be released from St. Elizabeth' s
When the Tri-County Medical Hospital , Wabasha , today.
Association met Tuesday at St. Darlene Carothers, Hi , ' was
Joseph's Hospital here. Dr. Al- driving the 1963 car belonging
bert S. DaniellsT>Arcacj ia, was to her father , John Carothers ,
of North Branch , rural Urne.
elected president.
The Tri-County Medical Asso- She lost control on the gravel
ciation includes Buffalo , Jackson : highway while , rounding a curve
near the Oliver Brommer farm
and Trempealeau counties.
Guest speaker was Dr. George and landed in a 12-foot ditch
S. Murphy, a surgeon with the ' on the left side of the road.
Darlene received a cut on her
Gunderson Clinic, La Crosse.
Dr. Larry Hanley, Whitehall, j face and knee , chipped teeth
and cracked jaw and still is
was chosen president-elect and |
will become president of the as- j hospitalized at Wabasha.
I All patients were taken to St.
sociation next year .
Dr. John Roble, Black River Elizabeth's and the boys were
Falls, was elected secretary I moved later. The accident hapand treasurer. Chosen delegate pened between 4 and 4:110 p.m.
and alternate were Dr. Elmer |Friday.
Rohde, Galesville, and Dr. Wil- ¦ All the youths are students at
the Durand public high school.
liam Wright, Mondovi.
1964 program.

Dr. Daniells Heads
Tri-County Unit

Tallest Woman
Dead at 78

Man Charged
GREENSBORO , N. _ C? m — With Threatening
Mrs. Cleze Gill Morris, 78, a
former circus performer billed
as "the tallest woman in the
world," died here Sunday. Mrs . New President

Why take chances with winter-time

Morris stood 6-foot-8 and traveled most of her life with the
Ringling Bros., Barnum and
Bailey circus. She was born in
Orillia, Ont.

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Robert A. Weatherington , 40, was
to be arraigned today in General Sessions Court on a charge
of making an oral threat
against the life of President
Johnson.
Secret Service agents arrested Weatherington at his home
Saturday night.
Police said Weatherington has
a record of erratic behavior.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) . According to agents, Weather—Pepin Hill 4-H Club won first | ington complained that he had
place in the first of three one- j been discharged by the Army
act play contests for Wabasha | Corps of Engineers because of
C o u n t y 4-H' ers here Friday , a nervous condition. He alleged
that the President and heads of
night.
The play, "His First Girl ,"•: three local banks were involved
was presented by David Stege- ; in a news blackout of files
men , Robert Bruegger , Marilyn ' which would clear his record.
Pulles, Kathy Bruegger and
John Roemer.
Elgin Thursday with the finals
Mt. Pleasant Pheasants took slated for 8 p.m. Saturday at
second. Hilltop Hotshots and the \ Wabasha High School.
Hyde Park Hi-Lites participated Judges for Friday 's plays
in the contest.
were Mrs . Fritz Sprenger ,
The second contest will be a t : Zumbro Falls: Mrs. Lawrence
Wabasha High School tonight. . Lilfegard , Wabasha, and Mrs.
Clubs participating ' will be the Howard Randall , Lake City.
¦
Up and Comers , K.V. Toppers,
Glasgow Go-Getters and the
Some nine million^ motor ve^
Happy Hoosiers .
hides are licensed in West Ger- I
The third contest' will be a t ' many.

TOO-DRY AIR?

Pepin Hill 4-H
Wins Play Meet

Dr ICD Barcel
Chiropractor

IlAI |DCa
IlvUltVB

I
HUM DIFIER
All winter long, when dry, stale, artificial heat causes respiratory problems, dries out skin and hair, causes cracks in wood-,
work and furniture and creates havoc with carpets, drapes and
other furnishings , the Aprilaire Humidifier-performs as a high
capacity, efficient humidifier. In summer, when dust , pollen ,
. bacteria are most prevalent. ..it 's a high efficiency air cleaner .
It 's two quality appliances in one—foryear "round better living.

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

AT 268 IAFAYETTE

(in the former ^offices of Dr. Drier)

Restore natural moisture with an

: 79 East Third St.

OR ANY LOCAL NSP SHOWROOM

» a.m. to 5 p.m. Daily Monday-Friday.
? a.m. to 12 Noon Saturdays .
PHONE 3217

Phone 8-3431

i

SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FERST

Sylvania TV RSBH and Sylvania
for Christmas nJiBSi Stereo, too!

best year ever!

advanced picture In
onsole TV available today
M
exclusive Power Stream
WITn
r
m
Chassis and Halovlticn Surround lightXWm m\
<
W fyml
* f
ing softens the TV picture and make.
,
*
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^
it appear larger, «asier to set.
M\.t <
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NOW-and NEW from Sylvania , the color you've been

•

Wlth
simplified color tuning, dependable life-time
circuity, Super VHF Distance
( readily convertible
l0 accep! UHF), up to 24 .000 volts of picture power for
color or black-and-white , 6-inclvoval speaker for full range,
room-filling sound in Sylvania's sniartly-styled Danish
Modern custom cabinetry in genuine walnut veneer.
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Here 's a contemporary Stereophonic
High-Fidelity furniture masterpiece
with woven wood gliding front doors
that provide easy access to all in-
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House of the Wee k

Farmhouse Charm in Expandable Ranch

The distinctive three-section
facade of this expandable ranch
gives it a comfortable farmhouse look from the outside and
assures an even more practical
benefit within — clear separation of living areas.
This separation — or zoning,
as architects refer to it — is
essential to well ordered living,
but often difficult to achieve in
a one-level house.
IN THIS HOME, however, the
sleeping area is clearly placed
off to the right of the center
hall ; the daily living area to the
left , with the form al rooms in

FARMHOUSE FLAVOR: All the charm of an old homestead , and all the modern conveniences of present day suburbia , are featured in this lovely ranch. The house has three
front and the informal rooms in
the rear.
A product of Architect Lester
Cohen, this is desi gn H-5 in the
House of the Week series.
A valuable bonus of the design
is the expansion attic which prorides economically built-in space
for a large fourth bedroom and
a full bath and still leaves plenty
of attic room for storage. MoreOver , this extra bedroom is located directly over the sleeping
wing, keeping the zoning of that
important area intact.

FLOOR PLANS : The attic
expansion area is over the
sleeping wing only, ' allowing
for a fourth bedroom and
bath. The main level of the
house contains 2,114 square
feet of living area.

FUTUR E SECOND FLO.OP
i

AT THE HEART of the mainlevel plan is the family room. It
is entered directly from . the
foyer , thus giving it the same
prominence as the formal living
room ; it is nicely proportioned
(actually a shade larger than
the living room ") , and contains
a large fireplace and cozy window seat overlooking
the rear
s
yard.
Architect Cohen arranged the
housekeeping area carefully :
Laundry, lavatory , dinette and
pantry all within a few steps of
the efficient U-shaped kitchen .
The house contains 2,114
square feet of living area not
counting the upstairs expansion

A Trv-Plute

POLE MIRROR

This versatile, fully adjustable
new mirror can be set up in
minutes — anywhere. All you
need is a floor and a ceiling.
It 's a practical and unusual
gift for families, friends and
especially college co-eds. And ,
all Tru-PIate mirrors come
gift wrapped, ready for giving.
While you're at it, you better
buy two, (one for yourself.)
It will save you a trip back to
the store.

main-level bedrooms with attic expansion room for a fourth
bedroom and bath.

FLOOR PLAN

How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home

Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
nf the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
nand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
You can order also, for SI. a booklet called "YOUR HOME—
How to Build , Buy or Sell it. " Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
News.
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on design H-5
n
¦
Enclosed is SI for "YOUR HOME" booklet
D
NAME .. '

WINONA PAINT
& GLASS GO.
"Your Valspar
Color Cara-j sel Store "

STREET
SANITARY
Plumbing & Heating Co.
148 E. 3rd St.
Phone 2737

55-57 W. 2nd St.
W» Deliver
Phone 3652

CITY

...STATE ..

which can be finished off "when- I ideal for rain boots and the like
ever the need arises or the |as well as the ironing board and
oudget permits. Overall dimen- i other washday items.
sions , including the attached
two-car garage, are 97 feet 6 ; THE EXTERIOR of the hnise
inches wide by 30 feet 6 inches J is uncluttered; architect Cohen
i has relied on a pleasing comdeep.
j bination of materials and the
THE SLATE surface of the ; staggered effect of the compofront porch is continued into the nents to produce interest. The
large center hall , a practical as , house has all the homey charm
well as decorative feature and of an old homestead , and all
in keeping with the rustic flavor the up-to-the-minute living features of modern suburbia.
of the home.
Cohen also suggests judicious
use of wood wall paneling in
H3-167 West Front Street
Phone 5965
the hall , family room and other
A two-story colonial with
areas to continue the farmhouse
motif.
five bedrooms , 2' ?, baths ,
The sleeping wing contains two car garage, living room,
three bedrooms and two full
dining room , family room ,
baths (one of them adjoining the
kilclien
, laundry nnd foyer.
master bedroom , back-lo-back I
!
Main
level contains 1,286
with the main bathroom for
economy) with an j s«|iiare feet ; upstairs 1, 009
plumbing
We 've been serving Winona County residents
abundance of closet spate and 1 square fr ol; cellar under
a minimum of hall area.
living room , dining room ,
kitchen. Overall
AN ATTRACTIVE colonial hay arc fi.l fl. fi in. longdimensions
and 34 ft.
!
window highlights Ihe formal dwp.
j
living room , and an archway
¦
connects it with the dining, room
535 Junction St.
Phone 8-7987
so the two rooms can lie used ; .Scientists of some 20 nations
together , as for a buffet j iffair , j nre taking part in Ihe Internaor separately for . intimate I lionnl Upper Mantl e Project.
Its aim is to study intensively
it *
gatherings.
by various means the outerAn excellently laid out ensem- most (">()() miles of the earth' s
ble of garage , mud room , lava- surface.
tory, kitchen and dinette form
the housekeep ing area , equally
accessible to both the formal
rooms nnd the informal family
room. The lavatory is especially
U
P
• Home Building
well placed , handy to both Ihe
Cabinet
Work
I
I
•
garage work bench and the
Remodeling
I
J
•
backyard.
Relax—
\ |i A highlight of the family area
it HUB ire
ItVhiln
^v
W
P
I
I
. ,-.««,
ll
(
f*-~yw-^
is an indoor barbecue. A nother
For Complete Personalized
excellent feature is the hu ge
Building Service Contract
closet
designated
as
a
pantry,
:
1
an old fashioned necessity which
has nil but vanished in most of
£
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
today 's homes.
Phor.e 8-1059
There also is another nicely
304 Lake Street
'
placed closet in the mud room ,
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BOILER

REPAIRS

WINONA BOILER & STEEL GO.

; H-5 Statistics

E X P E R I E NC E ?

We've Got 107 Years of It!
SINCE 1856

Winona County Abstract Go.
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I Electrical Installation y)

."l^
^^P-^;Handle Your
i o tv^r* X ?f i$jf / Electrical
Problems!
.Ffef Mrf&Sw v

Jl
1m
M

.Wed -specialized winii R in stallation or alio rat ion work?
We ' re thoroughly i-tuiipp ed to custom-tailor eltrtncnl projects lo .suil YO l 'll needs ;il a time lo .suit YOI'II conwnience . All work done hy Licensed Bonded Klp ctrici inis ,
so j on c;in ic.'-l assured ol the very finest!

BAUER

225 East Third St.

C

Phone 4578

Used in
Landscapin g

Four building permits were
issued at the city engineer's office during the past week including one for the '52nd new
home of 1963.
Other permits were for construction of an office addition at
Bay State Milling Co., two units
at El Rancho Motel and a garage.
The dollar volume for this
year now has reached $4,771,245,
compared with $2,597,060 at this
time last year. Only 23 new
house permits had been issued
to date in 1962.
Wilmer Larson, 1670 Monroe
St., obtained the permit for the
house. The 48- by 34%-foot wood
frame, split-level house with attached garage will be built at
1618 W. King St. It will be constructed at a cost of $11,000 and
will have gas-fired hot water
boiler heating.
EI Rancho Motel, 1429 Gilmore
Ave., acquired a permit for construction of additions between
their three present units. Ralph
Scharmer is contractor. Clarence Wollin is owner of the
motel.

I
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GAS-FIRED installations:
Quality Sheet Metal Works, for
Lillian Pruka, 166 Wall St. ;
Frances .Milanowski , 579 E. 3rd
St. ; Lester Knothe, 416 Liberty
St., and Joseph Kaczorowski , 977
E. 5th St.
Associated Services , for Arthur M. Anderson , 450 W. Wabasha St. ; Edwin Karsten , 126
W. Wabasha St.; James Jeresek ,
1320 W. Broadway, and Daniel
Przybylski, 636 Lake St.
Carney Heating Service, for
Gulbrand J. Gulbrandsen, 868 W.
Mark St.; Paul Meier Plumbing
k Heating, for Dr. Roger Zehren , 339 Oak St. ; Charles J. Olsen & Sons Plumbing & Heating
Co., for W. A. Hoeft, 545 Glenview Dr.:
Sanitary Plumbing Co., for
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., East 2nd
and Franklin streets, and Kraning 's Sales & Service, for William Wieczorek , 718 Main St.,
and city of Winona at the meter
house, 201 Stone St.
„

NORMAN , Okla. I /PI — Have
a dead tree in your yard?
Well , put down that axe — it
may add to the appearance of
your home — says University of
Oklahoma landscape architect
Bob Rucker.
RUCKER recently planted two
dead, but graceful junipers , for
Dr. and Mrs. Norman A. Ricker
of Norman. And he says the use
of dead trees in landscaping is
coming into vogue.
For example, Oklahoma City
interior decorator Joe Riggs has
decided to leave a huge dead
blackjack oak beside his studio,
rhe tree, which hangs over the
studio , will be covered with
vines.
And a-gnarled elm next to the
Oklahom a Highway Patrol office
in Oklahoma City will be left
standing, although dead.
Rucker says the "deadwood"
theme in landscaping is related
to the driftwood vogue which
started during the 1940s.
BECAUSE OF its radical departure in concept from blossomy, traditional landscaping,
deadwood would not be good in
many conventional yards , Rucker said. It is particularly effec- % Building ?
tive , he says, against "the clean,
simple lines of contemporary
• Repairing?
architecture. "
• Remodeling?
Just any old dead tree won 't
do for decorative purposes, how- ; GEO. KARSTEN
ever , says Rucker , hut people '
General Contractor
with dead trees on their hands
Phone 7466
"ought to give a look. "
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Stainless Steel
Sink Sales Rise

*

*

In 1950, only one kitchen sink
in 20 was made of stainless
steel. Today, one of four sinks
sold,, for residential use is of
stainless steel construction, according to the Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Information Bureau.
It says that the stainless sink
blends well with the decor of
any modern kitchen . The surface may have a conservative »
S»
—:
|
"satin" finish or a jewel-like »
"mirror" finish .
There are conventional oneand two-bowl models. A number
of firms make three-bowl sinks.
There are also curVed models, • PLUMBING & HEATING
counter-sunk models, units with
Phont 7010 < |
drain boards and units with the I 109 Center St.
bowls at right angles for corner iMIA/IAAAAAAAMWIAAMVWI?

! EXPERT REPAIRS jl
I & INSTALLATIONS 1

I Chas. J. Olsen I
I
& SONS
j
\\

ANY BMUill.'M is only as GflOD
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-Whether you 're buildin g a house, a
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GOOD
other type
garage, a barn or any
!s?Sjl vl~j F -S
Pha^
building
. . . the most important
raM /VTS^
FOUN^
of building is a
\ W^ ~ hf ^
RATION
. You can be sure of the
X k T^ if ^x^A
Xy &t''/m Xz C t /y hest when your foundation is made
0f MATZKE CONCRETE -BLOCKS.
W
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All Types of

3

• Septic Tanks and Dry Weill
• Steel Sash Reinforcing

• Waylite Blocks
• Chimney Blocks

Formed by vibration under hydraulic pressure and steam
cured. .
KlCUf! SOUTHERN STrLE FACING BRICKS and
niC.WV i SOLAR SCREEN B LOCKS.

*M/„ ¥» / ,„ CONCRETE BLOCK

/ n * t y * *-cppANY
SS69 West Sixth M. - FREE
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I: 'Mllll^ilf .liWl
A l VmL

?1P
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ESTIMATES - Phone 9207

¦
r
convert

for winter
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EXCELON* TILE
^^
This vinyl-asbesto s flooring moterial Is so easy to install that a
horns handyman can do a neat, good'
looking job. It can be installed in

eny room as well as tho basement.
The tiles can be cut and fit with "
ordinary- scissors.

A ^fcf
W m
W Am

<%,

9" / 9" TILE

KENDELL-O'BRIEN
115 Franklin St.

LUMBER C OMPANY
"Tubby" Jackels, Mgr.

Phone 8-3647

INADEQUATE WIRING
SPELLS F-l-R-E
IN YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS

jjOK j ^ALL SIX ftHife X \m

Don 't re-fuse , re-wirel When fuses keep
going out , that 's a euro sign you need modern wiring. Insuro safe electrical living and
better app liance operation; call for free

We Nave a Furnace For Any Heating Need
OIL
GAS
ELECTRIC
COAL
*
*
*
*
:

wiring survey now!

KLINE / ^°*\

^Zj LZULa/ f\f I*

Electrical Contracting Co.

"LICENSED BONDED ELECTRICIANS"

125 West Second Street
PHONE 5S1J

Pnone 8-' 002

installation.
Stainless sinks are easy. to ...
keep clean, the bureau says. In
addition, the non-porous surface
makes them resistant to staining
and discoloration.

BO
I/ A RE/

" .SVi -piHfl H'/t iow n For ( ) r c r
H..H a <V ,, (l n,f

I'-628 Mai " Sl

1963 dollar volume $4,771,243
Residential ' „ . . . . 798,026
457,235
Commercial
"Public (nontaxable ) ...... 3,515,984
New houses
52
, Volume same
$2,597,060
date 1S62
¦

PLANNED IS the building of
two 16- by 20-foot -wood frame
units between the present units.
The new units will be similar
to the- older ones and the esti- j
mated cost is $6,000.
A 12- by 12-foot concrete block !
addition will be constructed at j
Bay State Milling, 55 Frankliq i
St. The addition will be built j
in connection with the present i
office section .
P. Earl Schwab is contractor
for the $2,000 project. The new j
addition will be similar to the !
older office building.
j
Albert White, 846 W. Broad- \
way, obtained a permit for con- ;
struction of a garage. Estimated \
j
cost of the garage is $1,000.
Charles J. Olsen & Sons
Plumbing and Heating Co., acquired a permit for installation
of an oil furnace and hot water
boiler for Mrs. Mayda Roesner,
219 W. Wabasha St.
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Dead Trees

Permit Issued
For 52nd New
Home of Year

Building in Winona
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Quality Sheet Meta l Wo rks
HAROLD OFENLOCH

761 East Broadway
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THe Daily Record
Ar Co mm unity
Memorial Hospital
Vltltlng hours: Medical and surgical
patlenti: 2 to 4 and 7 fo 8:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients : 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adultt only.)

SATURDAY
ADMISSIONS
Sister A s t r i d , Plainview ,
Minn.
, BIRTHS *
Mr. and Mrs. Everest Schock
Jr., Arcadia , Wis., a daughter .

SUNDAY

ADMISSIONS
Benedict Keen , 1050 E. Kjng
St.
Joseph G. Ney, 377 Johnson
St.
Ricky A. Lockwood , 916 W.
Howard St.
Victor E. Gibbons, Fountain
City, Wis .
Fred C. Keller S T ., Fountain
City, Wis .
Mrs. Cuther 0. Steen , St.
Charles, Winn.
Floyd G. Globes, St. Charles,
Minn. ;
August A. Fabian , Lewiston,
Minn.
Albert r. Heinz, 416 w. Sarnia St.
Susan M. Tulius , Dodge, "Wis.
Patrick R. Magin , 469 Lafayette St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. John W . Brand ,
Rushford , Minn., a son .
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Eichman , 826 E. Sanborn St., a son.
DISCHARGES
Donna J. Denzer , 510 W.
Belleview St.
Sister Astrid, Plainview , Minn.
Jeffrey. J. Hennessy, Lewiston, Minn-.-'-- '
Patricia A. Mlynczak , 666 E.
4th St.
Mrs. Julius Dei-Ike,-417 Olm" ';
•tead St.
Jay A. Kalbrener , 527 Hiawatha Blvd .
Mrs. Stanley McNamer and
baby, Dakota, Minn.

Winona Deaths
Sister Mary Wilfrid
Sister Mary Wilfrid , 63, who
had taught at Cathedral Grade
and Cotter High schools, died
at 7 p.m. Friday at St. Mary's
Hospital, Rochester, shortly
after suffering a heart attack.
On the faculty of Lourdes
High School this year, Sister
Wilfrid was at Cathedral from
1934-37 and at Cotter High from
1955-57. From 1961-62 she was
at St. Mary - ." Catechetical
School, Chatfield .
A native of Walters, Minn.,
she had a bachelor degree from
the College of Saint Teresa and
a master degree from Catholic
University, Washington, D.C.
Survivors are three brothers
artf three sisters.
A" high Mass of requiem was
offered in the Chapel of Our
Lady of Lourdes at the Sisters
of St. Francis rnotherhouse at
Rochester this morning. Burial
was in Calvary Cemetery ~"~"

Winona Funerals
Otto H. BreitlowjFuneral services for Otto H .
Breitlow, 367& E. Broadway,
will be at 2 p.m. Tuesday at St.
Matthew's Lutheran Church ,
the Rev. David Ponath , Goodview Trinity Lutheran Church ,
officiating. Burial will be in
Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
church after 1 p.m. Tuesday.
Funeral arrangements are by
Breitlow Funeral Home.

Mrs. George Walsh
Funeral services for Mrs.
George Walsh, 911 E. Howard
St , were held this morning at
Cathedral of Sacred Heart , the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. H. J. Dittman
officiating. Burial was in St.
Mary's Cemetery.
Pallbearers, all grandsons,
were : Alvin and Frank Mathews, Richard, Donald and LeRoy Ball and Glen Irish.
OTHER BIRTHS
Omitted inadvertently from
SPARTA , Wis — Mr. and the list of survivors Sunday was
Mrs. John Anderson a son a son, Walter Ball, La Crosse.
Wednesday. The Andersons are Another surviving son is Floyd
Ball, Plainview .
former Winona residents.
FREE TB X-RAYS
(Mon. - Wed. Fri., 1 5 p.m.
Room 8, City Hall)
Winona Co. residents free ,
others, $1 each.

Municipa l Court
TREMPEALEAU

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. ( Special) — Municipal court before
Milton Uhl, Trempealeau:
41
Loyal O. Van VIeet , TrempeaTaken last week . . . .
leau , Nov. 22, stop sign violaSince March 9, 1953 .. 50,265
tion, $10 fine plus $4 costs.
Leander H. Piel, TrempeaIMPOUNDED DOGS
lau , failure to have vehicle unNo. 1962—Male, black and der control, $25 fine and $4
costs, Nov. J.Z.
white collie puppy, first day.
No. 1963—Female black, part Francis Pellowski, Trempealeau , reckless driving, $25 and
cocker puppy, firs t day.
No. 1964—Male, black part $4 costs, Oct. 18.
Melford A. Cowley, La Crosse,
cocker puppy .
speeding, $14 fine and costs,
Available for good homes:
Oct. 9.
Six, large and small, male William . J. Brockman, La
and fem ale.
•
Crosse, speeding, $20 fine and
costs, Oct. 25.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Donald O. Bisek , Arcadia ,
speeding, $20 fine and costs,
Flow — 12,500 cubic feet per Oct. 25,
lecond at 8 a.m. today.
Joseph M. McDonald , La
Saturday
Crosse, $20 fine and costs, Oct.
10:45 p.m. — Hilman Logan , ! 18.
5 barges, downstream.
Emil L. Strand , La Crescent,
Small craft — none.
speeding, $20 bond , posted Oct.
finnrlav
5.
10:20 a.m. — Volunteer Cities , ¦ All arrests were by Oliver C.
. Landers , Trempealeau , deputy
8 barges , upstream.
12:50 "p.m. — L. Wade Child- 1 sheriff and village policeman./
ress, 15 barges, downstream. (
HOMER
3:10 p.m — Double D, 3 barg- David D. Husman , Lamoille,
es, downstream .
Minn., pleaded guilty WednesSmall craft — None.
day in Homer justice court to
Today
a charge of failure to stop for a
1 a.m. — W. S Hhea , 3 barg- stop sign. Justice Donald Cumes, upst ream.
mings sentenced him to pay a
6 a.m. — Bayou LaCombe , 3 fine of $10 and $5 costs. Busbarges, downstream.
man paid the fine. He was ar¦
rested by the Highway Patrol on
Add minced chives to sour Highway 76 at 3:20 p.m. Nov.
cream — the cultured variety. 24.
¦
Serve in small paper cups, res- ,
taurant style , ns an accompaniment to baked potatoes instead Vaudeville Sta r Dead
of the usual butler or marga- COPENHAGEN (/R—Phil Baker, 67, a leading figure of the
rine.
1920s and 1930s as an entertainer , died here Saturday, Baker ,
who appeared on the American
stage, vaudeville, movies, radio and television , retired in
1955 and moved to Copenhagen
wit h his Danish-born wife , Irmcard.

BHEfflBBjjjH

POLACHEK
ELECTRIC
t'fll

I'M

11

Howard

Phone

9275
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WALL SATIN
miiml Goes on smooth
as satin

MONDAY

EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA - Temperatures
will average near seasonal normals east and 4-8 degrees above
Two-State Deaths normal
west. Minor day-to-day
temperature changes. Normal
Mrs. Ida Gibbs
highs 20-28 north , 27-33 south;
TREMPEALEAU, Wis.-Mrs. normal lows 2-11 above north ,
Ida Louise Gibbs , 84, died at 10-17 south. Precipitation will
her home here Saturday at'2:30 average little or none
west and
p.m. She had been in ill health south, less than .10 inch
northmany months.
east in frequent snow flurries.
. The former Ida James, she WISCONSIN - Temperature
was born June 15, 1879, at will average near
or slightly beYpsilanti, Mich., to -^Jtfr. and low normal.
Normal high 25 to
Mrs. Casmir James , she was 33 north 30 to 36 south. Normal
married to Ernest Gibbs who low 10 to 20. Only minor day to
died in 1954. The couple had day changes. Precipitation will
farmed since their marriage in total less than one-tenth inch exthe Trempealeau area.
treme south to about two tenths
Survivors are: One son , Har- inch water equivalent over
ry, Trempealeau ; two daugh- north portion occurring as rathters, Mrs. Gladys Bickford, La er frequent periods of light
Crosse, and Mrs. Donald (Kath- snow. ¦
ryn) Strauss, Silvis, 111.; one
OTHER TEMPERATURES
sister, Mrs. Amy Ryder , Trem- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
pealeau ; two grandchildren , -and
High Low lfr.
three great-grandchildren.
Albany,, cloudy ... 27 19
Funeral services will be Tues- Albuquerque, clear 53 35 ..
day at 2 p.m. at Smith Mor- Bismarck , cloudy
32 20 ..
tuary, Galesville, the Rev. Boss Boise, cloudy . . . . . 37 26
Oestrick, Trempealeau Federa- Boston , cloudy ... 33 26 ..
ted Church , officiating. Burial Chicago, cloudy
35 28 ..
Ceme- Cincinnati, cloudy . 40 31
will be in Trempealeau
¦
..
tery.
Cleveland, snow . ... 31 .. " ...
Friends may call today from Des Moines, clear . 4 0 17
7 to 9 p.m.
Detroit, snow
31 26 T
Fairbanks,
cloudy
..
.. -8 ..
Mrs. Alice Schmidt
WAUMANDEE , Wis. (Special) , Fort, Worth , clear . 68 46 ..
—Mrs. Alice Schmidt, 79, died Honolulu , clear ' .. 82 66
Saturday morning at a hospital ] Indianapolis, cloudy 40 31 ..
in Whitehall following a six- ; Jacksonville, cloudy 55 35 ' ..
! Kansas City, clear . 5 4 46 ..
month illness.
.
Los Angeles, clear . 7 2 55
The former Alice Blank, she Louisville , cloudy . 47 33— ?.
was born June 9, 1884, in Wau- Memphis, cloudy . 54 46
mandee to Mr. and Mrs. Henry j Miami , clear. . . . . . 67 52 ..
Blank. She had lived in this ' Milwaukee, clear . 25 18
area most of her life. She was Milwaukee, clear . 25 18° ..
married to Charles Schmidt in: Mpls.-St.P., cloudy 25 15 ..
October 1900. He died in Sep-:! New Orleans, clear 62 50
tenlber 1930.
New York, cloudy . 38 32
. Survivors are : One son, Ed- j Okla. City clear .. 60 29 ..
*
mund , Cochrane ; three daugh- Omaha , clear
44 14 ..
ters, Mrs. Nels (Edmee ) Jep- Philadelphia , cloudy 38 22
sen, Nelson ; Mfs. Ned (Elvira) Phoenix, cloudy ... 72 44
Randall, Eau Claire, and Mrs. Ptlnd, Me., clear . 28 19 ..
Leone Mahlke, Winona; 18¦ Ptlnd, Ore., clear . 47 32 ..
grandchildren , and two broth- ; Rapid City , clear . 46 25 ..
ers, Elmer Blank , Cochrane, j St. Louis, cloudy .. 52 31
and Oscar Blank , Waumandee. j Salt Lk. City , cloudy 30 27 ..
Funeral services will be Wed- ' .San Fran., cloudy . 51 45
39 28
nesday at 2 p.m. at United Seattle, fog
Church of Christ , Cochrane, the ; Washington, cloudy 42 29
Rev. Gene Krueger , Alma, of- ' Winnipeg, snow ... 23 11 .01
ficiating. Burial will be in Buf- j ( T-Trace )
falo City Public-Cemetery.
Friends may call at Colby Fu- and the Rev. Thomas Adamson,
neral Home, Cochrane, from Caledonia.
noon Tuesday until 11 a.m. Wed- Burial will be in the church
cemetery. Pallbearers will be
nesday, then at the church.
M a r c u s Dittrich , Clarence
Mrs. Mabel Buchanan
Cook, Jerry Foley, Richard and
CHATFIELD, Minn. - Mrs. Harold Markus a n d Francis
Mabel Buchanan, 77, longtime Graner.
resident, died Sunday alternoon
Friends may call at Johnson
at Methodist Hospital, Roches- & Schriver Funeral Home this
ter, where she had been a pa- afternoon and evening and Tuestient two weeks.
day. Rosaries will be " recited
The former Mabel Rose, she at 3:30 and 8 p.m. Tuesday.
was born April 3, 1886, at OnMrs. Helen Sraudacher
tario , Canada , to Mr, and Mrs.
William Rose. She was married- PLAINVIEW .JvIinn,.:(Special)
to Archie L. Buchanan Jan. 2, — Mrs. Helen Staudacher , 85,
1907, in North Dakota and they Hoosi er Ridge, lifelong Plainlived here since. He died in view area resident, died Satur1955. She-had suffered a long day afternoon at Rest Haven
Rest Home here.
illness.
The former Helen Timm. she
Survivors are : Two sons , Wilwas born Jan. 6, 1878, in Whiteliam , Rochester , and Cecil, Can- water Township, Winona Counyon Creek, Mont.; five grand- ty, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Timm.
children ; 15 great-grandchil- She was married to George
dren , and two brothers , Chance Staudacher May 31, 1903, at
Rose , Grand Forks, N.D., and Minneiska and they farmed in
Norman Rose, Walhalla , N.D. the Hoosier Ridge area, which
Her parents, two brothers and is east of here, all their marthree sisters have died.
ried lives. He died in 1957.
Funeral services will be at 2
Survivors are : Three sons,
p.m. Wednesday at Boetzer- Silas, Charles and Wels, PlainAkeson Funeral Home, the Rev. view; two daughters, Mrs. ArRobert Villwock , Pioneer Pres- chie Lowe, Minneiska , and Mrs.
byterian Church, officiating. Vern Ellinghuysen, Rochester ;
Burial will be in Chatfield Cem- 11 grandchildren ; three greatetery.
grandchildren, and three brothFriends may call at the fu- ers, Louis Timm , Plainview ;
neral home after 2 p.m. Tues- Walter Timm , Wabastyj ,.. and
day and until time of service Frank Timm , Dayton, Ohio.
Funeral services will be at 2
Wednesday.
p.m. Tuesday at Johnson &
Mrs , Lena Cook
Schriver Funeral Home , the
PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special) Rev. Robert Dunn , Kellogg
—Mrs . Lena Cook , 79 , lifelong Methodist Church , officiating.
area resident , died Sunday aft- Burial will be in Hoosier Ridge
ernoon at Rest Haven Rest Cemetery.
Home here.
Pallbearers will be Richard
The former Lena Markus, she Ellinghuysen, David and Gary
was bor n Jan. 20, 1884, in High- Leonard Rollins Jr. and Paul
land Township, Wabasha Coun- Drenckhahn.
Friends may call at the futy, to Mr. and Mrs. Mathew
Markus: She was married to neral home this afternoon and
John A. Cook here in 1913 and evening and until time of servthey farmed in the area all of ices Tuesday.
their married lives. He died
Two-Stare Funerals
Feb . 14, 1957.
Survivors are : Four sons, JoLudvig Flatrum
seph, St. Charles ; George and
LANESBORO , Minn. (SpeAlbert , Plainview , and Father
Louis, Fairmont; two daugh- cial ? — Funeral services for
ters , Mrs. Paul Schneider , Al- Ludvig Flatturn were held this
buquerque , N.M ., and Mrs. afternoon at Highland Lutheran
George Eversman , Kellogg ; 19 Church , the Rev. Jacob Endergrandchildren ; five great-grand- son officiating , Burial was in
children; one brother , .Joseph the church cemetery.
Markus , St. Paul , and two sis- Pallbearers were Lyle nnd
ters , Mrs . Margaret Dittrich , Den 'n Johnson , Clary and Roger
La Crescent , and Mrs , Dora Flatturn , Curtis Hall nnd Orrin
.
Flahy. .
Techier , St. Paul.
i,s a .si.slcr,
Among
survivors
A high Mass will be held nl Mrs . John (Oli>a > Clennn , WinII
a.m. Wednesday at St . ona.
Joachim Catholic Church , t h e
Rev. Louis Cook , her son , offici- Mrs. Kenneth Hoffmann
ating, He will be assisted by the LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
Rev. S. E. Mulcahy , Pjninvlew; — Funeral services for Mrs .
the Rev. John Worn , Adrian , Konmcth Hoffmann , Hager City,
Wis., formerly of Lake City ,
wcr<? held this afternoon at
First Lutheran Church , Red
Wing, the Rev. A. B. Walfred
I AND ILfH ^VBC
officiating.
Pallbearers were Donald Wiebusch nnd Lawrence Paulson ,
Lake City , nnd Alfred He;ith ,
Kenneth Hilmcr , Robert Magnuson nnd Will ium Hailin g, linger City.
DECEMBER 2, 1963
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mmii Driers In les* than
an hour
mm" Clean* up with
toapy water

Rademacher's
Product

Moore Paint
*
59 W. 2nd St.
We Deliver
Phone 4151

Weather

Am ttlttt't largtrt tilling

TOILET TANK BALL
ItVlkcltnl Water Matter Inilontly iropl
rh» flow of water after •ach Ouihlng.
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Many Village Lake Winona I
Elections in Plat Submitted IBoar d Told of
Parkway Plan
State Tuesday

; A preliminary plat for development of eight residential Jots ;
on the city^ southwest side 'will j
be reyiewecKby the City Planning Commissron at a meeting
I JVIembers of the Winona Coun- He pointed out , however , that
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Dec. 12 at City Hall.
Contests for mayor and other The proposed area lies south ty Board of Commissioners this |the owner of land bordering the
municipal posts as well as spec- ol Gilmore Avenue, opposite ;1 morniiyj heard an explanation i highway route may refuse to
ial issues give promise of good the present intersection of Gil- of a proposed program for ac- allow easement on his property.
voter turnout in many Minne- more and South Baker Street. : quisition of scenic easements i Wisconsin has gone forward
sota communities Tuesday when It would be known as the ; and purchase of historic and with acquisition of the casecity and village elections are Squires Subdivision . Owners are |recreational sites along the; ments , Olson said. The slalo
David P. Squires, Eyota , and |Great River Road.
held.
now has easements along 105
Brainerd , one_ of the larger Mrs. Peter Waitikawich , Bloom- j Speaking at the informal miles of the Great River Road ,
i meeting, attended by all but one i at an average cost of $8 In $15
communities holding elections, ington .
has a fi ve-way race for mayor. Lots in the subdivision vary of the commissioners was Har- ; an acre, or 5750 a mile.
Five men also seek the mayor 's in area from .9,000 to 12,000 j old Olson , executive secretary ! Counties and municipalitie s in
post at the taconite Community square feet. Regulations for the ] of the Mississippi River Park- Minnesota are now authorized
j to set aside up to -.$2,000 a year
R-l zone prescribe a minimum J
of Babbitt.
of 8,000 square feet. A 60-foot ! way Commission in Minnesota, j for acquisition of scenic easeFour candidate s filed for street, offset slightly west ofj Mrs. Virginia Torgerson , city j ments and outright purchase of
mayor of Clarks Grove. Among the Bsker-Gilmore intersection ,} representative in the State leg- :; lands. Olson told the commisother villages with mayoral will run southward through the ^ islature, presented Olson to the sioners.
races are Rice , Eagle Bend , middle of the subdivision . It! commissioners.
Dakota County , he . added, by
Bricelyn, Wells, Chatfield , Sar- will preserve access from the . The meeting also was attend- 1 means of special enabling legistell, Sauk Rapids and Arlington. \ north to the Frank Repinski 1 ed by Donald Stone, executive \ lation , has set aside $8,000 this .
Waite Park voters will choose I Estate property, lying between ! secretary of the Winona Cham- 1 year for these purposes.
between Alcuin Ringsmuth , who [ the subdivision 's south boundary : her of Commerce, and members
Olson said that purchase of
has occupied the mayor's chair j and Lake Winona. Bordering on of the chamber 's tourist com- about 12 roadside areas in this
three terms, and Leander Kem- j the east is the former Max mittee.
41
area already has been planned
per , and alsp will decide on White Estate property , now
by his commission .
OLSON
sketched
the
history
whether to raise the mayor's owned by Daniel Przybyj ski.
of
the
Great
River
Road
,
and
salary to $100 a month and The area is served by a 10MUCH OF THE work in (his
explained that the Parkway area , he explained, has been
councilmen's salaries to $20.
inch water main , 12-inch storm Commission,
Highway Depart- done in cooperation with offiBesides a mayoral contest be- sewer and a 24-inch sanitary
ment
and
Conservation
Depart- cials of the Minnesota Memortween incumbent Joseph Gladke sewer trunk line.
.
ment hope to have control of ial Hardwood Forest , which is
¦
and Joseph Poplinski , Browerland bordering the highway to extend from the Iowa border
ville will decide on whether to Property Transfers
throughout the state.
to Hastings.
adopt an ordinance prohibiting
He said that the immediate County Board president James
dogs from running at large the In Winona County
goal is purchase of historic sites Papen fuss, Dakota , pointed out
year around.
W A R R A N T Y DEED
]
and
recreational areas, as well that Winona County has been
Edwin
J.
Ferkingstad
el
ux
to
Derald
'
proKerkhoven will vote on a
J. Johnson et ux—Lot 1, Block 11, Wa- ,; as such lands as bluff facings
giving forest officials preferposal to establish a municipal pashaw Add. to Goodview. "1
I ,
Missisippi River islands. ence in . disposal of tax-forfeited
L. Ollorn et al to Bruce E. M r> land
'
liquor store, and Marble voters j NaJohn
lly et ux—Lot 10, Westmoreland AdiC: IOther lands, he said , would be
areas adjacent to the road
will decide whether to discon- |j lo Winona.
i
Charles A. Skemp et ux to Joseph i controlled for 300 feet on each route , and has bought land for
tinue its municipal liquor store i Buehler—2
acres in SW corner, of SE'/i i iside of the highway by means
the forest. Some more forest
and issue private licenses.
I
j of NEV* . Sec. 3O-105-4.
i Chester C. Shank et ux to Doyle W. > of scenic easements.
land is now available , he added. I Wait et ux—Lots 31 and 32, except S'ly j
These easements would allow Commissioner Leo Borkowski ,
[
22 ft . of W'ly K It ., Village of Elba. I ,
the owner to continue present Goodview, was not present,
Home Buyers. Inc., to John H. Karsten i
'
I el tx—Part of NWH of NE'/i of ¦ Sec. Juse gfj iis land , except for uses
'
1 28-107-7.
I'that would create eyesores. OlI Roy A. Hackbarth (I ux to Paul J. | '
in particular auto
I Miennert et ux—Part ol N EV< of SE 1/., ; :son cited
Sec. B-105-6.
( .graveyards as a
use that would
Vincent D. Clsewskl el ux to Winona i '.
orohibited.
National & Savings Bank—Lot i, Block he
'
1. Wincrest First Add.
James R. Larimer, 850 W. Sth Edwin G. Schultz et ux to Roderick W . !| The easements, for which the
Harrison et ux—S. 49 ft . of Lot I and , 'owner of
the land would be
St., received a suspended sen- N.
12. ff . of Lot 2, Block 42, OP to St. j ¦
paid , would prohibit , signs in
tence in municipal court this Charles .
Phyllis G. Ems et mar to Otto A. Mthe controlled area.
morning after he pleaded guil- Meisch
et al—Part of SWV* of NW'A of
ty to a charge of nonsupport . Sec. 17-107-9.
|
>*
OLSON said that such businJudge John D. McGill sen- R. D. Shattuck , by attorney, to Otto ¦ <esses as motels would hot be
A. Meisch et al—Part of SWVt of NWS I
tenced him to a 30-day jail | pf Sec . 17-107-9.
I permitted
within the 300-foot
Mariorie J. Clay et mar to Otto A. I
term. Judge McGill then sus- j
; Meisch et al—Part of SWU of NW'i of ' scenic strip. This would eli¦
pended the sentence on condi- Sec. 17-107-9.
! minate construction of a Holition that Larimer make sup- Everett J. Kohner et ux to Robert J. day Inn Motel along Trunk
Czaplewski et ux—Lof i, Block 5, Fosport payments of $80 per month ; ter
's Add . to Winona.
i Highway 61 at the end of the
to the county welfare office.
Joseph Olszewski et ux lo Frank M.
el ux—S'ly 50 ft . ol N'ly 90 ft . Huff Street dike.
Larimer said he is a carpen- ofStolpa
Lots 7 . and 8, Block IB, Laird' s Add.
ter and that his earnings are to W' ncn.v
. A. Oari' ng, wic'ow. to Raymond
not steady. Judge McGill made W.Laura
Beyers et ux—Lot 16, Block 10, Bolit a further condition that Lari- com 's Add. to Winona.
Edward L. Voelker el ux to John J.
mer file a statement of his earn- Szczepanski
el ux—Part/»f SE' .i of SE'i,
ings each month and that the Sec. 34-107-7.
Al
Odegaard et ux(,to Vernon Keith
first payment, for $40, is to et Iver
ux—Lot 9, Block 2, Odegaard 's Add.
be made by Dec'. 15.
lo Winona.:
Tweten «t ux lo Dorothy CoopLarimer was arrested by a erA/lartln
Kowalskl—N'ly
ol Lot 1, Block
sheriff's deputy at his home 8, Cummings, VilaB2.7& ft.Gould'
s Add. to
this morning. He was arrested Winona.
Hugh R. Shaw et ux to William G.
on a complaint hy his ex-wife, Colclough
Jr . et ux—Part of Block 19,
Cecile M. Larimer, Lewiston. Lakevlew Add. to Winona.
Ervln Matzke et ux to Paul J. Kleffer
She claimed that he has fail- —SWVi
of NEV.i; SE'.i of NWli; W' < 3 of
ed to make payments for sup- SEH.- . E'.'i of SW/i. Sec , 50-107-9.
Herbert Speltz Sr. et ux to Pioneer
port of their two j ^rear-old Telephone
Co. of Winona County—Part of
children since Jan. ^1. "
Lot 22, Village of Rollingslone.

Suspension Given
In Support Case

GET
WINDOW
MATERIALS

Korean Pen Pal
Sends Sympathy
A Korean student has told
a Winona student about Korean
bereavement over the death of
President Kennedy.
Trudy Fitch, Lamoille, senior
at Winona Senior High School ,
got the airmail letter last week
from her pen pal , .Moosoon
Change of Seoul.
He wrote :
"My heart filled with intense
sorrow when I heard the shocking news that President Kennedy was killed by an assassin.
We Koreans , who have fought
with Communists for many
years , mourn over the great
fi ghter over freedom who had
given his life for the free
world's security and the human
race 's peace.
"His death will be mourned
not only in the U. S. but also
in all the other places of the
free world. We felt sorrow for
passing of President Kennedy
with you. "
They 've been corresponding
since Trudy was in a junior
high school English class al
Phelps .

Woman Motorist
Forfeits $75 on
Three Charges
Mrs. Isadore W , Brynok , 60,
185 N. Baker St.. forfeited bail
deposit's lotfiling $75 in municipal court this morning.
''Fhe deposits were m ade on
thre e traffic violations .stemming from a traffic accident
on West Sth Street Oct. 12. She
was injured in the crash and
was confined to her home.
Mrs . Brynok posted $30 bail
on a charge of careless driving,
$30 bail on a charge of leaving
the scene of an accident and
$15 bail on a charge of driving
withou t a driver 's license. She
was charged at her home Oct.
21 nfti ^ r being released from the

; JBBH^J

QUIT CLAIM DEED
Wary A. Paposchek to Henry Voelker '
—E'/a of Lot 10, Block 8, Hamilton 's '
Add. to Winona.
C
I
^
Rebecca S. Fuhlbruogge lo Eliza Rltter
—N'ly «9 It. .of W'ly 10 fl. of Lot 4 and
N'ly 69 II. of Lot 5, Block 14«, OP to '
Winona.
Rebecca S. Fuhlbruegge to Romuald
Ritter «t al-N'ly 69 It. of W'ly 10 ft. ol
Lot 4 [and N'ly 69 II. ol Lot 5, Block
1*6, OP to Winona.
William F. Hill el ux to Pioneer Telephone Co. ol Winona County—Part of Lot
22, Village of Rollingstone.
Margaret Wacholz et m«r to Dorothy
M. Brown—S'ly 29 II. ol Lot S, Block 37, 1j
Hamilton's Add. to Winona\i
Eliza Rltter et al to Rebecca S. Fuhlbruegge—N'ly 69 ft . of W'ly 10 It. ol |
Lof 4 and N'ly 69 II. of Lof J, Block I'
146, OP to Winona.
[
CONTRACT FOR DIED
j
Clarence K. Craven et ux to Harold E. 1'
Bartsh et ux—E'ly 27 ff . of Lot 4, Block [!
2, OP, Village ol Utica.
Geneva Nichols to Francis R. Stokes I
et u x - E'i of SW' ol Sec. 29; N' j of ,i
NE' i! and NE'-i of NWV, of Sec. 32- ii
105 10.
ASSIGNMENT OP
Ij
CONTRACT FOR DEED
|
Earl S. Bockenhauer et ux to Earl E. .
Bockcnhauer el ux—SW ' * and WV> of
SE' i of Sec. 28-106-9 .
!
First National Bank In St . Charles toPaul J. K i e f f e r - S W ' / 4 ol NEV < ; SEN of
NW"<; WVj of SE' i; E' J of SW' i, Sec
20-107-9.
FINAL DECREE
Amelia T . Wager, decedent, to William
A. Sather—W . 50 tt. ol Lot 7, Block 2.
Curti". Add. No. 1 to Winnnn
Eff le Schmltz Gates, decedent, to Anna Hubbard Scolton—Lot 12, except N'ly i
45 ft . and E' i ot Lot 11 , except N'ly
45 ft. thereof; Lot 10 nnd W") ol Lot
11 except E'ly 20 It. of N'ly 45 It . of
said W'.i of Lot 11, Block 5, Plumer ' s
Add.
'
DECREE OP DISTRIBUTION
George A . Whitman, decedent, to Mir
dred W. Kimball et ux- -EVi of SWH ol
SW'-i and SE'4 of SW 'U of Sec. 13;
SE'i, ex . 15 acres and part ol Gov 't
Lot 7, In Sec. 12-108-9; pari of W' I ot
SW' i and of Gov 't Lot 4 In Sec. 17,
part of Sec . 18 and part of Gov 't Lot 2
and of SW"4 of SW' « of Sec. 7 108-8.
PATENT
United Stnles to Thornns E Bonncf l
of
S W ' i , Sec. 30,-1043 .9 .
E' i

JOB OF LAYMHN
MONTEAGLE . Tenn.

i
hospital.
Police said that she was driving a car which struck a park- ,
ed car In front of the YMC/V , j
then struck another car headon on West Sth Street shortly
afterward .

K«riouB illntR« or acdtl«nt c.un aut oft your
.! incomi! —without , warning T'hiit. 's why
ovoryonfl who works IM ><>(I H onr « mi run feed
high benefit income, protection iimurunce.
JMnil this coupon with your numo nnd nddres.i to me for full details nt no obligation.
,
!
ROGER B. KEMP
174 E. 5th Slre«f , Winona , Minn.
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T—\ OROUf HEAITH MUTUA L INC. / /rfpfek /
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¦
L -bl Horn* Of tkm -St. Paul. Minn. 1/

OUT T LIMB

"When tlie bough breaks" and
you are_Xip to your neck in
snow, you'll wish you hadn't
waited to f ix yourself some lowcost storm windows. Do it now!
It 's easy with Warp's EASY-ON
Storm Window Kits. Contain
everything needed for a cpmplete storm window. EASY-O^T
. . . America 's most popular
window kit . . . is only 39£ at
your local dealer.

/ ifcjp (

^8^ '\

ROBB
BROS
STORE

576 East Fourth Street
Phone 4007

<r

„This Christmas

that keeps on
Giving

to^Fr^
r/ ^

WINONA DAILY NEWS
WINONA Sunday, WMS

W —

Christian evangelism is the duty
of tho laymen , no( tli^ miflisteyr ,
¦nws thc Rov. non 'alrT r; :j 5iYhr>s , ,
^
diocesan missionary of Pittsburgh. He told lli« Tennessee
Episcopal Churchmen 'sr confer'
ence:
"The Idea that evangelism is
something for the professionals J
I
is ridiculous.

}
\ FREE! Facts about income
i protection for your family |

Mrs. Holga Simonson
TAYLOR , Wis. ( Special) TI IP funeral service for Mrs.
Holga Simonson will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. nt Taylor Luther- f
an Church , the Rev. W. 11. Winkler officiating. Burial will be in
Woodlawn Cemetery .
Friends mny call at Jensen
Funeral Homo, Hixton

DON T CAUGHT

Phone 8-295 1 today or
Mail This Order Blank
>
; WINONA DAILY NEWS
J WINONA , MINN,
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! All others in th« U. S. or Canada and including lorviconien ;
; anywhere ill (lie world ;
;
! 1 Year $15.00; 6 Months $8.00; 1 Month* $4.2$

\
J
;
I
j

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona nnd Wabasha countics in Minnesota. In Buffalo , Trempealeau , Jackson and
Popin counties in Wisconsin:
1 Year $12.00; 6 Months $6.50; 3 Months $3.50

*

Don't wait until the last minute to do your Christmas shopping.
Send in your orders for gift subscript ions today , Tliis odor
good only until December 20, 1963.

I

Thrills Abound as Vikings Tie 17-17 With Bears
CLEVELAND/ NEW YORK WIN

NFL Title Picture Now Becomes Clearer
nals 24-10. The New York Giants kept pace with the
Browns bv scratching past
Dallas 34-27, as old Y. A.
Tittle set an NFL career record of 197 touchdown passes.
The Browns and Giants are
9-.1 each .
The Steelers played their
third tie of the season and
second of the year with Philadelphia , this time 20-20.
That left St. Louis and
Pittsburgh tied for second ,
the Cards at 8-4 and the Steelers at 6-3-3.
In other Sunday games,
Los Angeles won its third

Kenosha, Hammond and Stepleton , for example, were in
the league. __
Sunday, the Chicago Bears
played their second 17-17 tie
in a row, this time with Minnesota. That left the Bears
one-half game in front in the
West over the Green Bay
Packers, who tied Detroit ISIS on Thanksgiving. The
Bears are 9-1-2, the Packers
9-2-1.
In the East , the Cleveland
Browns broke up the threeway deadlock at the top by
trimming the St. Louis Cardi-

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Things were considerably
clearer in the National Football League title picture today
— with two weeks to go , there
are only six teams left with
» change to win.
And just , five with a chance
to tie.
The PittsburgrTSteelers can
only win or lose — they have
too many ties to tie.
Action over the long weekend produced three ties in
seven games , believed to be
a record dating way back beyond the days when such as

straight. 21-17 over San Francisco, and Baltimore whipped
the Washington Redskins 3620.
Frank Ryan returned to
form for the Browns and
Jimmy Brown blasted his
own season rushing record .
Ryan , benched two weeks ago
when the Cardinals trimmed
the Browns, riddled the St.
Louis defense for 210 yards,
and Brown gained 179 yards
on .29 carries. Jimmy also
took the league scoring lead
with 90 points , as he scored
two touchdowns from close in.
The Browns wrapped up the

game in the first half with
a 21-3 lead.
Brown broke his own record
of 1,527 yards set in 1958 as
he ran his total to 1,677 yards
with two games to go.
Tittle threw for two touchdowns against the Cowboys
for 197 — one more than the
career mark set by Bobby
Layne.
The old Bald Eagle was
superb in the second half as
the Giants came from behind
a 27-14 halftime deficit , but
he was less than sharp-in the
first half, when he had three
passes intercepted.

Warriors to Host Pointers Tonight
Full Week
For Cagerf

Winona

Daily

Yandy Leads
Upset Bid

MINNEAPOLIS OP - The
Minnesota Vikings left the immediate past to the thrilled
spectators today and got down
to the business of luring new
football players into the ranks.
There were thrills—aplenty in
Sunday 's battle in Chicago that
saw the Vikings tie the Bears
17-17 and come within a shade
of pulling one of the season's
big upsets.
The Vikings , after trades and
deals, held 19 draft choices for
today's action in Chicago, where
the National Football League
follows the AFL in nailing down
negotiation rights to the cream
of the college crop.
Expected to be high " on the
Viking Jist was Carl Eller , giant
tackle of the Minnesota Gophers
who was chosen by Buffalo in
the first round of the AFL draft
Saturday .
Getting back to Sunday 's business :
j Quarterback Fran Tarkenton
| was collared with a high tackle
| early in the game and not only
! missed most of the fracas but
j said he can't even remember
j ' part of it.

| His more-than-ample underNews
By
GARY
EVANS
study was rookie Ron Vander>
I
Kelen who led the upset-minded
Daily News Sports Editor |
Vikings to a 17-3 halftime lead
Winona State , with its new j
against one of the most fearlook offense but few people to I
some defenses in football.
Vandy was quick to admit he
; run it , opens its 1963-64 season I
couldn 't keep the club moving in
and kicks off a Winon a week j
the final stages, when the Vikfilled with basketball activity : Monday, December 2, 1963 14 \
ings appeared to ha-ve both the
: by hosting Stevens Point at 8;
I time and opportunity to score
at
Memorial Hall. ,
i p^m. tonight
; once more: But neither ^f/uld
Dr. Bob Campbell, state '
' Tarkenton , who carne back in
during the fourth period.
j coach, has high-scoring forward
'.; "Sure I was scared," admitGarj ' Peterson , Darrell Schus- '
ted VanderKelen . But it didn 't
|ter and Rog Kjome , 6-6 220- '
show in his work. Beseiged by
: pound center , ineligible for the
j black-clad Bear Linemen , Van' opening game.
NEW COACH? . . . Doug !dy improvised a 53-yard touchj
Dickey, University of Ar- down pass to tight end Gordie
ALL WILL be ready, howkansas
assistant coach may Smith in the second period for
*
ever, for the Warriors Friday By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
clash with State College of Iowa ; The first two fellows who be named head coach at the the Vikings final tally.
i
University of Tennessee to I The second half was pretty
i at Memorial Hall. •
Cotter gets into the act in a scored goals for Mj efntreal succeed ousted Jim McDon- i much all Bears, with the Bruiri
I defense turning loose its savagebig way Tuesday night , travel- wound up in the hospital. Which ald. (AP Photofax)
! ry on the Viking attack. Quaring to Minneapolis for a meet- may be why the Canadiens beat
j terback Bill Wade marshalled
ing with perennial Catholic the Boston Bruins by only 3-1
j his forces for two touchdown
: state tourney member De La
LOCAL SPORTS i thrusts. The clincher was a
' Salle. The Ramblers won easi- Sunday night.
j nine-yarder to Marconi , all
; ly. 73-44 . over La Crosse Aqui- Two of Montreal' s goal scorTHIS WEEK
alone in the end zone, in the
ers — rookie Johnny Ferguson
! nas Wednesday.
fourth
period.
1 Wednesday marks a day off and Ralph Backstrom — wound
BASKETBALL
i for the hard court squads , but up hospital cases.
TONIGHT - Stevem Point Jt WinoDickey in Line as
na State .
Thursday the Ramblers will be Backstrom scored w ith only
TUESDAY — Cotter at Minneapollt
j back in action. Once again , John 45 seconds gone in the game.
! Vols ' Grid Coach
De La Salle.
Netfs team will be on the In the third period, he tangled THURSDAY — Colter at Rochester
I
KNOXVILLE , Term . (AP) Lourdes.
road, this time at Rochester for with Doug Mohns and suffered FRIDAY — state College cf Iowa at
Doug
Dickey, young assistant
j
a game with traditional rival , a black eye and a five-stitch cut
Winona Slate; Rochester al Winona High; St. Mary 's at St. I coach at the University of ArLourdes.
between the eyes.
Procopius.
kansas , was reported today to
In addition to the State game
SATURDAY — Platteville at Winona j
Ferguson
scored
in
the
second
!
be Tennessee 's choice as head
Sta
te
;
SI
.
Mary
's al Lewis Colat Memorial Hail, Friday night ,
lege.*
football coach to succeed oust1 Winona -High , undefeated in two period, then became involved in
a battle with Ed Westfall. Played Jim McDonald.
Wrestling
• games on the young season , will ers from both clubs joined the
McDonald, fired Sunday after
FRIDAY
Winona
High
at
Roch,
Rochester,
in
host
arch-rival
,
fight , and Ferguson joined the
ester .
compiling
a 5-5 record this fall ,
a Big Nine contest at 8 p.m. hospital list with a slashed ten- SATURDAY — Winona Sta le *f
was named assistant athletic diState College ol Iowa Tournaat the High School Auditorium. don on his left thumb.
ment.
rector to Bob Woodruff.
John
Kenney 's Winhawk s
gained
a
narrow
59-57victory
;¦
over Albert Lea in their first
conference test while Rochester , its starting five returning
intact , moved past Red Wing
i 60-55.

Sports
¦"
:

- , , ., - , . ::;: :¦-J

Scoring Goals
Hazardous for
Montreal Stars

WINNING PASS . . . New York Giants quarterback Y. A.
Tittle (14 ) gets off a 17-yard pass despite the rushing of
Dallas Cowboys' end George Andria (66). The pass was completed to Del Schofner , and along with a nine-yard shot to
Frank Gifford during the game , set a NFL record for touchdown passes. Tittle now has 197 — one more than the record set by Bobby Layne. /AP Photofax )

FIRST IN NATION

Loyola Returns
4 of 5 Starters
By TED ME 1KR
Associated Press Sports Writer
Coach George Ireland' s Ramblers from Chicago Loyola will
have four returning starters in
their lineup tonight when they
open defense of their national
collegiate basketball championshi p against North Dakota.
Only All-America Jerry Harkness , who graduated , is lost
from Ihe team that compiled a
2 ri-2 record and upset Cincinnati
in the NCAA finals last year.
So it' s no surprise Ih.'i! the
talented Ramblers are heavily
favored to repeat as the nation ' s best in The Associated
Press ' pre-season poll. They ' re
lop-sided favorites lo win their

opener against little North Dakota , which absorbed an SO-.iO
drubbing from DePaul Saturday.
The opening night results generally followed form , with Minnesot a 's 7<5-6fi victory over Kansas State the onl y major surprise.
The "Violets of NYU , ranked
second in the AP poll , also open
this we-ek along with the sixthranked Sun Devils of Arizona
State and the No 10 Oregon
State
Reavers. NYU opens
Wednesday al Cornell . Arizona
State on Tuesday against Western New Mexico at home and
Orefion State at Washington
State tonight. The latter game
was poslponed from Saturdav.

Need holiday money ?

ALSO OX tap for Friday
night is a contest at Lisle. 111.,
where Ken Wilt gen 's St. Mary 's
cagers ( 2-0 ) tangle with St.
Procopius.
Both the Redmen and Warriors will be in action Saturday
night. St. Mary 's moves on to
Lockport , 111., for a game with
Lewis College and the Wa rriors
entertain Platteville.
Tonight Campbell will use a
starting lineup that consists of
a pair of lettermen forwards
and a trio of Daves after their
first letters at Winona State.
Captain Lyle Papenfuss , 6-5,
and Jac k Kelly, 6-2 , will be the
forwards. The key could he at
center where Dave Rosenau , <>4 junior from Waterville , must
come through in the rebounding department if the Warriors
are to win
The guards will he 5-9 freshman Dave Meisner from Cloqiiet and 5-8 transfer Student
Dave Goede from Houston .

Caik
tou OM

MONTHLY PAYMENT PIANS

KISS FOR CHAMP . . . A kiss from his
wife was the first award for Ji m SI John
Sunday night after the St. Louis howler won
the men 's title in the Worl d' s Invitatio nal
Bowling Tournam ent in Chicago. His other
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HOUSEHOLD FINANCE^
&A E. Third St.-PHONE; 8-2941
Hours: Mon. Him Ihiir. MO to 5:30—Fri 9.30 lo I P.M.

ALL HFC OFFICES OPEN SAT. MORNINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
WE MAK E LOANS TO WISCONSIN RESIDENTS

T'hr .•.lender SI. John fi nlsliorl
almost .'10 points ahead of sec
ond place Johnny Meyer /if Nesconset , N i l ., who had ,114 17 Peler.sen points as compared (o
Ml.2(1 hy St, John, Meyer collected $:i ,7.r>0 as a runner-up and
Hill Johnson of Kansas City got

By BOB JUNGHANS
! field goals each. Tom Hall hit
Daily News Sports Writer | e|ght points. Rog Pytlewski sis
and Mike Maloney four .
After two weekend games, St.
The second half , which featurMary 's Coach Ken W i l t g e n ed the delaying tactics by St.
knows his Redmen are capable Mary ' , saw Pytlewski carry the
s
of winning, but very little more. ;
Redmen to victory with eight ol
The Redmen bombed a young
Stout squad 78-53 Saturday night the 14 points.
and then moved past St. Am- ROCKERS WOUND up with
brose of Davenport , Iowa , 57-51 16, Pytlewski 15 and . Maloney
Sunday night .
12. Walt Jones and Lou Kaiser ,
But after both contests were with 18 each , were the only Bees
history, and Wiltgen had a ; in double figures .
chance to look back on the Saturday night , five freshmen
play of his team , there wasn't started and played most of the
much to talk about.
! game for Stout. Wiltgen used alSTOUT WAS TOO young to 1 most everyone on the team aa
furnish a good opening test and the Redmen scored at will.
St. Ambrose sat back in a zone The two bright spots in the
defense most of the night , giv- Redmen offensive show were the
ing St. Mary ' s little chance to outside accuracy of 6-5 forward
: Pytleltfs'ki , and the Bob Cousywork its offensive patterns.
| type ball handling of freshman
"ACTUALLY W E l e a r n e d guard Jerry Sauser,
more from Stout then we did St. Mary ' s roared to a 41-2H
from St. Ambrose ," said Wilt- halftime bulge using mostly set
gen, who sent his team into a play patterns. The Redmen
stall with 14:30 left to play in came out in the second half and
the second half . "I hate to stall , used a dazzling fast break , supbut we wanted to get them out plemented by supremecy on the
of their zone so we could find boards , lo push the margin to
out what we've got to work on." 74-36 with seven minutes to
As it was, St. Ambrose elect- play. At this point , Wiltgen sent
ed to let the Redmen hang on in his reserves.
to the ball and a lacklustre second half saw each team score PYTLEWSKI led all five St,
Mary 's starters into double dig14 points.
"If I'd have been a specta- its with 17 points. Rockers, 6-7
tor , I'd have walked out when center who blocked shots and
we started to-stall ," said the picked off rebounds al. will , was
coach. "But we wanted to get close behind with 14. Captain
them out of their zone. We Hall , Williams , and Maloney
didn 't learn much this week- had 10 each.
end."
Although obviously outclass, I here wore bright spots in
ed
THIS COMING w e e k e n d
brings more experimentation the future for S t o u t . Willy
time for the Redmen. Wiltge n White , a classy 6-0 gu ard, pourtakes his crew to Lisle, 111., and ed in 18 points , mostly from
a skirmish with St. Procopius long range . Mike Thompson , a
Friday and then moves on to fine -shooting 6-3 forward added
Lockport , III., and a game with 14.
Lewis College Saturday nigh l.
St. Mary 's moved off to a 43- After 15 seasons in the Na37 iialftime lead against St. Am- tional League , Richie Ashburn
brose as both Al Williams and . retired thi s season wil h a .303
Jim Rockers swished home six career average.

award was a check for $7 , 500. Enjoying Ihe
scene at right is Marion Ladcwig, 49-yenr-old
Grand Rap ids , Mich., grandmother who successfully defended her t itle in the women 's,
division. (AP Photofax )

St John Sets 11 Marks in Pin Meet

CHICAGO ( AP> ¦¦- Jim St.
John of St . Louis rewrote the
record book Sunday as he won
Ihe $411,(KM) seventh annual
World' s Invitational
Bowling
Tournament by Ihe widest margin in history .
St. John , .III. who still resides
in Chicago although bowling for
a St. Louis brewery, set M
world ' s records on his path to
Ihe tit le and Ihe $7,500 first
prize.

Redmen Record
Two Victories,
Learn Little

Give Us Time to Do the Job Right!

CAPTURES WORLD'S INVITATIONAL
the oldest and largest

STO P ST. AMBROSE 57-51

^r*^X9JVHB^^HBB^|H^H||^HHHfflHBM|KHB^^*~C-J.^^ivMOSnMI

CI1ANGK TO DATE
MIAMI , Fla. (AP ) - Miami' s
televised football game with
Alabama will be played in the I
Orange Bowl Dec. 14 insl eiul of
Dec 7.
|

Get an HFC
Shopp er 's Loan

STARTLED . . . . Al Williams, St. Mary 's guard , shows
surprise, as Mike McAller of St. Ambrose seems to throw
a punch 'at him in the second half of Sunday 's game at Terrace Heights. What actually happened was McAller moved
in front of Williams as he tried to drive down the lane for
a basket. (Daily News Snorts Photo)
.

( ar ler , in Ihe previous six
.$2 ,000 for his third place finish.
Mrs. Ladewig finished with a
In the women 's division , the totirnamen ls , held (he record total of 22.'/.Ui Petersen points
defending champion nnd three- for winni ng the most money, to 221 .3(1 for Mrs. Chapman and
2I7.1H for Helen Duval of Berkeitirne winner of the event , Mrs $:i5 .:i:t i .
ley, Calif ., who finished third.
'Marion Lade-wig of Grand RapMrs. Ladewig, -19-year-ol d
¦•¦¦¦¦
l ids , Mich., donned her fourt h grand mother , obviously tired nt ¦•• »¦
¦«¦
m m m t m rnt
I crown by beating lefty Joanne Ihe 411-gaine grind in four days ,
'
I Chapman of Rloneoe , Iowa , in Bui she still had enough left to
sliool 2<lli in her first name, and
I the final rou nd.
kill whatev er chance Mrs. ChapSt, John, Ji- former N HVV CH - man might have
had of taking
, reer man , averaged 23:t for the Iho title ,
and the first prize of .HOME AND
'
, 61 games in the finals of the 10- ROW.
I COMM I saw HBS9
1W*"
i
. Iqtlpmtirt I, S«pptki t«M< Dtpoln .
dny tournament.
* » tamper TafcU«
Johitad Cm I
,
*
.
Don
Carter
'
17,
In
certifying
her
of
St.
Louis,
claim
as
the
'
I Wrlf
Icr Fr»« I H ) CKoloq
|
who had won five of the six pre- woman howler of Ihe year and
vious tour naments , was far off making another drive towar d [ S0HAAF MFC. CO. '
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Westgate,
Watkins in
City Wins

Redmen Skaters Tumble Badgers
TUMBLES 577

CUT LEAGUE

W L
Weitfate
1 0 Mllltr 5.lv.
Watkins
1 0 Rollingstone
National Ouard 1 • Standard Ooll

WL
• l
fl I
• 1

Watkins and Westgate, 1-2 in
the loop last year, appear to
be the powers to watch ,again
this season in the city loop as
they bqth notched opening round
victories.
Watkins smashed Miller Salvage 8745, and W e s t g a te
squeaked by -Standard Oil 52-51.
National Guard also opened with
a win , stopping Rollingstone 6164.
" Bob Czaplewski and Bob Larson shared point honors ior
Westgate with 14 markers each.
Fred Beck garnered game honors with 21 for the Oilers, a
highly respected independent
team last year.
Bruce Hartert paced three
Watkins cagers in double fi gures with 22 points. Bill Holm
added 20, and Pat Costello netted 18. v Tom Thaldorf had 25
for Miller's. The large margin
of victory was credited to a
tough Watkins defense.
Bill Schultz plunked in 14 for
National Guard , and Steve Wally backed him up with 32. Jack
Rader counted 17 for Rollingstone. He was helped out by
Jim Kalmes with 15.

Elsie Dorsch
Wins 600 Meet

Elsie Dorsch rattled 577 at
Westgate Sunday afternoon to
nail down the championship in
the Winona Ladies' 600 Club
Bowling Tournament.
A total of 19 club members

participated in the tournament.
In second place was Irene
Gostomski with a 564 and Delores 'Wicka finished third with
a 561.
Frances Ped-]
ef son. slid 536 toj
PARK REC
take h o m ej
fourth - p r i z e*
money and Esther P o z a n c
belted a 531 to
finish in fi fth
!
place.
In addition to
Dorsch
her prize money, Elsie also received the troPEE WEE
phy donated for the tournament
W L
W t by Paul Gardner, owner-manag) 1
Coca-Celai
2 0 Win on* Hotel
Jay Bm
1 1
Paint Papal
1 1 er of Westgate Bowl.
McKinley M.
1 1 Amer. Legion
0 3
Immediately after thr bowling
competition , 13 of the members
With only two rounds of ac- attended the banquet and meettion played in the Park-Rec Pee ing held at the Golden Frog SupWee basketball league , Coca- per Club , Fountain City.
Cola has gained the solitary po- Officers were elected. Lucille
sition on top of the standings Weaver steps up to the presiby defeating Win ona Hotel 30-18. dency for this campaign . She
McKinley Methodist stopped succeeds Ann Weaver.
Jay Bees 22-12, and American
The new vice president is
Legion fell to Paint Depot, Phyllis Thurley with Shirley
|
25-2.
I Kauphusman to serve as secreDale Johnson hit 10 points for tary, Irlene Trimmer as treasCoke, and Gary Wilgens added ; urer and Ruth Lilla as sergeant
eight. Steve Wiltgen hit eight 1 at •arms.
in a losing effort. Ron Koehler j The tournament next year will
bagged 16 markers in McKinley ; be held Nov. 22.
BANTAM
Prlit
Methodist's win , while Jeff BieSeer*
577
HO
i 1. Elili Dorsch
W L
W L sanz was scoring
¦
10
for
Jay
'
1.
Irene
Gostomski
7.30
Athletic Club
2 0 Peerless Chain 0 1
. %H
I
5
Sunbeam B read 2 0 ReSTMen
? J Bees.
American Legion went 3. Delores Wlcka . . . . . . . . 541
j 4. Frances Pederson
0 1
Cent. Meth.
53*
*
scoreless until the fourth quar- j 3. Esther Poianc
531
J
Sunbeam and Athletic Club ter. Scott Hazelton tallied nine,
both notched their second vic- and Joe Ferguson hit six for
tories of the campaign Satur- Paint Depot.
day in the Park Rec Bantam
MIDGET
Basketball league.
W L
WL
Sunbeam bounced Red Men Bub'i
2 e Elks
0 3
OCT
1
0
TV
Signal
» 2
Club 19-15 as Keary Glenn a
scored eight points, and Jeff
Bub's and UCT remained
Suchomel had five. Jim Carroll knotted at the top of the Midget
led Red Men with six. Athletic loop. Bub's
BI-STATE
tumbled Elks 64-24, |
Club used two big quarters to
W L
W L
while
UCT
was
handing
TV
Sigwhip Central Methodist 33-21.
Onalaska Luth. 1 0 Hokah IP
0 0
nal
its
second
setback
33-23.
Rollingstone HT 1 1 Wabasha SP
o 0
Jim Koscianski hit for 10 and
Lima
Sac.
H.
1
1
Caledonia
L
« 1
Mike Rodgers eigh t for the win- Scott Featherstone rammed
in
20
points
for
Bub's,
and
Bob
¦!¦ Lima Sacred Heart evened its
ners. Glenn Hubbard took game
honors with 11, and Dennis Greden helped out with 18. Dar- I Bi-State Conference record SunLynch added six for Central ryl Smelser tallied 12 times for I day by turning back Caledonia
Elks. Alan Nordsving scored ! Loretto 67-52.
Methodist.
14 for UCT as Steve Strelow
The taller Lima cagers used
DENVER WINS
backed him up with 10. Dave a red hot fourth quarter to sew
DENVER (AP)—The Canadi- Smelser netted 13 for TV Signal. i
up the win , outscoring the Bluer
¦
ans making up Denver University 's hockey team defeated the The Chicago White Sox won I jays 20-8. Lima held leads of
U.S. Olympic team 7-1 Friday seven of nine games in Cleve- | 13-10 and 31-25 at the end of
\ the first two periods , but Calenight.
land last season.
donia closed the
J gap to 47-45 at
the end of the
: third frame be' fore the roof
fell in.
Mike Mulvena
P °Q.L£ d m 18
points and Joe
Keefe 14 for
Jl,* York, N. T. (Special) - For the io thoroujH that mfferera mad«
fint time acience has found a new aetonishinsr statements like "Piles 1i Caledonia. John Bauer and Al
have ceased to be a problem! "
heading eurj stance with the astonWeiss led a quartet of Lima
The secret is a new healinp subishing a b i l i t y to shrink fremorcagers into double figures with
!
(
stance Bio-Dyne *)—discovery ot ¦
rhoid a , stop itching, and reli«v»
20
points each. Dave Bauer had
a world-famous research institute.
pain — without surpery.
This substance is now available I 13 and Mike Walsh 12.
In case after case , while pently
Mike Twomey stood out on dein l u p p o t i t o r y or o i n t m r n l f o r m
reli« vin g pain , actual reduct ion
under the name Pre partition jf*, ', fense for Caledonia. Lima also
(shrinkage) took place.
At all drug counters.
Most amazingof all-result swere
I won the "B" contest 32-29.

Coke Gains
Firs t in
Pee Wee

Sunbeam, AC
Win in Bantam

¦ '

¦

•

¦

Sacred Heart
Tops Loretto

Science Shrinks Piles
NewlVay Without Surgery
I Stops Itch— Relieves Pain
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Simple and so neat on your feet! Real comfort — plus
solid quality and Ihe finest leathers. Freeman 's exclusive
CONTOUR CUSHION lets your feet relax. Our price is relaxing, too. Black or Brown. Dro t ,in today.

STEINBAUmS'
69 W .tt Third St.
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Freshmen
Stand Up
Under Fire

AT ROCHESTER MEET

Dienger Named
Most Valuable

St. Mary's hockey team came l Leonard Dienger, scrappy Wi- ond at 133, Bill Ford was third
home from its first road trip ! nojia High wrestling star at 120 at 127 and Jim Oevering fourth
of the season with a pai £_ oL.
at 95.
wins under its belt and the as- ! pounds, was named the most
PI N A LJ
pound!—Hodge (St) d. Htltt (SC )
'
surance that an all-freshmen valuable competitor in the Ro- 4 1li/ 103—Teinton
(R) p. Mallenb»ch (PI);
line hasfrwhat it takes to play i chester Area Invitational Tour- 1H—Hardwell (SI) o>. O'Brien (X-M) I-O;
(W)
d. Hodge (SI) U-9; 1J7
1J0-Dienger
college hockey.
nament Saturday.
—Thompson <R) p. Dolzler (W); 1JJ—
After opening with a 13-6 rout i Dienger ,
Mullenbach (SI) d. Olson (K-M) 4-1;
who took the cham- HI—Dormady (Sli d. Napel ( H ) j .0;
over the University of Wiscon- !
MS—Wohleri (LC) d. Areni (Wl 1-1; 154
pionship
in
his weight division , —Engle
sin Friday night, the Redmen ;
(H) d. Remlnt (R) ll-l; us—
turned the trick again Saturday j was one of two Winhawks to Woodworth <W) d. Augustine (LC) 7-11
Block (Aus) d. Kllndworth (LC) 4-5;
night, belting the Badgers 12-2. ; win titles at the tournament at- 175—
Hwt.—Russell (Aui) d. Lawrenci (St) reidecision.
•raa's
• Brian Desbiens was the hero ,
tended by eight
C ON SO L A T I O N F I N A L ]
of the Saturday ni ght affair , j
area schools.
•5 pounds—Olson (K-M) ¦ p. CampbeJI
pushing five goals into the Wis- j
"They didn 't (R); 103—Mueller (W) d. stenberg (St)
0 ; 112—Engels (H) d. Philo (R) 4-3;
cortsin nets. Desbiens , the left ;
give any team 41!0—Metson
(H) p. Boehlkt (PI); IJ7—
wing on the "rookie line ", also]
awards or keep Bakka (Aus) d. Hothn (K-M) M; 131—
Stittfr (Aus) d. Pomeroy (W) 7-5;
got help from his two running :
t e a m totals ," 1J8—Vlerus (W) d. Charetla (LC) 1-J;
mates. Center Dennis Cooney I
said
Gene Nar- 145—Witttr (St) d . Karvel (R) 7-9; 154
rifled in a pair of goals and '
-Haulier (W ) d. Craen (K-M) 4-3; 14J
d i n i, Winona —Ferry
( K M won by default aver Hasadded two assists, while right '
coach. "All the tar ( R ) ; 175— Bohnen (W) i. Larson
wing Phil Reichenbach had one i
(R)
i
l
;
Hwt. —Schroeder (R) p. Kohner
winners receiv- (W ).
'
goal aiKkone assist.
ed medals and
The veteran front line of the
Lenny got a
Redmen was severely hampertrophy also.
ed by the loss of left wing Don
Dienger
According to
Berrigan , who suffered
a Nardini , Dienger was named the
shoulder separation in the Fri- tournament's m o s t valuable
day night tilt ; but center Andre competitor after his showing in
Beaulieu found time to chip in the championship match.
with four assists. Defensemen-i He rolled up
Hodge of Stew- It. Ambrose |J)) Jt. Miry'a W )
Bob Magnuson and Bob Para- artville by a score
Ig It pi tp
fg It pi tp
of 18-9.
1 ) 4 1
Jonts
7 4 3 IS Hall
dise-f had a goal each , as did ;
Kaiser
• l l it Pytlewski 4 I (II
Dick McCormick and Tom Har- ' Pete Woodworth also got a McAller
Rockers I » 114
championship for the Win- Krlppel t1 1i a l3 lWilliams
vick.
4 » J 17
0 3 1 2
Maloney 1 0
4 4
"We p l a y e d a real good hawks. His came in the 165- VdVoordi
AtcAndws A 4 l 4 Uuttr
» » t
game , "' commented head coach pound division on a win over Arnold 2 l 0 5 Burgman 0 • l *#
Ketelaer • 0 • 0 Valalka
» » • t
Keith Hanzel. "Our freshmen Augustine of Lake City.
are really coming through for Four Winhawks nailed down Totals 11 15 t 51 Totals X 117 17
consolation titles. Steve Wilier ST. AMBROSE
37 14—51
us.''
43 14—17
Hanzel felt that with the re- decisioned Stenberg of Stewart- ST. MARY'S
Officials: Spencer and Kulak.
turn of Berrigan , the Redmen ville at 10.3. Cliff Vieras won on
Stout (S3)
would have good depth for the a 3-2 devision over Charette of St. Mary 's .171)
Ig It fl tp
Ig fit pi tp
coming MIAC season. "I hope Lake City at 138, Allen Hazel- Hall
a
i
is
McBrida
4 > J I
S
I 1 411
to have him back by the time ton took a 4-3 win over Green Pytlewski I X 1 17 White
RocXf
ri
J
I
114
Thomas
our season opener rolls around ," of Kasson-Mantorville at 154 and Williams 4 3 l io Thompsn 5» 4» 4I 14»
Byron Bohnen decisioned Ro- Maloney 4 1 3 10 Kissmin 3 ) 3 1
said Hanzel.
Fruth
1 a • J
Burgman 1 0 1 4
St. Mary 's will open its MIAC chester's Larson 9-7 at 175,
Ludden
0 t I 0 Dunford 1 1 • I
slate Friday, Dec. 13, at Augs- Nardini was just as proud of Sauser 1 « 6 4 Hayhurst 1 0 1 3
0 0 1 0
Dawson
0 • 1 «
Clarkin
his "B" squad performers.
burg.
Buffo
0 « l « Callna
1 1 1 1
U . ol Wis . «)
St. Mary 'a (il) Pe s.
Ron
Fugelstad
won
the
1200
0
0
«
Murphy
Cooney
C
, Leetcyskl
Nodcr
0 10
1
Reichenbach
RW
Weiss pound title in the "B" Division ,
Petals 31 « IS 11
> » > *
Desbiens
..LW
Craig Pete Erickson at 165 and Pau l Vato ika
Magnuson
RD
Bosse
Totals
33
I
14
71
Erickson
at
175.
Ron
and
Paul
Paradise....... LD
Rutso
ST. MARY'S
. . . 41 37—71
Arcnambcau
.
G
Duffy both recorded pins.
STOUT
2* as—IJ
ST. MARY'S SPARES: Beaulieu, McGary
Schoening
placed
secOfficials:
Leahy
and
Eggenbcrger.
Cormick,
Fitzgerald,
Ulrich, Bishop,

!"

Scrltchfield, Harvlck, Clarkln.
SCORING: ST. MARY'S—Desbiens I
goals; Cooney, 1 goals and 1 assists )
Reichenbach, 1 goal and l assist; Beaulieu, 4 assists; Paradise, 1 goal and 1
assist;
Magnuson, 1 goal; McCormick ,
1 goal; Harvlck, 1 goal.
WISCONSIN—Lecicynskl, l goal and 1
assist; Craig, 1 goal.
PENALTIES'. St. Mary'a 4; Wisconsin
!.
STOPS: Archambeau It, Duffy 4t.
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Redmen
Box Scores
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By Alex Kotxky

m

Mat Card Set
For Armory

,-f-

The Winona Armory will be
the site , and Thursday ni ght
will be the time as professional
wrestling returns to Winona.
Featured on the three-match
card are a pair of highly-regarded midget grapplers , and
a nationally known judo expert
by the name of Mitsu Arakawa. ,
Arakawa will battle Frenchman Rene Goulet in the twoout-of-three falls , one-hour time
limit main event. The match
will p it two of the best wrestlers of their respective countries.
Arakawa is a 230-pounder who
hails from Hiroshima , Japan ,
while Goulet is a native of Nice ,
France.
The midgets will grapple in
the semifinal bout. Bernard
Semard will face Pee Wee Lopez in a two-of-three falls , 45minute scrap.
More international flavor will
be added with the opening special bout. Marquis De Pare , a
230-pounder of Montreal , Canada , will test a newcomer to
Winona fans , Lee MatLson of
Cedar Rapids , Iowa.
The starting time of the first
match has been set up to J) p.m.
for children.

Mondovi Nips
Crickets 57-54

MONDOVI , Wis. — Mondovi
notched its second win of the
young .basketball season Saturday, u.sin/? 11 itnnth quarter
surge lo turn back Fall Creek
57-54 .
The game WHS tight in the
first half , with Ihe Buffalos going into halftime with n 29-2B
margin. Fall Creek surged back
lo lake a -lfl-44 lead al Ihe end
of Ihree quarters , but Mondovi
outscoivd Ihe visitors 13-6 in
the final period to gain the win.
Hoy Tanner bagged III points
for the winners. Jim Lehman
pitched in 17, and John Cannr
netted 12. llcnniri g had IS for
Fall Creek. Wilhelm added 11 ,
Bocmhe and Kunort 1(1 each.
A'lvrw ruemt'rit

BACKACHE &

NERVE TENSION

SECONDARY TO KIDNEY IRRITATION
lll«(l(l(ir

A f lrr ' J l , io nun iin Kleiner or
lrnutioru •lied Iw i re an nuinf woman »a
nirn add m«» mnl: r you trnnr iknil nrrvoii f
doni ton (rruiiriil . Inn itlnii or llclilu a
iirlnnunn hnvlxlay a ml iitiil it.&rcimi '.ni lb,
rou niKj ln>r «li 'rn nnd Miflnr Irnm lleail'h« attttl (rrl Inn,
old. Ilrod. ile• rliM. llK<:k» i»urh
|lre ^^^d. In
n i IU1
OY8TK X
u.Miillr brliiaa Intl. relaxliif romforl br
riirl i lna t I r r l t a t l m srrmn In ilroni , arid
urlna nnd br analaeale piln r>llef. n«t
CrvarrCZ •( dmaalaU. r*al Uti««r ful.

MARY WORTH

NANCY

REX MORGAN, M. D.

MARK TRAIL

By Saunders and Ernst

By Erni* Bushmilftr

By Dal Curtis

By Ed Dodd

Trojans Top
Lanesboro,
Cards Triumph

The Map le Leaf and Root
Ej ver Conferences split even in
a paif of non-conference game?
involving the two leagues Saturday night.
Rushford. surprise of the Root
River, turned back Map le Leaf
favorite Lanesboro 76-70, and
Harmony of the Maple Leaf
downed Spring Grove 62-55.
RUSHFORD 76
LANESBORO 70
The Rushford-Lanesboro tilt
was a wild and woolly affair
with 68 fouls called. The Trojans rushed to a 27-16 first quarter leaa and were never headed. The margin was cut to four
at 42-38 at the half , but the
lead held through the third quarter "and then increased in the
final eight minutes.
Dale Olstad and Ed Sandness
fired in 19 points each to pace
the winners. Doug Rislove hit
for 12, and Craig Johnson added 11. ' Larry Strom paced the
Burros with 15 markers. Dennis Northouse and Dick Bothun
had 14 each.
ushford also won the "B'
game 41-34.
HARMONY 62
SPRING GROVE 55
Harmony came from a, sixpoint halftime deficit to notch
win No. 1 of the season 62-55
over Spring Grove.
A 22-point third " period made
the difference for the Cardinals
as Mike Erickson tallied 19 and
Ron Johnson 10. Mel Homuth
took evening laurels with 22
points. Dave Roseann had 10
for the Grovers ;
Harmony s w e p t evening
games with a 31-15 victory in
the "B" game.

Warrior Tank
Team Wins 69-26

Winona State College 's swim
team under the direction of
coach John Martin gots its duaf
meet season off to a successful
start Saturday by swamping
Platteville 69-26 and setting five
pool marks at the Wisconsin
school.
The 400-yard freestyle relay
team made up of Dennis Blanchard , Gerry Rode, Bill Kohler
and Knapp went the distance
in 3:50 for one record. The 400yard medley relay team also
had a record, but was disqualified because of an illegal kick
in the butterfly competition.
Individual records went to
Rich Childers, who has set a
new mark every time he has
competed this season , with a
time of 5:59.1 in the 500-yard
freestyle. Bill Kohler 's 2:05.8
clocking in the 200-yard freestyle and Gerry Rode's.time of
:25.1 in the 50-yard freestyle
were also new Platteville records as was Blanchard 's time
of :55.8 in the 100-yard freestyle.
Next action for the Warrior
mermen comes Dec. 10 at Macalester.

WINONA STATE M, PLATTEVILL E 2«
400-YARD MEDLEY RELAY-1 . Platteville (Milward, Hwang. Hofsleen, Petereon); Winona disqualified . T—4:45.1.
200-YARD FREESTYLE - I. Kohler
(W) ; 2. Knapp IW); J. Gavlnshl ( P ) . T
—2:0 *.e.
50 YA R D FREESTYLE-1
Rode ( W ) ;
>. Wurti (P); 3 . Sedarleaf (PI. T— :3S 1
200-YARD INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY _
1. Blanchard (W); j . Hofifeen ( P I ; 1
Nash (W). T-2:23.«.
DIVING-!. Stake (W); 2. Gimmel
(P); 3. Olson (P). 153 points.
100-YARD BUTTERFLY - 1 Dwyer
(W); J. Cedarleal (PI; 3. Ta kaki ( W ) . T
—J:56.».
100- Y A R D F R E ES T Y L E - 1 . Blanchard
(W); 3. Rode ( W ) ; 3. Wurti ( P ) , T155.1.
100-YARD B A C K S T R O K E - 1 Frank
(W); 1. Nash (W); 1. Milward (P). T1:J» J.
500 Y A R D F R E E S T Y L E - 1. Child™
(W); 2. Kohler I W) ; 3. Gavmskl IP)
T-5:5M .
100 Y A R D B R E A S T S T R O K E - 1 Ford
(W l; 2. Dwyer (W) ; 3. Hwang ( f ) j
-1:4» .S.
400-YARD F R E E S TY L E R E L A Y _ 1
Winona (Blanchard, Rode. Knapp, Koh
ler); 1. Platlevilli . T-3:50 .

Texas Tech End
No. 1 NFL Pick

CHICAGO I.-!*' - The San
Francisco 4!)crs' drafted Dave
Parks , a Texas Tech end , ns ihe
No. 1 pick in the National Football League draft tori. iv.
The Philadelphi a Katies so/
lected Bob Brown , a 2f!!i-poim<i
guard from Nebraska as their
No. 1 draftee .
Washington, n ext in line , took
Charles Taylor , nn Arizo na
State halfback , who is :'.l \ears
old , 6-.1and wei .K n.s L'().r; iio'unds .
He is from Grand Prairie , Tex

Hardtke Ti ps
583 to Pace
Keg ling Action
Ralph Hardtko zipped lo 2,i'.»
5B:i to pace light action on Ihe
Winona howling scene over the
weekend. Ral ph was rolling for
Deuces Wild in the Kings and
-Queens league at West gate
Bowl , and led (lie squad fo W,\
—2,033. Shen ic Kreher (hipped
in 157 for the loam , and Wrna
Otis rapped 41)1 for Doubles O' s.
In the Guys and Dolls circuit ,
Fred Malhi.son hammered .rif;,r)
us he sparked Sundown Mole) to
790. Carroll Colbenson 's :!(i:i led
Ferguson-t'olbenson to 2,155,

Basketball
Scores
LOCAL SCHOOLI
»j , ,
'
Jt . Mary 's 71, Stoirt 53.
If . Mary'l 57, 5f . Ambrose fI.
BI-STATE
Lima Sacred Heart (7 , Caledonia Loral
to 53.
NONCCNFERENC*
Mondovi 57 , Fall Creek 54 .
Rushford 76, Lanesboro 70.
Harmony 62. Spring Grove 15.
EAST
Providence 64,, Catholic U. al.
Pittsburgh 81, Fairfield 42.
Duquesne »». American U. I».
La Salle 74, Albright 44 .
St Joseph 73, Mt . St. Mary 62.
Canisius 96, Scranlon «i . ,
Harvard 84, Bowdoin 60.
Columbia W , CCNY «4 H OT),
Northeastern tS, Brown 58.
Buffalo 58, Buffalo State 40 .
Long Island U. l
i
, Pace tt.
SOUTH
Duke n. Penn Sta le 43.
Kentucky 75, Virginia 64.
W . VI rfinii i7, Furman IS.
N .c. State 69, VMI 57 .
Davidson »8, Ham.-Sydney SI.
Va. Tech 77 . Richmond 53.
Louisville 113, Georgetown #2 .
SOUTHWEST
New Mexico 76, Texas Tech 73.
W . Texas State 136, Texas Wei. 17.
New Mexico stale Tt, Abilene Christian
74 (OT). . Arkansas 71, S.Vrf . La. 45.
Texas Western 17, N. Texas Stat* 1J,
¦
FAR WEST
Utah State »7, • Loyola (La.) 15.
Utah 9!, Fresno State «».
Idaho State 92, Weber 79.
MIDWEST
pincinnatl 101 , George Washingt on (5
Ohio State 68, California Davis 43.
Wichita «2, Wyoming (7.
MINNESOTA 76 , Kansas Stale M.
Illinois ' if, Butler 5!.
Michigan . 90, Ball Slate 7* . '
Bradley 63, Har-Simmons 43.
Indiana 80, S. Illinois 65.
Mich. State 109, N. Michigan U.
Daylon 85, Akron 64.
Northwestern 80, W . Michigan 7f.
Creighlon j SJ, Colorado 72.
Missouri 65, Air Force 64.
Drake 91 , William Jewell 71 .
SI. Louis 100. S. Dakota 70.
DePaul 80, North Dakota 50.
Toledo 96. Tulane 60

Gophers Head
To Houston,
Trip K State

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
After beating tough Kansas
State 76-66 in their basketball
opener Saturday night , the Minnesota Gophers journey to the
University of Houston tonight.
Cougar Coach Guy Lewis says
his charges are smaller but
faster than when they lost to
Minnesota 87-68 last year. The
Cougars also have considerable
depth.
In dumping K-State. co-favorite with Oklahoma State for
Big Eight honors , the Gophers
relied heavily on Mel Northway 's 18 points and 14 rebounds.
Minnesota led only 62-60 with
six minutes left , but pulled
away. The losers took high
scoring honors wi th Willie Murrell dropp ing in 21 points and
Roger Suttner adding 19.
The Big Ten 's clean sweep in
opening games Saturday saw
Indiana defeat Southern . Illinois
80-65; Michigan State wallop
Northern
Michigan , 109-«6;
Northwestern e<ige Western
Michigan. 80-78 ; Ohio State
trounce Davis of California 6842; Illinois down Butler 59-52
and Michigan trounce Ball State
90-76.

Unbea ten List
Shrinks to IS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The nation 's list of unbeaten ,
untied college football teams
was reduced (o If) (his weekend
with defeats suffered by the College of Emporia and Southwest
Missouri.
Emporia was blasted by St.
John 's , Minn., also unbeaten
and untied , 54-0 in an NAIA
semifinal playoff, while Southwest Missouri fell before Northern Illinois , 21-M in the Mineral
Howl,
Texas, top-ranked in the nation and heading for the Cot ton
Bowl , is the only major teiim on
Ihe list , The Lcmghorns have
completed a KM) regular season
record . I heir first perfect mark
since 1*120.
All of iiiibe ntcn-iintied have
finished regular season play except Prairie View.

GUYS & COLLS
Westgale
W.
L,
Femke • Clsewskl
.. 37> , I t' s
Sundow n Motel
14
13
Ferguson • Colbensori
21 la
Schachr - Ernmont
17
32
Schniitr • Lica
.17
22
Pi'terman
Konkel
.15
34
Hufctm-.so n
15
34
Lucdtk*
.
Rfilor • Mohan
13"i 25' i
K I N G S ». QUEENS
Wnfqate
W.
L,
Deuces Wl f d
37
17
Minn . HAHs
n
15
Double Ol
31
II
Trn iani
I6' i 72'i
C a Si-n
15
34
> lUlli
13 ' , 35l' i

WARRIORS 14TH
AT NAIA MEET
Allliou t d i Witmna State ' s
cross country team finished
hist in a fiel d of 14 teams at
the NAIA meet at Omaha ,
Neli ., Saturday, coach ' Tom
Vail was wel l pleased with
the performance of ln.s freshmen dominated team.
Tom Gale , « freshman from
Wi/mmi , was ,'M tli in ffin individual placing and Dennis
WodeU 1 , ;\ freshman from
Wahiisha , VTtli. Wodele , said
Vail , is Ilic most improved
man on the team.
Ft, JJ HVC .S, K; ID ., S| at e won
the meet with Empon a , Kan ,,
State second.

Dureske in

Pin Finals
Af La Crosse

SPORTS SCORES
¦

NBA

EASTERN

DIVISION
W.
L. Pet. OB
Boston
IS
1
.fM
Cincinnati
15
10
,«M
414
Philadelphia . . . . ' f
?>•,
10
.474
New York
1 U
.304 WVi
WESTERN DIVISION
L01 Angeles , .. ' ;,<. ) 4 '• 'If, .«»
. t¦
-. M - J»
Lo>»l»,,>,,
.5«
tV,
s
"
v';-,
San Fririclsco/
'', ' H
10
.474
Jl*
Baltimore
S
12
,J»4
4'-i
Detroit
IS
.110 t
5
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Los Angeles 114 , Cincinnati lit.
Philadelphia 131, Detroit 121.

Stock Prices
Ik Trading
Pace Slackens

I P . M. New York
Stock Prices
All'd Ch
54'A Int'l Ppr 32
Als Chal 15sii Jns & L
63H
Amrada .71% Kn 'ct
71%
Am Cn
42 Lrld
42%
Am M&F 18% Mp Hon 133-V*
Am Mt
im Mn MM
66'Vi
AT&T
139% Mn & Ont 22%
Am Tb
26% Mn P&L 42%
Ancda
45% Mn Chm 55%
Arch Dn 43% Mon Qak 35 %
Armc St
64 Mn Wd
34%
Armour
41% Nt Dy
64%
Avco Cp 23% N Am Av 53 M;
Beth Stl 30% Nr N Gs
50%
Bng Air
38% Nor ^ Pac 47%
Vrswk
11 No St Pw , 34%
471/4 NW Air
Ctr Tr
69%
Ch MSPP 13%-Nw BJf
rt
C&NW • 30- Penney ' 44%
Chrysler 84% Pepsi
51%
Ct Svc
64% Phil Pet
49%
Cm Ed
48% Plsby . - . " 54%
Cn Cl
49% Plrd
180%
Cn Can
42% Pr Oil
40%
Cnt Oil
58 CA
101%
Cntl D
107% Rd Owl
23%
Deere
69% Rp Stl
41%
Douglas 24 % Rex Drug 38%
Dow Chm 63% Rey Tob 38%
du Pont 236% Sears Roe 97%
East Kod 114 Shell Oil 43%
Ford Mot 51% Sinclair
44%
Gen Elec 83 Socony
65
Gen Fds 87% Sp Rand 18%
Gen Mills 39% St Brnds 74%
Gen Mot 79V2 St Oil Cal 60%
Gen Tel
29% St Oil Ind 60%
Gillette
32% St Oil NJ 72%
Goodrich 55 Swft & Co 41%
Goodyear Wa Texaco
66%
Gould Bat 34% Texas Ins 90%
Gt No Ry 5314 Un Pac
41%
Gryhnd
46% U S Rub 4614
Gulf Oil 46% U S Steel 54%
Homestk 44% Westg El 36%
IB Mach 490% Wlworth
80%
Int Harv 58% Yg S & T 126%

I . Wftlij «ne .; • weekend of action
NEW YORK (AP) - A stock
completed ,. ^dHh^/;nuijjb<;r;. of
market -"advance lost some of
NHL
entrants 'cut'#orrV"'liei' to'^ig'lit ,
its push early this afternoon but
W^- .t. T. PT GF CA
I
Chlctgo
.
.
.
.
.
15
H 45
Winona still has one bowler in Montreal .... 10 ' 2t 5J 35
prices
remained irregularly
25
M 31
j
10
7
4 J4
5» JS
the running for the Tri-State In- Toronto
higher.
Detroit
4 Tl
1 13
41* 50
dividual Match Game Bowling New York . . . I 1J 3 15 5« »»
The trading pace slackened
Boston
4 11 4 1?
Jf> 51
Championship at Holiday Lanes 1
after having been active.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
1 Mo ntreal 3, Boston .!> ¦
in La Crosse.
Changes of key issues rangetj
' Toronto 4, Detroit 1.
Jerry Dureske
! New York 3, Chicajo I- (fl*).
from fractions to about a point
was the only
with a few wider moves being
one of a dozen
made.
local bowlers to
gain the finals.
IBM and Xerox were delayed
Jerry finished
in opening by an accumulation
of buy orders. IBM opened at
sixth with a
490, up 4-li, on a block of 2,000
total of 1,599.
shares. Xerox soared 10M . to>385
His final game
on opening blocks of 4,500 and
of 242 boosted
500 shares arid later increased
him into the
its gain by a point.
eight - man fi-j
rials.
The Associated Press average
Dureske
Du W ay n e
at noon was up 1.0 to 280.6 with
Yantes, another W inona kegler, NEW YORK ;< .*> - After- industrials up 1.9, rails off .3
qualified for Sunday 's 20-man only 1.0 pro fights Johnny Per- and utilities up .7.
semifinals with 1,543, but fel l sol Ts ready to step* into the
The Dow Jones average of J0
short of the final round bracket. light heavyweight division 's top industrials at noon was ahead
Bill Bell shot a 1, 535 for. 21st 10.
1.78 at 752.30 after having been
place , just one p in short of gainThe undefeat ed , 22-year-old up 3.69 an hour earlier.
ing the semifinals.
Brooklyn shipping clerk served
Among active gainers were
The final 24 games will be notice on the other top-noichers General Instruments
at I 7 .
rolled next weekend with 12 by whipping ninth-ranked Allen Delta Air Lines V at V
69Vi and
Saturday
and
games each on
Thomas of Chicago in a televi- Zenith l'i at 81' 2.
Sunday. Dureske will bowl three sion 10-rounder at Madison
Reynolds Tobacco was off 3i.
games with each of his seven Square Garden Friday night.
Liggett & Myers and American
opponents , and then a final
"I can hold my own with any Tobacco each were down half a
round will find the keglers of them ," he said.
point. bowling according to position
The upset victory made it 10
Chrysler slipped to a loss of
decided by the first seven stra ight for the poised youngster who turned pro in January a point.
rounds.
AT&T gained about half a W INONA MARKETS
The tourney will be decided on after winning all . of his 85 amapoint and Du Pont was up Pi.
the Peterson point system (one teur fights.
Reported Bv
Adv ancing about a point were
Called in to sub for Peruvian
point for every 50 pins). Local
Swift & Company
Buy inq hours are Irom 8 a.m. to •
fans who will not get a chance Maruo Mina only lT^days ago, U.S. Rubber , Pan American p.m.
Monday throuqh Friday.
,
World
Airways
and
Merck.
skill
and
Persol
displayed
poise
to make the trip to La Crosse
There will be no calf market during
'
RCA gained more than 2 the winter months on Fridays. .
will be able to see Dureske in stamina in going 10 rounds for
These quotations apply as of rioop
points aifld hit _i" high for the J today.
action over television Sunday the first time.
^
| All livestock arriving after closing t ime
The rangy, broad-shouldered year.
from 3:30 to 4 p.m.
will be properly cared for, weighed and
Polaroid added better than 1\ priced
underdog swept the first five
the followino morning:
HOGS
rounds, tired and lost the next points and U.S. Smelting and :I
The
hog
market is IS cents lower.
two , and then came on to wrap Control Data were up more Strictly meal
type
additional
20-40
cents; faf hogs discounted 70-X0 cents
up the verdict over the 12-5 f< » than 1.
per hundredweight.
vorite.
hogs, barrows and gills—
Jersey Standard and Royal Good
A natural light heavy, Persol
160-180
11.75-1J.75
a
.
Dutch
gained
better
than
half
180-200
12.75-13.25
weighed 174' i to Thomas' 172U.
200-220
13.25
point.
Thomas ' record now is 19-3-1.
220-240
13.25
Prices
on
the
American
Stock
240-270
12.65-13.10
The officials had Persol ahead
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
¦. . . . 12.25-12.65
270-300
Exchange
w
e
r
e
irregularly
rounds
scores
:
There seems to be something bv the following
300-330
12.00-12.25
11.65-12.00
330 36O '
out of the ordinary whenever judge Bill Recht, 6-?-2 : judge hi gher.
Good sows—
G
o
v
e
r
n
m
e
n
t
bonds
were
the Boston Celtics play one ol Joe Armstrong, 7 5, and referee
270-300
12.00-12.25
i
12.00-12.25
their National Basketball Asso- Joe LoScalzo, 5-4-1. The AP' s slightly higher and corporates 300-330
330-360
11.75-12.00
were
mixed.
7-3.
front
,
card
had
Persol
in
ciation games on a neutral court
360-400
11.50-H.7J
400-450
11.25-11.50
in Providence , R.I.
450-500
11.00-11.25
Back on Feb. 15. Bob Cousy
Stags—
450 down
J.30
tossed in pro basketball's long7.50- 8.50
450 up
est shot on record , a 79-footer ,
Thin and unfinished hogs
discounted
CALVES
against the Syracuse Nats. FriThe veal market is weak to J1.00
day night the Celtics found a
lower .
Top choice
29.00 .
slippery floor to their liking and
¦
Choice
26 .0O-28.O0
MADISON <B) — Wisconsin , Good
raced to a 112-78 victory over
21 .00-25.00
opens the '1963 - 64 basketball \ Commercial to good . . . . . . 15.00-19.00
the Philadelphia 76ers, nee the
12.00-13.00
campaign against Kent State 1 Utility . .
i
Nats.
Canners and culls
12.00-down
could,
tonight
with
a
team
that
CATTLE
The 76ers , who . took over the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS well be known as
'Erickson 's: The cattle market: Steers fully 50
Syracuse franchise after last
The death of a suburban St. midgets" before the season cents lower; cows 25 cents lower ; bulls
50 cent s lower.
season , played the last quarter Paul man today raised Minne- ends.
steers and yearlings! Dry-fed
under protest. Player-Coach sota 's 1963 highway fatality toll
Extreme top
:.. 22.25
State,
Asked
to
assess
Kent
j
Choice
to prime
20.75-21 .50
Dolph Schayes claimed the floor to 734 , compared with 640 a
Good to choice
19.25-20, 75
at the Rhode Island Auditorium year ago and 724 for the record I Wisconsin coach John Erickson ; Comm . lo good
16.00-18.50
said tflr-Ohio team "will be big- Utility
....;
15.00-down
was too slippery from rain 'seep- years of 1960 and 1961.
\ ger than we are. "
Dry-fed tielfers—
ing through the roof. At the
Extreme top
21.75
Latest victim was Donald
20.25-20.75
time Boston led 63-34 as Tommy Steinmetz. 47 , North St. Paul. J: With a starting lineup aver- ; ' Choice 1o prime
aging
6-foot
1-inch
BadgerJ
,
the
Good to choice
19 .00-20.00
Heinsohn , with 18 points, Bill He died about 1:20 a .m. when
Comm . lo good
15 .50-16.00
14.50-down
Russell with ^15 and Clyde his car went out of control at coach will be saying those U t i l i t y
Lovellette with 13, seemed to the intersection of Highways 12 words over and over this year. Cows—
x t r e m e lop
12 .75
"We like to win every time we J ECorrunercial
have no trouble getting around. and 100 east of St. Paul , over11 ,75-12 ,25
take the f loor." said the fiercely Utility
11.00-1.1.50
It was the seventh straight turned and knocked down a util- j competitive Erickson. "But I'm ' Canners and cutters
11.25-down
victory and the 14th against ity pole. Steinmetz was alone in not overly optimistic about any BullsBologna
14 .50-15.50
i
only one defeat for the Celtics the auto.
13.00-M. 50
game this year, "
| Commercial
Light
thin
14 .0O-down
who are after their sixth
The
Badgers
will
have
to
rely
|
Officers said Steinmetz either
straight NBA championship.
Winona Egg Market
swerved at the last instant to on speed , conditioning and ball i
(These quotations apply as ol
'
handling
in
a
tough
24
game
,
,
barricade
avoid a construction
10:30 a .m. today)
Grade A (iumbo)
,
.33
or didn 't see a curve as he ap- schedule.
¦
Grade A (large)
28
proached.
Grade A Imodium) . :
21
Grade A (small)
12
Three Thief River Falls youths
Grade B
24
died early Sunday, while anGrade C
1!
other weekend death was report- '
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ed at Pipestone. In addition , two
Froedtort Malt Corporation
(
Hours: 8 p.m. . Io 4 p.m.; closed Safurdayi
The Detroit Pistons have been Minnesota residents died out-of- ;
Submit sample- before loadinq
ATLANTIC CITY , N.J. (AP)
having trouble winning with 10 state , including one in a fourNo. I barley
J1 . 0B
No, 2 bnrley
1, 04
—Nigeria 's Dick Tiger , an implayers.
fatality crash in Texas .
No . 3 h.irlcy
.94 •
No. 4 b.irley
86
Sunday nig ht , they tried to do
The Hig hway Patrol ^aid the proving fighter at 34, risks his
world
middleweight
crown
for
it with seven.
three youths died Pa miles south
Bay State Milling Company
the third time in a 15-rounder
They now have a six-game of Thief River Falls Sunday , with veteran Joey Giardello. of
rlevator "A" Grain Prices
Hour-,: fl a m , lo 3:30 p.m.
when their ear was struck by
losing string.
Philadelphia
in
Convention
Hall
(Closed Saturday;)
No , 1 northern spring wheat . . .
2.J4
The Pistons lost Bob Ferry in another , apparentl y as they at- .Saturday night.
No , 2 northern spring wheat .. . . 2 22
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Persol Upsets
Ninth-Ranked
Heavyweight

Slippery Court
To Cells' Liking

3 Youths Die in Tiny Badgers
U-Turn Crash at Await Opener
Thief River Falls

Pistons Lose
6th Strai g ht

Pro Football
Standings

Ti ger to Risk
Crown Saturday

i "

STRICTLY BUSINESS

/:

.

"Hello, dear, I'll be playing—er , staying —
late at the office." "~
You can be playing while The Dally Newt Classified Ad»
era slaying at an advertising |ob for you. Call 3321 .

LIVESTOCK

(First Pub. Monday, Nov. II, 1«J)
State of Minnesota I ss.
) In Probate Court
County ot Winona

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. OF-(USDA)
- Cattle 8,000; calves 1,500; steers and
heifers largely good to low choice ; trade
on slaughter steers and hellers extremely slow; cows and bulls moderately active/ steady; load choice 1,008 lb slaughter steers 22.50; live loads good and
choice 925-950 lb slaughter hellers 21.0021.50: utility and commercial slaughter
cows I2.50-M.00; utility slaughter bulls
17.00-18.50; commercial and good 16.50vealers and
17.50;
slaughter
calves
steady; high choice and prim» vealers
28.00-30.00; good and, choice slaughter
calves 18.00-24.00 ; feeders steady; two
loads choice 934 and 999 lb tteshy feeder
steers 21.00 .
Hogs 13,000;. trade slow; barrows and
gills mostly 50 cents lower than Friday 's
best time; sows 25 cents lower; 1-2 200240 lb barrows and gilts 14.00-14.25; mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs 13.75-14 ,00; 240-270 lbs
13.25-1 4.00; 2-3 270-300 lbs 13.00-13.50*. 1,
2 and medium 160-190 lbs 13.00-13.75; 1-3
270-400 lb sows 11.50-12.50; 2-3 400-550 fbs
11.25-12.00 ; feeder pigs mostly 50 cents
lower; choice 120-160 lbs 12.00-12.50 .
Sheep 5,000; trade opening slow on
slaughter lambs; early sales steady;
slaughter ewes strong to 25 cents higher;
feeders steady; early sales choice and
prime 90-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs
19.00-20.00;
couple
shipments
101-103
lbs 20.50; good 17.50-19.50; cull to good
wooled slaughter ewes 5.00-7.00 ; choice
and fancy 60-80 lb feeder lambs 16.5017.50; good 55-65 lbs 14.00-liS.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO I.TI —(USDA )— Hogs 14,000;
butchers . 25-50 cents lower; 1-2 2Q0-225
lb butchers 14,75-15.00; around . 85 head
al 15.10 and 75 head at 15.25; mixed 1-3
190-2.40 lbs 14 .25-14 85: 240-260 lbs 13.7514.25; 2-3 250-280 lbs 13.25-13.75? .1-3 400450 lb sows ll.tI0-ll.S0 ; 2-3 450-600 lbs
10.25-11.00.
Cattle - 15,500 ; calves 25; slaughter
steers steady to 25*50 cents lower; load
prime 1,250 lb slaughter steers . 24.00 :
high choice and prime 1,150-1,350 lbs
23.25-23.75; choice .900-1,150 lbs
22.7523.50; choice 1,350-1,450 lbs 21.50-22.50;
few loads high choice and prime 1,5001,525 lbs 21.50;. good 900-1,250 lbs 21.0022.25 ,- high choice and mixed high choice
and prime 900-1,075 lb heifers 22.25; most
choice 21.25-22.00 ; good l81|>00-21.50; utility
and commercial cows 13.00-14.00.
Sheep 1,300; slaughter lambs strong
to 50 cents higher; several lots choice
and prime 90-110 lb wooled slaughter
lambs 20.00-20.50; bulk good and choice
80-110 lbs 18.50-20.00 ; utility and good
li.0O-18.O0; cull to good wooled slaugh ter
ewes 4.50-6.50.

No. 15,688
In the Matter of the Estate of
Edward C. Gaulke, Decedent,
Oraer for Hearing on Petition far
Summary Assignment or Distribution.
Jessie May Gaulke having filed a pa
fition in this Court alleging that saio
decedent died intestate and that saio
estate consists only of the homestead ol
said decedent and only such personal
property as is exempt from all debts and
charges In Probate Court and praying for
a summary assignment or distribution ol
said es-tate to the persons entitled thereto;
IT IS ORDERED, That the . hearing
thereof be had on December 18th 1963, al
10:45 o 'clock A.M., before this Court in
the probate court room , in the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice
of said hearing be given by
publication of this order In the Winona
Dally News and by mailed notice al
provided by law.
Dated November 21st, 1963.
E. D. L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
P, S. Johnson,
Attorney for Petitioner.

MALLARDS UNBEATEN
PHILADELPHIA (AP)—The
Pittsburgh , Calif. Mallards finished an undefeated , unscoredupon football season by scoring
a 33-0 victory over Philadelphia 's Mayfair AC Friday in the
fifth annual Pop Warner Disneyland Bowl 130-pound football
game played in the rain and on
a muddy field.

Stale of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
I In Probate Court
No. 15,096
In Re Estate of
Ward Lucas, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on FJnal Account
ami Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed tier final account and
petition
for settle ment and allowance)
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT 15 ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 18, 1963. at
10:30 o 'clock A.M., before this Court in
the probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In the Winona Dally News and
by mni led notice as provided bv law .
Dated November 20, 1963.
E. D. L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Strealer & Murphy,
Attorneys (or Petitioner.

¦

(First

Pub. Monday, Nov. 25, 1963)

Slate of Minnesota I ss.
) In Probate Court
County ol Winona
No. 15,519
In Re Estate of
Wiilard V. Bening, Decedent.
Order for Hearing en Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed her final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and tor distribution to the persons
thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 20, 1963, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probate court room In Ihe courl
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
'-"
Dated November 32, 1963 .
E. D. L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seall
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First

Pub, Monday, Nov, 55, 1963)

Stale ot Minnesota ) ss.
I In Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 15,6116
In Re Estate ot
Walter W . Roth, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition lor Administration, Limiting Time to Fill Claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
Eleanor H. Roth having filed herein
a petition for general administration slat
Inq that said decedent died Intestate and
praying thai Eleanor H. Roth be ap
¦
pointed administratrix;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 19, 1"9A3, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Courl In
Ihe probata court room In the court
house in Winona, Minnesota,' that the
time within which creditors ol said d«cedenl may file their claims be limited
to four months from Ihe dale riernof,
and lhat the claims so filed he heard
on fWarch l i , !M4 , at 10:30 o'clock AIM ,
before this Court In the probate court
room In the court house In Winona , Mlnnesola, and that notice hereof be given
by riibllcotlon of
tills
order In the
Winona Daily News and by mailed notice
as pr ovideri by law
flafed November ?(1 , 1961
E. n, | I f l E R A .
Probata Judge ,
(Probate Court Seal)
Rret irner and McMahon,
Attorneys lor Petitioner .
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. I, \ 9 t 1 )

(Pub. Date Monday, Dec. 1, 1*63)
City of Winona, Minnesota
WINONA PLANNING COMMISSION
Notice of Hearing
PLEAS E TAKE NOTICE:
. A preliminary plat ol Squire's Subdivision has been filed wit h the Winona
Planning Commission for their considera"This - plat is a part of Lakeside
tion.
Outlot 10 of the Northeast One-o,uarter
(NEVJ ) of the Northeast One-quarter
(NE'/i)
of Section 28, Township
10?
Norm, Range 7 West, ol the Fift h Principal Meridian, all in the City of Winona,
Coujily of Winona, Arlinnesota.
A hearing on the preliminary plat
will be held In the Court Room of the
City Hall , Winona, Minnesota, at .4:30
p.m. on December 12, 1963, at which
time, you may appear either In person,
in writing, or by agent, or by attorney,
and present any reasons which you
may h ave to. the granting or denying
of the above proposal .
You are requested to prepare your
case, In detail, and present all evidence
relating to this matter at the time of
the scheduled hearing.
R espectfully,
-rf,
E. J. SIEVERS , Chairman,
Winona Planning Commission .
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 35, 1963)

(First Pub. Monday, Nov. II, I.96J )
State of Minnesota ) »s.
County o( Winona
I In Probate Court
No. 15.563
In Re Estate ol
Anna Siclafl, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Final Account
and Peflfion for Distribution.
The representative ol the above named
estate having filed her final account and
petition
for
settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persont
thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 11, 1963 . at
10:45 o'clock A.M., belore this Court
In the probate courl room In Ihe court
house In Wi nona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this orcSer In fhe Winona Daily News and
by mat led notice a, provided by law .
Dated November 12, 1963 . "
E. D. L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Martin A. Beatl y,
Attorney tor Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 3, 1963)
State of Minnesota ) nv
County of Winona
) In Probate Courl
No . IS ,690
In Re Estate of
John N. Myiika , also known at
John My i z k a , Decedent
Order lor Hearing on Petition for AdmlnIstiatlon , Limiting Time to File Claims
and tor Heating Thereon.
Ell/abi'lh B . Heck having file d herein
a petition lor goiernl administr ation slat¦no. tfi.il said decedent
died Intestate
and pr-ayinn |h fl ) Elizabet h H Heck
he
appointed administr atrix
I I IS O R D E R E D , That the hearing
thereof
he hart on Jan uar y 3, ISIM „t
'
11.30 o r Inrk A M , helora f|,f,
c nur I
In Hie proh .iln rnurl room In Ihe
court
'
house in Winona,
Minne- .ola; that Ih,
time w l l h l n which <, echini ,
ot ,„|ri tlp .
ced,.„l ,„„y (,|, „„,,, ( ,,,!„„
hf ,.
0 four month , f,oni the dale he, ml.
and
that t h e ( I r t i m s w lilP t| |,e
l.eeird orv-.
Apri l
19 M , A , , , , 1n „ . l l m k
V
ore hi, fouir („ ,|,e
nroh.te
cnuit ^
room in the cour t hon,a In
Wl none., Mlna
Z'
\.r1, ",Mol nn,,r" h'•r',"' he given
by puhricillnn
this order ,„ (he w:
nnri h
w
™n " ''1 ?!' y
V '""lied notice
ri ^
:
as piov lit^d
by law
Dated November ?;, ns .i
E. D I tnFPA,
eroh ale Jiirtge,
,n _k .. ,
(Probate
Court Seal)
Colrtber ^ K T nr ner - .on ,
Allornev , td'r Peti t inner.

Stale of Minnesota ) ss.
,
) In Piobale Courl
County ol W inona
No. IS,6(I9
In Re Ealalt of
Martin L Monaban, Decedent .
Order for Hearing on Petition far AdminIslra 'lon, Llmlllnq Time to File Clalmi
and lor Hearing Thereon.
(First Pub , Monday, Dec. 3,
10^)
Helen Rowekamp havlno tiled herein a
petition lor general administration station Stale of Mlnne,ola ) t,
'
County
decedent
died
Intestate
thai said
of Winona
) |„ P r o b f ll , Cm|r)
nnd
pray 'nu that Helen Rowekamr. be ap
No , 15 ,(191
pointed a d m i n i s t r a t r i x )
In Re Estate ef
August Jitk , Decedent,
II 15 O R D E R E D , that Ihe hearing
thereof tie had cm December 11, W kl, al
Order lor Hearlflq on Final
Account
1(1 :45 o ' ( Inrk A M , before tills
Cnutt
and Petition lor Distributio n
, , ,
, «",r
In l"e probate rourl rnnrn in the courl
»
me
^«'
'
ahnve
»'
)
'
named
;" '
,
es at. having
house* In Winona, Minnesota; fhrtt tt\ti ..,
"
|||P„ h„ „„„,
^
petition
time within which creditors of said d«
for
set llement and allowan
.
cedent may file their claims he limited thereof and for dlstr ll.utlon to the
ner
p
to lour months from Ihe date htrrot, and sons thrreunto enlltlrd ;
thaf fie claims so filed be hoard on
IT IS O R D E R E D , That Ih,
hearlno
April .1, l?r>4, al ICI 00 o'clock
hereof ha had nn December 11
A.M ,
, mi at
before this Court In the probata court
0 30 o - ctock A M , helnre Ihl,
Couri |n
room In Ihe court house In Winona, Mln
the probate courl mom In the
court house
nesola, and thai notice hereof be pjv/en n Wn nna, Mlnnesoln, and
thai no ct
by publication of this order In the Wl
n hv ""hllcllnn ol hi,
n
nfi""' In
, lb.
.h 'r:
nona Dally News and by mailed notice order
Win ona Dally New, and hJ
n\ pr ovided by law .
mailed notice as provided hy
'
7.V
Dated November V, 1961.
Dated Noveniher J/ , 19^ 1
E. D L I B E R A .
E- D I i f lE R A .
Probate Judge.
Probate Judge.
,. , .
.
u
( P r o b a t e Court Seal)
(Probata rourl
Sea))
Slreater It, Murphy,
Harold J, l.lbor a,
Attorne y for Pelllloner
Att prnei j for Petitioner.

Wa nt Ads
Sfart Here
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27 Horses, Cattle, Stock

Help Wanted—Mate

mmt

^^mlammmmmmmmwmmW
^m^tmm^m

NOTICE

CENTRAL PETROLEUM COMPANY has
opening fer 5 direct salesman tp call
oh cgitemtri In Winona, Wabasha counties. Above average earnings, home
nlghtt, Iniurance program, moil have
car. Write (tiling experience, phone
numbe r, ate. R. M. Harford, Sales
Manager, 319 Washington, Villa J, v»r>;
kato, Mlrm. ¦
y
GBNIRAL SERVICE end tWe work, flood
driving record and good references required.
Apply in person
Firestone
Stor.l, 200 W. 3rd.

43 Artlclts for 5ele

<

SPECIAL
FEEDER ' CATTLE

AUCTION
Dec. 4
Wed.,
¦

S7 Wanted te Buy

WE HAVE e large aiserlment of ar>
pllanen. New and used al prices you
want lo pay. Come
In and look
•round. FRANK LILLA i. SONS, 761
E. 8th.
~
FXOORTAMP, end tible, J pilr- drapeT
fernery, good mattress and spring, curtain stretchers, cheap. Tel. 7791.
THE Viv lb, HAPPY^eaiini of "Vh'lidhood an_ Santa come alive as you
wander thru the allies of ROBS BROS.
TOYLAND, 176 E. 4th. If you haven 'l
received a copy of our toy calaleo
stop far one today.

Monday, December 2, V 13 WINONA DAILY NEWS 11

81 Sals ,or Rant; Exchange 101

~

WMTMIUE R SCRAP - IRON 8. METAL
CO. pays highest prlcet for scrap
Iron, metals, . hides, wool and raw fur
333 W. 2nd
Tel . IM7
Closed Saturdays
WANTED SCRAP IRON S. METAL,
COW HIDES, WOOL «. RAW PURS,
HIOHE-T PRICES
PAID
W - W IRON AND META L CO.
307 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
For your Convenience
We Are Now Ageln Open On Seti.
¦
"
HIGHEST^PR 'i_ iV~PAIO
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw fun and wooll

FORMER CLINIC BUILDIN8, far sale
or lease. 45x|40. Elevator, stoker hear,
Immediate
occupany.
Contact
BOB
SELOV6R. Realtor , for showing.

^
Wanred^Real lisfare

102

TO SELL your home, farm, business or
other real estate, call

W. STAHR

»4 W. Mari<

:ALC0N-H64, Futura, UO0 mllai. load
loadFALC0N-H64,
drafted
ed wilh extras. Will sacrifice, draffe
Into service . Tel. Rushford 864-7864 o
or
contact
Roger
Colbanson,
Rushford,
RushforC
Minn.
\

Tel. a»3J _

tf UM

109 Ufd Cart
101

Used
Jsed Cars

1958 FORD

1961 VOLKSWAGE N
•ir 6 passenger pickup.
•ix Carries 1900 lbs. payload.
ft 4 speed transmission.
£ Heater.
•ir Covered pickup box.

"
WILL PAYnfTiriHEST CASrTIPRICES
V-8 motor with automatic
* 1.00 P.M. SHARP
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY
transmission, and 4-door.
Help—Mile or F«mtfe
28 • Calves, Yearlings, ?,-year-old_
"HANK JEZ EWSKI
Tu-tone finish. Excellent
SNOW PLOWS-Ueyers and Allts Char
NIGHT FRY COOK-w_ ht»d for • deyi
(Winona's Only Rial Istata Buyer)
men, itralpM or V-bc_y. Will fit every
¦ir 13,000 actual miles.
condition.
Steers and Hej fers
a week work . No Sundays, call or
Som
Weisman
&
Son
Tal. 6368 and 7093
P.O. Box 341
vnsV Irenl ind manure loader. Will
write. Steak Shop,
I NCORPORATED
•tea fit Jeep or other 3 or 4 wheel
Tops in «conomy.
i!r
Also Brood Cows
TWO AND THREE-bedroom home7~wan1drive trucks. P. A. Krause Implemenl
450 W. 3rd
Tel. Mil
1^58 STUDEBAKER
•d. Buyers are waiting. See or call
Situations Wanted—Male 30
"Breiezy
Acres"
Co.
Fresh
Nath
e
Cattle
BLIND AD» UNCALLED FOR- .'
_—
.—.-—
f_— ,
6 cylinder m o t o r with
$1345
86
W. STAHR
FARM JOB wanted by experienced young
t-l, 11, ».
OK USED FURNITURE STORE Rooms Without Meals
All Breeds
straight stick, overhauled
married couple. Separate house. Ber374 W. Mark
Tel. «-*
SANBORN
E.
«S4—sleeping
room
for
glri
273 E . 3rd St.
nard L. Mueller, i»V. E. »th„ Winona.
or working lady, bus line-, reatontble
motor and new rubber.
We Buy - We Sell
BUYERS-7S0 Head and
Accessorial, Tiros, Parts 104
Loit and Found
rent. Tel. 3618 .
4 Instruction Classes.
Furniture — Antiques — Tooli
33
More To Select From
^
^
^
and other used Items
SLEEPINO ROOM near SI. Anna HotMOUND LOST—mostly white with corns
Tel. 8-3701
plce, kitchen privilege, prefer working
CONSIGNORS- -Yard Room.
black and brown, Rolllnestone, Altura
lady or girl. Tel. 4783.
BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-OMC
area. Robert Anderson, 462 E. Howard,
DRAFTING
NEW
Buyers
Demand—To
and
,
FOURTH w. 179—clean , warm sleeping
Tel , 6527
DAILY
NEf/S
Open Friday nights
Handle Twice This Number
Unlimited Opportunity
Farm Tractor
room, private entrance, gentleman preferred. Tel. 3479.
Personals
MAIL
7
Open
Center
No
Veal
or
Slaughter
,
For
high
school
graduates
~
RAMBLER-DODGE
WE HAV E complete. ceremlc tiie" bathi
Cattle at This Sale
18-38. Industry and GovernSUBSCRIPTIONS Rooms for Housekeeping 87
on display at 420 W . Sanborn; CUR3rd St. & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
LEY'S CERAMIC TILE CO., William
ment need draftsmen. High
Regular Sales Every Friday*^
Open Monday & Friday Nights YOUR BLUEPRINT
kitchen privileges. Tel. 4839.
"Curley " Sievers. '
May Be Paid At
pay, security, rapid promo12:00
Noon
DON'T BUY BLINDFOLDED! Immediate
80
tion . Low cost specialized
TED MAIER DRUGS Apartments, Flats
delivery on mall order catalog toys,
FOR PLEASURE
LANESBORO SALES
$25.9p~Ti>iy'~
right before your eyes, at ROBB BROS.
No previous extraining.
i
PLEASANT APT., close to downtow n,
1963
BUICK
STORE, 576 E. 4th.
Furrt.,
Rugs,
Linol-um
COMMISSION
64 drapes, carpeting, stove and refrigeraperience or training necesPlus . Tax-Exchange
^
tor furnished. Not suitable lor children.
IT. SEEMED like everyone enldyed the
DRIVING
Special
SEALY HOLLYWOOD beT"ouTsary. For details and perMinnesota SPECIAL
Lanesboro
'
Tel. B-3on,
Tom & Jerrys we served Thanksgiving
_____
/
flfs complete,
Including Sealy bdx
Day. Christmas decorations are up at
send
name,
sonal
interview,
spring, mattress, legs and your choice FOURTH E. 730-3 rooms, full bath ,
KALMES TIRE
Convertible, standard shift ,
Hwy. 16— Tel , 467-2192
1
- 1t)« Annex, so stop ' In and loin us In
of 8 different styles ot headboards,
screened porch, private entrance . No
address, age', and telephone
1963 THUNDERB1RD Lanthis season of cheer. Ray Meyer, InnV-6 engine , power steering,
Winona
's
Used
Tire
Center
objection to 1 child. Tel . S55B.
U9.M. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
keeper,, WIL LIAMS HOTEL.
number to
deau. The greatest of all
Mankato.
Open evenings.
Easy
radio, white sidewalLs, Arc108Poultry* Eggs, Supplies 44 302
116
W
2nd
St.
.
UPPER 5 room apt., available Immedlterms.
.
HOW TO KEEP a human dynamo runcars. 1 year 100% full
ately. Tel . 8-2B42.
blue
top.
with
tic
white
GALE
INSTITUTE,
- nlnb
...
with delicious nourishing
DEKALB 20 week eld pullets, fully vacvinyl
upholst65 FOUR RObrVvTPT.—fuirbathrhot WB. Boats, Motors, Etc.
Matching
blue
corneals at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 124
cinated, light controlled, raised on slat Good Things to Eat
DEPT.
D
106
¦ 6. 3rd.
ter . Avalleble _Dec. 1. T«l , 8-2103.
floors, Available year around . SPELT. POTATO special I Burbank Russets, Kenery. Car driven 4,70O;miles,
^
3255 Hennepin Avenue
^'
,_1ght
CHICK H A T C H E R Y , Rollingstone,
LOSE W EIGHT safely with Dex-A-Olel
nebec, Norland - Cherokee. I1.9J p tr f^SADWAYH_7 759—newly decorated J WE WILL MATCH anyone for size, qu-ldrive , i^^p'""'-1
still has new new car gujr-, ~?»__*f«^
Minneapolis, Minn .
Minn, Tel , 2349,
.
;
room apt. Adults. Tel. 4107.
tablets. Full week' s supply only 98c
s ,8fpp,'
100 & up. Winona Potato Mkt., us Mkt.
Ity or price. Look at WARRIOR be'ora
p*?
"
_c.ual
miles , full
¦*"
Ford Hopkins .
antee.
you buy. Tel. >38te.
HUFF ST.-H-room apt. w lfrT"full bath,
Guns,
Sporting
Goods
Wanted—Livestock
46
66
guarantee.
newly
decorated.
Low
rent
.
Inquire
660
when
DIFFERENCE ? Positively^
you
echnical Instruction
3
Motorcyclas , Bicycles
107
$2395
E. Mark.
~
Wear an Individually tailored suit by
"
1961 CHEVROLET Bel Air,
6TsTR(BUT6(f for Howetl «. Black WidBOAR W1CNT1=D"^350 .ibs. or more. Pre^
WARREN B ETSINGER, M'/a W. 3rd.
ow
bows,
complete
line
o|
archery
EAST
LOCATION—downstairs
front
apt.,
FREE
motorcycle
thrill movies, 2 hours,
fer Yorkshire or Duroc, Norbert LifschV-8, Powerglide, 4-door,
tackle GILCHRIST'S, 879 W Sth. Open
3-bedrooms, heat and hot water fursound and color. 8 p.m.. Wed., Dec. 4.
FOR THE MAN on your mind; Cusrom
er, Fountain City, Wis. Tel.JMU7-3B43 .
YOU CAN FINISH
locally owned.
week nights 'till 10.
nished, $75. Contact Frank S. Grupa,
ROBB BROS. STOR E Motorcycle Shop,
' ARI>T
lewelry, tie bars, cuff
links, rings,
'lALES
rEWISTON
Trempealeau, Wis. Tel. 534-7716.
now one of the northwest' s exclusive
watches , wartch bands, billfolds , shav1961 COMET station wagon,
A real good auction market for your Household Article.
67 HEATED 3-rooms, kitchen and bath. May
dealers
for
BSA-Triumph-BMW-Jowa
ers. Stop today at ¦ RAINBOW JEWELhand
all
.
Dairy
cattle
on
6 cylinder, straight drive,
livestock
Mot orcycles , 578 E. 41h.
.
RY, lit W. 4th,
be seen at once, available toon, Tel.
BUICK-OLDSMOB1LE-GMC
SPOTS
before
your
eyes,
on
your
new
week, hog» bought every day. Trucke
¦
4007 befor e 6 p.m.
economy with performcarpet,
remove
them
with
Blue
LusSCHWINN
BICYCLE
S—largest
selection
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER1available. Sale Thuri., 1 p.m. Tel. 2647.
"
tre. Rent electric shampooer, Jl . H.
In Winona. Salet and service. Ko 'ter
Open Friday nights
Mm or woman, your drinking creates
SIX ROOM APT.
ance. $1495.
Choale
&
Co.
Bicycle
Shop,
401
Mankato.
Tel.
USS.
numerous problems. If you need and
Farm Implements
48
Centrally located
1960 FORD convertible , all
Tel. B-1637.
want help, contact Alcoholics AnonymRadios, Television
71
Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108
ous, Pioneer Group, Box 622, Winona,
black . ThSj sharpest car
HAMMER Mli-LS—FahdwjKTnOrsY, »25;
Minn.
John Deere, $35 ; Gehl PTO drive, t95;
Luxury
Apt.
'63
FORD
V-8
anywhere. ^
TRANSISTOR
RADIO
EXPERT
WORK
dona
on
all
truck
$20;
bodies
new heat houser for WD tractor,
AT HOME
Ground floor. Large carpeted living
TRUSSES — ABDOMINAL BELTS
letter, painted, or repaired by BERG'S
1962 FALCON 4-dr. straight
Ed Stiever , Rt. 2, Wlnona._ (Wllson) WE HAV E 40 different models on hand
4-door
Sedan,
Galaxie
500
room with beautiful fireplace. AttracSACROILIAC SUPPORTS
at
our
store.
We
service
all
we
sell
.
TRAILER, Tel. 4933.
As fast as you can do the SPE CTALS^T KLOETZ KE^Saddle Shop.
tive , kitchen with latest conveniences.
drive. The car that has
Com« In or call WINONA FIRE eV
Cruise-o-matic transmission,
GOLTZ PHARMACY
CHEVROLET—1957, -r> ton pickup; arow
work. If you are 16 or over
Ceramic tile "bath with shdwer. Two
Stock tanks, t, 7 and B ft.; stanch ions,
POWER CO., S4 B. ind. Tel. SMS
everythiflg.
other
extires, 4 wheals, grain box , stock rack ,
radio, whitewalls,
bedrooms. Draperies throughout .
Uned iolSO , unlined %b.; wheel harrows,
Tel . 25«7
274 E. 3rd
(Across trom the new parking lot.)
and have left school, write
47,000 miles. Herb Haase, Rt. 1, Wi1960 CHEVROLET Bel Air,
on rubber, $25 and up; drinking cups
tras, driven less than 10,000
Winona 's Finest Electric Repair
nona, Minn, (nea r Stockton)
for FREE high school book$6.50 each ; extension ladders, 24 ard
Aufo Service, Repairing ' 10
6 cylinder , Powerglide, 4warranty.
tor
All
Makes
new
car
.
miles,
-'
2B It. lengths; heavy duty double pony
~ "
let. TELLS YOU HOW !
THE cToNK 0F A COWBELL from
Authorized Dealer for
harness with coller; oood stock of saddoor. Really clean.
$2738.75
beneath you r car as you ride on rouoh
ADMIRAL - MUNTZ - ZENITH
(Accredited Member
dles and riding equipment. 117 Walnut
1959
FORD Country sedan
pavement Is often caused by * shock
St.
Don Ehmann TV Service
National Home Study
Tel, 384?
absorber that' s loose due to wor n rub601 Main St.
station
wagon, V-8, FordoSAW
RIO
for
John
Deere
tractor,
also
eSO
W
Fifth
Tel.
6303
.
'63 FORD V-8 ^
ber bushings. Replacement of the bushCouncil.) A
_
3 Jam-sway milklnj parlor stalls, ilde
matic. Clean. $995.
Apartments,
Furnished
91
ings . should put things back In. shape.
opening, Hep new. Donald Rupprecht,
Needles and Service
Fairlane 500, 4-door, autoGOODVIEW
TEXACO,
1650 Service
1956 FORD V-8, overdrive ,
E. 73—1 room kitchenette and
Rt . 1, Lewiston, Mlnn._
Drive.
AMERICAN SCHOOL
All Makes of Record Players FIFTH
vinyl
transmission,
matic
~
bath, well heated, 1 adult only, fur4-door, very clean.
feeders,
barn
S!
LO UNLJ-XOERsT bunk
Winona District Office ,
nished.
Business Services
14
_____
_____
seats, whitewalls, p o w e r
cleaners, parlors, bulk tanks, pipe line
Hardt ' s Music Store
1957
BUICK Special 4-door.
P.O. Box 3255, St. Paul
NEAR DOWNTOWN-3 ro-msfTlt floor.
milkers, all other supplies for the beel
many other
steering,
radio,
118 E . 3rd
Winona
ANYTHING you can do, we can do betNone
any nicer than this
$55 per month. Tel. 3O40.
man or dairy farmer.
.
.
.
ter. WINOMA RUG CLEANING SERVextras, driven very . little,
OAK RIDGE SALES & SERVICE
Car. $695,
Name
ICE, 116 W . 3rd. Tel, 3722,
NEAR WSC—3 large rooms plus bath,
Minneiska . Tel. Altura 7844.
new car warranty.
private entrance and porch. Heat and
1963 CHEVROLET
bressrrtak ing, Sewing
16 Address ' ' ..*.. .,.'.
hot water furnished. Available ImmeGrain,
Feed
$2466.45
Hay,
SO
diately. Adults only. May be seen at 53
This newipaper will be responsible
for only ontr Incorrect Insertion of
any classiflex) advesllsement published In the Want Ad section . Chick
your ad and call 3321 If a correction mult be made,

^——_—«——— ^—————_¦——___^^— .
a^.

—.

¦

•

-

T

WALZ

WINONA
AUTO SALES

.

TIRE

- _&^%^^__Sto!

HIGH
SCHOOL

WALZ

B

_^

IO EASY, a child can make beautiful
Christmas gifts and decorations with
colortul nylon net or olitler net. Glitter
and glue and all Ihe trimmings at
CINDERELLA SHOPPE , 214 Mankato
Ave. .

City .......... State .......

37

Buiinoss Opportunities

WANTED TO BUY or lease epproxImately JVa stall service station or similar building. Write P.O . Box 395, WiKEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEAN ING
nona.
__
JERRY'S PLUMBING
ONE OF the nation's most progressive
Tel
827 E. 4th
companies In a growing retail industry new offers an outstanding business opportunity In the Winon a area .
For clogged sewers and drains
This Independent business will be of1 year guarantee
Tel. -MOT or 6436
fered to an ambitious hard working
man willing to make a moderate Investment.
Complete /training will be
CHRISTMAS Isn'f far off. Have an Ingiven. For details end possible conSlnk-Erator Garbage Disposer Installed
sideration send resume to P.O. Box
now. If makes a perfect Christmas olft
732, Winona, Minn.
and w ill be a great help with tha cleanHoliday meals. Five-year Money to Loan
up from
40
warranty.

Plumbing, Roofing

For Reliable

ALFALFA HAY—1,500 square bales, condltloned , Don Fredrickson, Kellogg,
'¦
¦M|nn. .

Seeds, Nursery Stock

21

. ««

ElSECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

S3

FARMERS READ THIS AD!

CALL SYL KUK0WSK1

Vfe now have the price list
on all Teweles Badger Seed.
Come in and ask how to
get your alfalfa hay tested
for protein.

Frank O'Laughlin

Loans — Insurance —
Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

We are a chartered member of the American Forage Alliance (AFA).

E G el
LOANS _oa_i„

Call ART today

PLUMBING S, HEATING
207 E. 3M
.
______ s7 __

Sepfic^Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Special truck, Sanitary & Odorlesi
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Tel. «44-W4S
Rushford, Minn.
SEWER AND DRAIN CLEANING .
EXPERT PLUMBING REPAIRS.

SANITARY

PLUMBING & HEATING
Tel. 273;
168 E. 3rd St ,

Help Wa nted—Female-* 26
HOUSEKEEPER to take complete charge
ol country home, small (amily, good
wages. Write E-15 Dally News.
NEAT APPEARING^ dependable waitress,
6 day week, hours 2 p.m. lo 10 p.m.
Westgate Drug. Apply before J p.m.
to Mrs , F rank Johnstone.

Help Wanted—Male

175 Lafayette SI.
Tel. 5140
(Next to Telephone Office)

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO—FURNITURE
170 E . 3rd St,
Tel. 2915
Hrs . 9 a.m . lo 5 p.m.. Saf . • a.m. to noon

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

PUREBRED
BEAGLES—10. S15. Will
hold for Christmas, Marlyn Langseth ,
Lew iston, Minn,
KITTENS—and-or mother cat . Free for
good home. 207 Grand.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

ONE select trainee position open for married man, to age 37, Career worK , unlimited opportunity. We answer all replies promptly. Send resume to E-14
Dally News.

Excellent Opportunity
To Learn Display Work
We are in need of a young
man to assist our present
display manager with all
phases of display work
throughout the store . . .
on a fulltime basis.
No experience necessary
. . . will train , but must be
interes ted in this type work .
Contact
Mr. A. H, Kricgcr
Main Office
H. CHOATE & CO.

Pressures Bomb

Cleans without washing.
Kills fleas, ticks and lice.
Regularr si.19

OO-

TED MAiER -DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Horses, Cattle, Stock

~
~
FE EDER pl_ S^<fo. Edward R.
Lanesboro, Minn Tel. W-3306.

43
Lynch!

~
GOOD HOLSTEIN Cow, coming wltf i
third calf in 1 week; also Holsteln
heifer calf, 3 days old , from artificial
breeding. James Groves, Fountain City,
Wis. Tol , 8MUF-3BS5.
HOLSTEIN SPRINGER-coming with 3rd
calf, weight 1,400 lbs., good cow. Dtgn,in Bros r , Rushford, Minn.
H O L ST E I N S — A flood supply of serviceable bulls on hand. Some by Irvlnglon
Pride Admiral s-W.OOO Curtlss sire,
some by Hayssen Ford Master, excellent Gold Medtil sire wo recently sold
to Curtlss Breeding Service . He has
daughters to 804 lbs. fat al 3 years.
Visitors always welcome . Mueller Farms
Inc. Lewiston, Minn.
-

HAMPSHIRE BOARS—Purebred. Weight
J0O-3O0
lbs.
Raymond Dorn, Utlca,
Minn. (Bethany Rond)
COMPLETE dairy herds, cowj and helpers. Cash or milk assignment. Free
delivery. Robert Cherrler , 414 W. Willow St., Chippewa Falls, Wis . T-l. Park
1-067., "Bulls to loan".
""
"
FEE DER PIGS^-oOr^welghf 30 to 4u"lbs.^
8 to 10 weeks old, weaned and castrated . Louis We-amnn, Dover, Minn .
Tel . St. Charles 932-3604 .
W H I T E F A C E COWS, 2, wllh calves, *37S
for all. Ralph Richards, Alms, Wis.
SOWS—9, due lo farrow first half of
Dec Roger Haekbarth , Dakota, Minn.
(Rldgeway) Tel. Houston 896-3534.
BULL
C A L V E S -Holstelni.
DHIA
records! dams 16,412 lbs. of n.ilk, 579
lb», of fat; dam- 15,639 Ihi. of milk,
547 lbs. of fat, Don and Arlen Ichmllt,
Fountain City,

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

HOLSTEIN S T E E R S JO, 600 to f>00 lbs.
Rnlph Cassldy, Utlca, Minn, (7 miles
S. r

Pub. Monday, Nov . il, mil

Sidle ot M inneiots I «
Counly ol Wlnon/ i
I In Probste Courl
No 1.S .AB5
In Re Estate of
Raymond M. Lelmsrti, also known a«
Raymond Michael Lehnerti. Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Petition lor Probate
of Will, Llmllliifl Time lo File Clelms
»r«d for ltatrlno Thereon
Gertrude- Lehnerti hnvinu Hied • petition for tno prohnte ol Itm Wil l ol snld
ri<-ctdrnt and lor Ihi appointment of GerLehnerti ns AdmlnKlrntrlx.
trude J.
which Wil I Is on file I" lh'» Court nnd
inspcUiom
o|j rn to
IT IS O R D E R ED , Thai the tiunrlno
(hereof b» had on Decemoer le, IPrfJl, al
II o' clock: A.M., before this Court In
the probat e court room In Ihe courl houie
In Wlnone. Mlnnoiola, and thel obj ections
to the allowance ot in Id Will , It eny, be
Hied belore said tlmo ol henrlnflj thai
the time within which creditors of said
decedent may Hie Iholr clalmi bo limited to four months from tha dntt hereol.
end that the claims io filed bar heard
on March 35, 1964, art II o'clncK A.M.,
before tries Courl In the probate court
room In ttie court douse In Winona, Minnesota, nnd that nnllce hnrrof be alven
by public atlort nl Ihla order In the Winona Daley Newi and by mailers nollce
as provided by law
Dnlwl Movi'inher JO, 196.1
E. O . l i n t K A ,
Probalo Judo*.
(Probate Court Saral)
Ponle,
Roger W
Aiinrmu ir\r Patltlanar.

Wanted—Farm Produce

EAR OR SHELLED corn wanted. Geo.
Bronk, Stockton, Rt. 1, Winona, Minn.

GERMAN SHEPHERD P U P P I EI white,
Rln Tin Tin lilorxl slro . Excellent wllh
children and as wa lr.h dog'., nngor to
learn. Michael M. Soppn, Brownsville ,
Minn,
DUROC—2 purebred, bred gilts, good
type and exceptionally meaty . Priced
to sell. J. 0. Beadle, Oalnvllle , Wis
Tol . 13IR or I9S.
PUREBRED BERKSHIRE BOARS-good
ones, come see them. Wnt. Heedlke,
L ewiston. Minn. Tel , 2711,
PUREBRED DUROC BOARS , big rugged
kind . The ones that sire the test gaining, plgi. Vaccinated for Cholera and
E rysipelas. M, W. Willie. SI. Charles,
Minn.
P U R E B R E D DUROC BOARS nnd gills
AMo, Lnnriraco hours and (lilts, Clifford
Hotl, Lanesboro, Minn. (Pilot Mound)
G U E R N S E Y H E I F E R S , B, open and vaccinated , Ironi art lllcial breeding- 1 Holsteln heifers, open and vaccin nli'd; t
Holsteln spring ing cows, vnrclnaled,
due the latter pari of Oec i ? Mnlsleln
eprlnglnn hellers , due laller part ol
DK, vaccinated ; I sow wllh 9, 4 weekold pigs Will t ake other livestoc k In
trade. Ed L nwrenr. SI. Charles, Minn.
T e l , 9.17 461 5 ,

"

FREE 8" PLIER
IJ l.25 Value)

wilh 12 tubes of Beebe
Mastitis Ointment
J8.A0

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Prepare Now for Ol' Man
Winter Who Will Soon
Be Here

J=ILL UP NOW !
ft Comma nder

Coa l

Four sizes of America 's
finest household coal.
Large Lump, 6x3 Egg,
3x2 Range , 1" Stoker.

ft

Call us . . .We are your

Petroleum Coke
No smoke — No ash!

ft Mobilheat Fuel Oil
Cleans as it burns.
Bcrwind Bri quets , Winter
King lump arirl egg, Petroleum Briquets , Eastern Ky,
lump, Pocahontas egg,
Ruby-Glo Stoker , Zeigler
and Orient Stoker. Dry Oak
Block Wood.

East End Coa l &
Fuel Oil Co.
901 E. 8th St.
"Where j/ou gel more heat
at lower cost. "

Articles for Sale
37
VANITY DRESSER, simmonr beaT box

sprino and inner j prlna matlre>»a, walnut enffco table , antique walnut detk
anri center table. 1073 W. Mark after
3 nm
~
~
F R E E Z E R , 13 cu (t.( alia porlabi«Mubi,
424 _W. Kino. Tel. 8-2540.
"
^
SETH THOMAS CLOCK—perfect condlHon, telling reasonable. 307 W. sth.
VOU'LL nevtr wax (loon «o_ ln alter
mlno Seal Clou acrylic tlnlih especially lor vlnyl Palnl Depot,
^
DAVENPORT, overttutted chain, occnilonal chairs, 1 bookcases, floor lamps,
enrt lablev electric range nnd 3-pc.
bodromn set. Seen by nppolntrnent, 905
W. Howard St.. Tel, 487V
VI O I - I H ,
Una condition, cast Included.
J70, cilrl'j Srhwlnn bicycle, excellent
ronrtlllnn; skis , A' j f l. laminated , hlndInrjj; r,kl hoots, ilia 8. Tel. 5B01 .
I AD IE b C.RAY PERSIAN PAW lur cont.
Sire 1 4 1 6 , In very oood condition, Tel.
942 li.
TOYS compleln lino, tremendous invlnas
while Ihey Int . Hajellon Variety, all
_ . 3rd.
USE D OAS and eleclrlc rnnuos. I nrfle «elecllon ot gmd retilnerato n. B _ B
E L E C I R I C ' l» h. 3rd
8MM. I. K E L V I N A T O R relrloerailnr, oood
condition , r«al harnnln. U0. H. O ,
W<s rhtor, Tr^mpllaleall, Wli, Tel. 534tail.
COAL C O N V E Y O R , 36 It. by U In.
wldnj 3 l i p , 3 phase electric motor,
IIKr now; IW Fnrri 3 door In A-l condition, A . A, Burl, Ploeon Peld, Wli.

4-

.

—

Vi-Ton

• W. King.

Farms ior Rent

93

HOC R-HFiAR*/£lloTfilabia, all mod-

ern house. Large modern barn wllh
50 stanchions. Grade A setup. Immediate possession. Cash or shares.
MINN. LAND & AUCTION SERVICE
158 Walnut
.
Tel. 8-3710

Photofact Equipped
Electronic Technician
94
"We understand your set bqst." Garages for Rent
TWO CAR GARAGE-Eaat central locaWe're fully equipped with a
tion . T I. 3577.
SAM'S PHOTOFACT LI- Houses for Rent
95
BRARY—the world's finest SIX ROOM DU PTE X-reasonable rent]
TV-Radio service data. We
'
Tel. 8-1041.
have the complete manual Bus. Property for Sale 97
covering the very set you
for sale or lease. Desirable
own—that's why we under- BUILDING
downtown location. Write Mr. G. A,
Grist,
4)7
S. 7th, Minneapolis, Minn.
stand your set best!
B

House* for Sale

USE OUR VARIOUS
PAYMENT PLANS FOR

H. Choate & Co
REPAIR COSTS.

Refrigerators

72

Ed' s Eefrigeration & Suppl y
Commercial and
SS} E 4th

Domestic
Tel . 5532

54 Sptcials at the Store

Dry slab), $18 per load,
Green slabs, Vt per load.
Delivered In Winona.
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
Trempealeau, Wis.
Tel. J34-6316.

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News

(First

116 Walnut

~
~ Coal, Wood, Other Fuel
SUNC5A'Y SHO\rVER
SLAB WOOD

27

SERVICE STATION operator wanted . Apply 103 Wain St., Fountain City Wli.
^
DEPENDABLE MARRIED MAN for general farm work . Leonard Stoskopf, Harmony, Minn. Tel . 816-3331, _

42

FARM & GARDEN
SUPPLY

TV or Radio Repair

.

:

74

WEST BEND 30 cup automatic coffee
maker . A terrific bargain al J!1 .99.
SAMB ENEK'S. 9th and Mankato.
TOY CLOSE-OUT SALE I
20% to 50% Savings
Shop and save now at SHUMS KI'S
58 West 3rd,
Tel._ a-tte9

Dominion Hairdryers
FIRESTONE

200 West 3rd

Tel. 6060

NOW AT SEARS!
SAVE $31

Only $168
F.O.B.

$19 95
$15.95
$18.95
$10.95
$10.95
$19.95
$34.95
$34.95

WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Tel . 51)02

Stows, Furnaces, Parts

75

GAS OR OIL heeTern, rannov water
heat era. complete Initallatlonv Service ,
parti RANGE Oil BURNER CO ., 907
S, Jib . Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchnlowskl.

Typewriters

77

-

BY 6wNER-Io26 Gilmore Ave., well
kept 2-bedroom home on 92- x 160' lot.
Lots of extras. Immediate possession.
Tel. 8-3466 for appointment.
~
_ A B A R G A I N , 3-bedroom, 2-story home
localed In a good east location on 3rd
street . Close 1o St. Stan ' s School and
Church . Right on the bus line . Close
to downtown. Low price $6,800. A B T S
AGENCY , INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
St. Tel . 4242 or alter hours; E. R.
Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4954 , E. A.
Abh 3184.
~
IF Y0U WANT to buy, sell or trade
be sura to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE. 552 E. 3rd.

FOUNTAIN CITY—large 11 room building on N. Shore Drive . Suitable tor
apts., warehouse or store. For sale or
rent. Abo large modern mobile home ,
sacrifice tor quick sale. C. SHANK,
Homemakcr 's Exchange , 552 E. 3rd .

. MAKE IT A
WESTINGHOUSE
CHRISTMAS

119 W. 3rd

F. 4 BEDROOM, story and a hall home.
All oak ^flooring and plastered walls.
Cedar shake siding. Full basement with
oil automatic heat. Cement patio and
fenced-in back yard. 1-car garage. Convenient to west end shopping cenler.
Main line bus. Priced to sell at $9,500.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159
Walnut SI. Tel. 4342 or after hours:
E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4854,
'
Ej_ A
Ab __ 18 <
_
'

D. NEAT, 2-bedroom, 1-floor home. All
floo rs tiled. Nice kitchen wilh ample
cupboa rds. Located In Goodview. Convenient to Warner Swasey plant. Village water nnd sewer now in the home .
f u l l lol, 50x 150. Priced at JB.0O0. ABTS
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
SI . Tel. 4342 or alter hours: E. R.
Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4854 , E. A.
Abts _ 3)84.
_

on 15 cu. ft.
CHEST OR UPRIGHT
FREEZERS

Hat Box Hair Dryer
Hair Dryer
Greenhouse
Steam Iron
Can Opener
Fry Pan
Grcaselesa BroilerFry Pan
VCK) Canister
Vacuum Cleaner ..

99

THREE BEDROOMS, on large lot, 1
baths, baseboard heat, built-in stove
and oven, firep lace, rock-faced outsid e,
attached garage, sodded lawn, In Anderson Addition, .between Goodview and
Minnesota City. Tel. Rollingstone 5611
collect. Bob Rolbleckl, Minnesota City,

ONLV AT Winona Typewrit er Service do
you del a full I year service rjunran.
tee on new and uied machines . Buy
now -durlnn our Big Portable Typ»writer Trade-In Allowance Sale. WINONA T Y P E W R I T E R SERVICE, 1*1 E.
3rd .
TY P E W R I T E R S nnd adding machines
for inle or rent. Reasonable rales,
Ire- delivery. See us for all your ot.
Ilea supplies, desks, (lies or olllce
chnlrs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5J3J.

NEAR T HIRD ST. -Nlce coty, compact
5-room house, all on one floor. Gas furnace , new electric wiring, nl'.o 220.
Priced lor quick sale. 55,000. See or call

W. STAHR

374 W. M.irk

Tel. 692 5

MARK 6. 413-Modern 5-room bungalow
wllli oil furnace, largo enclosed porch,
new nlurnlnum siding , good lot, large
garage , Only J6600. Easy terms .

Frank West Agency
175 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after hours.

IS YOUR HOME
TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL?
We will be glad
to make
A Free Appraisal
and show you homes . to
meet your present needs
without obligation.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
W. L. (Wib ) Hclzer R-21RL
John Hendrick.son 7441
Laurn Fisk 2118
Leo nnd Bee Koll 45B1
Lester O. Peterson 4244
Hob Sclover 7827

6 cylinder, 3 speed transmission, longbox pickup.

1962 CHEVROLET
2-Ton

6 cylinder motor, 4 speed
transmission with 2 speed
axle, cab and chassis.

196 1 CHEVROLET
¦ PA-Ton.

6 cylinder motor, 4 speed
tr ansmission, cab and chas/ .
sis.

1960 CHEVROLET "

2-Ton

6 cylinder motor , 4 speed
transmission with 2 speed
. axle, cab and chassis.

/f^^_vy_V_?7&
ViwC^CHEVROllT^ta
105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Monday & Friday Eve.

Used Cars

-

109

STUDEBAlCER^lV»7 iJfioor, economlcaI
e with overd rive , very good paint and
¦
_ tlres. _J395._Tel. ^7248 ^
CHEVROLET—1943, Impala Sport Coupe,
4-speed, 300 h.p., radio 10,000 mllei.
New price $3346 going Into service,
must sacrifice, K5P5._ Tel. 7013.
PONTIAC—1955 Star Chief, In good condition, new tires. Roger Haekbarth,
Dakota, Minn. (Rldgeway) Ttl. Houston 896-3534.
CADILLAC—1956, Coupe DeVllle , full power, completely reconditioned throughout, Including motor, brakes, transmission, new tires, seat covers. Immaculate . Reasonable. Nystrom Molora,
CHEVROLET—19567"V-8, excellent condition, straight stick wllh overdrive, 4
new Goodyear Ural. Tel. 5455 before 5;
2579 after _ 5.

FORD—1959, V-J, 4-door, rebuilt motor.
Good, clean, best oiler over 1700. Mllo
Bundy, Lewiston, Minn.

196 1 LANCER
Spo rts Coupe

Solid green finish with grey and black
Interior. 4-door, white sidewall tires,
6-cyllnder motor wllh stick shift on
the floor. A t ruly great buy at only

$1395
196 1 PLYMOUTH
Belvide re Coupe

Radio, henler , o u t l n a t l c transmisr, cylinder motor
sion,
economical
which burns regular tins. This car
,
Is In IOC-' condition. Solid black finish, formally owned by priest, tiame
given on reques t. See lo appreciate.

all* 13. 1*1.

NAT URAL RANCH AAIN K tides cont , full
lenglh, s ite Id to ill. modern style.
Mrsy he seen al Purs by I rancls , Wl
,
no*t«.

Wanted to Buy

;/ "

81

PORTABLE TY P B W R I T t R with ,tabula
tor key, ellle type, wanted , lei. iU84
W A N T E D -8»I3
S-IU4.

ft . truck

plallorm. Tel

"
G O O D V I E W - 5 inli, hntwean 45th nnd
4«lh along north side ot Vth SI, T e t ,

B ' 3on

A

Sola or Rant; Excharvga 101

MARIC W, (174 houl)» lor sale or - f«nt.
.1 bedrooms and bAlh upslnlrs ; livlno,
dining, kitchen, hronklasl nook, screenail ln porch, and ' i hathroom downstairs. Also tull haioment, nil heal.
For more Infnrmallon Tel. 2.196 and ask
lor Bob Olson.

Custom 4-door sedan, radio,
standard transmission , other extras, driven less than
10,000 miles. Local car.

$1795.00

'58 DODGE 6

Tu-tone 4-door sedan, economical 6 cylinder engine,
automatic transmission.
This car is clean, one local
owner.

$695.00

_, we advertise Our Prices «-

^

Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon
Comet—Fairlane
Open Mon. & Fri . Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

GUARANTEED

One Full Year
Serviced and Ready to Go!

STATION
WAGON
/
\/
' ONE OWNER
1958 FORD
,
Country . Sedan , 4-door , radio , heater, Fordomatic
transmission , power steering, power brakes, tu-tone
finish and white sidewall
tires.

$695

STATION .
.
WAGON
\ /
ONE OWNER \ /

196 1

V
T

VALIANT

Series Woo, 4-door , radio, heater , straight transmission, 6-cylinder motor ,
white sidewall tires , light
blue finish , driven only 31,423 miles. Looks and runs
like new.

$1495

$1095

NYSTROM 'S

STATION
WAGON
1956 FORD
V Country Sedan

35 other cars to choose from, Includconvertibles,
ing
station
wnflo ns,
hardtop^ and sedans .

'

Chrysler- Plymouth
Open Friday Nights

195B DYNAMIC OLDS
$1050
Excellent condition .

Tel. J)-lf)20
for details and address.

GOOD USED CARS!

1057 FORD Fairlane 500.
Full power , clean !
lflf>« FORD 4-door Station
Washing, Ironing Mach. 79
Wagon , 9 passenger ,
"
GEN E'S APPLIANCE »TW S E R V I C E
power
steering, power
1053 W. Ornndwey
b r a k e s , automatic
Tel , » I W (Karl' s Rental Service)
transmission .
M A V T A G AND F H IG I D A I R E - T o i t , ex Tel. 2349
X - *pert eervice, Connrlnlo stnek and parte. I ^>
'
onter
St.
120 f'
H Choale. .*, Co Tel. 3871.
I
Iflfil RAMBLER Classic fi
'
f &m*q^wm!8r
cylinder with new rub80 k»mmmm&Wt
Wearing Apparel, Fun
ber.
BRIDESMAID floor length formnl, train Lots for Sale
\
100
and crown, 'approximately
Wl tok a 00-3376

— TRUCKS —

'62 METEOR 6

4-<loor , 6-cylinder motor
with stra ight trarismi-sion,
winter tires , and tu-tone
finish . Spotless condition
throughout.

\ $495

O &J
MOTOR GOC
Ford Dealer
St. Charles, Minn.

Mobile Homes, Trailers lit
~
SEVERAL wlnte eiosM>ufj at bis sew.
, fnos. Now Is the time to buy! Van 's
Trailer Sales. Black River Fells, Wis.
~
'PRICES SLASHED on all use_ rrioblTi
homes. Save SlOO'i now. Red Top Mo>
bile Homo Sales.

Auction Sales
A L V I N KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and slate lleeniad
and bonded, 252 Liberty St. (Corner
E. Sth and Liberty). Tel. 4980.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J . Kohner . .
1J8 Walnut . Tel. 8-3710, alter hours 7SU
¦
~
*
"U-C^ j-Tues.; 11 a7mT 7 rmllesT <i»
Black River Falls, Wis , Ray Byrm,
owner; Kohner & Schroeder, auctioneers,' Northern Inv . Co., clerk .
~
DEC7".<PW<rf~r~p"m. » mlles H7 of
Alma on county trunk "E", then 1
mile N. on Sfate Hwy. 88, then 3 mills
E. on counly trunk " X X " . Wesley t
George Stlehl, owners; Francis Warleln,
auctioneer; Northern Inv. C o . dark.
OEC, o—Frl. 7 p.m. Dwelling _ nous*,
hold suction, Arcadia Imp) , Shop, Ar.
cadla Impl. Shop, Arcadia. Wis. Mrs,
Anna Barry, owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Ervln Erielhon, clerk.
~ ~
'
DEC. 6 -Frl., 12:10 p.m. ? mlles N of
Nelson, Wis. Orville Myren, owner/
Francis Werioln, auctioneer; Northern
Inv . Co., clerk,
_
'' ' " '
'
"
DEC7 7 -Sat . , "1 p rnTTmlies E7"of -riova
on Hwy. 10. Llla Skous . owner; Jim
Helke,
auctioneer j;
Gateway
Credit
Inc., clerk.
"
DEC. / - S a t , , 17 noon. 'Vmlles \rV7"of
Mlndoro II . VV Mauser Estate, owner)
Millrv A L i n t f . Auctioneers;
Comm,
Loan & Fin. Co., clt rrk.
_
DEC 7-Sat„ 11:30 a m . 2 mlles $,' "of
Dinnnd. W i s . Poeschl Broi. Properly,
Leon Schoocfer. auclmneer; Chlppewe
Valley
Fin. Co., clerk
_

"QUITTIN G BUSINESS"

AUCTION

CLOSING OUT ENTIRE
STOCK OF HARDWARE
---Located in Plainview , Minn. /
Starting
^

Thurs. Night , Dec. 5
At 8:00 P.M .

1960 FALCON V

/

DELUXE

\ /

2-DOOR

V

Radio , heater , automati c
transmission, 6-cylinder motor , tu-tone finish , extra
clean throughout. Lots of
trouble-free m i l e s left .
Priced within your budget
at

$895

Stop in , sec and drive the
car that is for you!

VENABLES
has the BARGAIN for You!

F. A. KRAUSE CO
- "¦BREEZY ACRES"

VENABLES

Closed Saturday afternoons

1949 DODGE tu-tone, 2
speed , 5-speed transmission, tandem with platform . $675.
1956 INTERNATIONAL tutone, 2-speed. Clean. $895.
1950 INTERNATIONAL pickup Vz ton . Very nice. $375.
1945 CHEVROLET hi ton
pickup, runs perfect . $175.
1960 CHEVROLET 1 ton,
very clean, 6 cylinder, 4speed. $1295.

75 W. 2nd
Tel . 8-2711
Open Fri. Evenings

NOTE: Auctions Will Be
Held Every Night Until The
Entire Stock Is Closed Out
To The "Rare Walls .
HARDWARE . . BOLTS , .
SCREWS . . P A I N T S . .
G1FTWARK . . DISPLAY
COUNTERS . . FIXTURES
. . A FEW T H O U S A N D
OTHER ITEMS.
TED'S HARDWA RE
Ted Louthnh , Proprietor
First National Hank ,
Plainview , Clerk
Maas A Maas Auctioneer.

I

B

BUZZ SAWYER

*

RoV Cran*^

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Wa lkw

BEETLE BAILEY

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINT/STONES

T

.

.

-

,

!

¦

..

.

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
By Chic Young

BLONDrE

STEVE CANYON

(

She is wishing for

\

COMFY® SLIPPERS

By Al Capp

U'L. ABNER

By Milton Canniff

I Vo^enm^ii
\W\
^T

^-^ V

V _-_-_^_-f iS

\

QWij

J

^^BB^w \_\ )

{¦J Roast Chicken and |9j
Ham Dinners
jR
W\

\
(

J
I

" POW WOW"

IW;

Yi ryin W ool VHwi fo lt

d

^^/

TT

»»••«» snip 9.95

~ Fj \ C k L &
l
/ ^j ^ F ^\ t \
rj

5^5^

^
^Ji
»¦
i I
I
I
ilJ-M_kl.JT ^ 5

1 123 EAST THIRD ST.

m rj m\ \
Ss ' 'y4F

I
|1

(

SHOP TONITE!

^^
M^
PHONE 7078

3

.

.nd EVERY Monday-Widnnd*y-Frid„v NJght. until CM.fmnsl

—

)
1
I

J

l
i **
Ml*

SUPPER CLUB

Fountain City, Wis.

sJ_rl_
jgM

